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Abstract
J, Elisabeth Wolf, am studying my growth over the last four years and how my findings will
influence the projection of my performing career through my Senior Thesis Project. I am
specifically focusing on six pieces that I have performed during my college career that
stand out to have provided me with the most growth and evolution. Through continually
reflecting and fervently questioning what movement means to me, 1 have developed a
thesis that not only depicts my growth as an artist and a performer in my college life, but
also a thesis that will continue growing after graduation from Loyola Marymount
University and into the adventure that lies before me with a professional dance career.
J have certain goals that I hope to succeed through the work of this thesis that extend out
into my everyday life. I hope to be able to say that I am sincerely happy with my life and
that I am always learning, never stuck in a place of comfort and too much security and
safety. I want to always be pursuing and reaching for new opportunities, even if I feel I am
not quite ready for them or feel I do not have the time to dedicate myself to; in the end
everything happens for a reason and it will all work out. With the reflection and research
embedded in the thesis, artistic goals and cognitive goals will be achieved and developed
throughout the year. I hope to develop an increasingly diverse palette of expressiondramatic, abstract, rhythmically-musically different. I hope to identify with greater clarity
a unique skill set and natural gives and natural movement signature. I hope to be able to
integrate my character and personality into my movement so as to connect on a human
level with the audience by incorporating eye contact while I dance. Cognitively, I hope to
gain the ability to apply critical theory and analysis to the experience of dancing in a variety
· .of works over a range of time. I will practice speaking about performances, movements,
.and historical influences with my professors to be able to clearly speak my opinions in an
'.articulate, intellectual, and thoughtful way that includes vocabulary I have learned and
eveloped through composition classes. I will keep a daily journal where I can record
oughts and breakthroughs I experience in all of my dance classes.

Introductory Material
Spent Days Out Yonder

a. Choreographed by Bill T. Jones: Bill T. Jones (Artistic Director /CoFounder/Choreographer), a multi-talented artist, choreographer, dancer,
theater director and writer, has received major honors ranging from a 1994
MacArthur "Genius" Award to Kennedy Center Honors in 2010. He was
inducted into the American Academy of Arts & Sciences in 2009 and named
"An Irreplaceable Dance Treasure" by the Dance Heritage Coalition in
2000. His ventures into Broadway theater resulted in a 2010 Tony Award for
Best Choreography in the critically acclaimed FELA!, the new musical coconceived, co-written, directed and choreographed by Mr. Jones. He also
earned a 2007 Tony Award for Best Choreography in Spring Awakening as
well as an Obie Award for the show's 2006 off-Broadway run. His
choreography for the off-Broadway production of The Seven earned him a
2006 Lucille Lortel Award. Mr. Jones began his dance training at the State
University of New York at Binghamton (SUNY), where he studied classical
ballet and modern dance. After living in Amsterdam, Mr.Jones returned to
SUNY, where he became co-founder of the American Dance Asylum in 1973.
In 1982 he formed the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company (then called
Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane & Company) with his late partner, Arnie Zane. In
2011, Mr. Jones was named Executive Artistic Director of New York Lives
Arts, an organization that strives to create a robust framework in support of
the nation's dance and movement-)Jased artists through new approaches to

producing, presenting and educating. In addition to creating more than 140
works for his own company, Mr. Jones has received many commissions to
create dances for modern and ballet companies, including Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater, Boston Ballet, Lyon Opera Ballet, and Berlin Opera
Ballet, among others. In 1995, Mr. Jones directed and performed in a
collaborative work with Toni Morrison and Max Roach, Degga, at Alice Tully
Hall, commissioned by Lincoln Center's Serious Fun Festival. His
collaboration with Jessye Norman, How! Do! We! Do!, premiered at New
York's City Center in 1999. His work in dance has been recognized with the
2010 Jacob's Pillow Dance Award; the 2005 Wexner Prize; the 2005 Samuel
H. Scripps American Dance Festival Award for Lifetime Achievement; the
2003 Dorothy and Lillian Gish Prize; and the 1993 Dance
Magazine Award. His additional awards include the Harlem Renaissance

Award in 2005; the Dorothy B. Chandler Performing Arts Award in 1991;
multiple New York Dance and Performance Bessie Awards for his works The
Table Project (2001), The Breathing Show (2001), D-Man in the
Waters (1989) and the Company's groundbreaking season at the Joyce

Theater (1986). In 1980, 1981 and 1982, Mr. Jones was the recipient of
Choreographic Fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, and in
1979 he was granted the Creative Artists Public Service Award in
Choreography. Mr. Jones was profiled on NBC Nightly News and The Today
Show in 2010 and was a guest on the Colbert Report in 2009. Also in 2010, he

was featured in HBO's documentary series MASTERCLASS, which follows

notable artists as they mentor aspiring young artists. In 2009, Mr. Jones
appeared on one of the final episodes of Bill Moyers Journal, discussing his
Lincoln suite of works. He was also one of 22 prominent black Americans
featured in the HBO documentary The Black List in 2008. In 2004, ARTE
France and Bel Air Media produced Bill T. ]ones-Solos, highlighting three of
his iconic solos from a cinematic point of view. The making of Still/Here was
the subject of a documentary by Bill Moyers and David Grub in entitled Bill T.
Jones: Still/Here with Bill Moyers in 1997. Additional television credits include

telecasts of his works Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin/The Promised
Land (1992) and Fever Swamp (1985) on PBS's "Great Performances"

Series. In 2001, D-Man in the Waters was broadcast on the Emmy-winning
documentary Free to Dance. Bill T. Jones's interest in new media and digital
technology has resulted in collaborations with the team of Paul Kaiser,
Shelley Eshkar and Marc Downie, now known as OpenEnded Group. The
collaborations include After Ghostcatching - the 10th Anniversary reimagining of Ghostcatching (2010, SITE Sante Fe Eighth International
Biennial); 22(2004, Arizona State University's Institute for Studies In The
Arts and Technology, Tempe, AZ); and Ghostcatching - A Virtual Dance
Installation (1999, Cooper Union, New York, NY). He has received honorary
doctorates from Yale University, Art Institute of Chicago, Bard College,
Columbia College, Skidmore College, the Juilliard School, Swarthmore College
and the State University of New York at Binghamton Distinguished Alumni
Award, where he began his dance.training with studies in classical ballet and

modern dance. Mr. Jones's memoir, Last Night on Earth, was published by
Pantheon Books in 1995. An in-depth look at the work of Bill T. Jones and
Arnie Zane can be found in Body Against Body: The Dance and Other
Collaborations of Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane, published by Station Hill Press

in 1989. Hyperion Books published Dance, a children's book written by Bill T.
Jones and photographer Susan Kuklin in 1998. Mr. Jones contributed
to Continuous Replay: The Photography of Arnie Zane, published by MIT Press
in 1999. In addition to his Company and Broadway work, Mr. Jones also
choreographed Sir Michael Tippet's New Year (1990) for Houston Grand
Opera and Glyndebourne Festival Opera. His Mother of Three Sons was
performed at the Munich Biennaie, New York City Opera and the Houston
Grand Opera. Mr.Jones also directed Lost in the Stars for the Boston Lyric
Opera. Additional theater projects include co-directing Perfect Courage with
Rhodessa Jones for Festival 2000 in 1990. In 1994, he directed Derek
Walcott's Dream on Monkey Mountain for The Guthrie Theater in
Minneapolis, MN. (Found on New York Live Arts Websitehttp: / /www.newyorklivearts.org/about/bill-t-jones.php)
i. Re staged by Rosalyn de Le Blanc Loo: Rosalyn de LeBlanc holds a BFA

from SUNY Purchase and an MFA from Hollins University. She began
her professional career with Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company
(1993-1999), then continued on with Mikhail Baryshnikov's White
Oak Dance Project (1999-2002). For the next four years she danced
with the Liz Gerring Dance Company while working as a freelance

dancer with various choreographers. Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs,
John Jasperse, Yvonne Rainer, David Gordon, Richard Move, Larry
Keigwin, Noemi LaFrance and Charles Moulton are among the
choreographers whose work Ms. LeBlanc has performed. In addition,
she danced in several productions with the Metropolitan Opera Ballet,
and was invited to perform at the 2006 Salzburg Opera Festival,
Austria, in Joachim Schloemer's Irrfahrten. She has also worked with
film directors, Burt Barr, John Turturro, Gretchen Bender and
Matthew Rolston, and can be seen in the short film, Roz; the Janet
Jackson music video, Every Time; the PBS Specials, Still/Here, Free to
Dance, Dancing in the Light, A Good Man; and in the feature film,
Romance and Cigarettes. Ms. LeBlanc has written articles about her
dance career for Dance Magazine and Europe's Ballettanz. She taught
dance at Long Island University for seven years while returning to
work with Bill T. Jones in the re-staging of his pieces at colleges

i
around the country. She is now faculty at Loyola Marymount
University - Los Angeles. (Found on LMU Dance Full-Time Faculty
Website)
b. The Choreographer's Aesthetic: Bill T. Jones was inspired by Trisha Brown's
solo where she focused on the weight of the bones in the body and simply
how they create movement in the body, using as little muscular energy as
possible. Jones uses his elegant, weighted movement vocabulary to create a
simplistic structure in the body. Jones' release technique enhances his
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movement vocabulary and enriches the range of motion that is capable in the
body.
c. The Intention: Spent Days Out Yonder is excerpted from You Walk?, Mr. Jones'

poetic rumination on the influence of Latin culture on the New World. The
work reflects the beauty and restraint of Mozart's String Quartet No. 23 and
infuses it with a subtle wit and postmodern structure that allows dancers to
move in and out of the phrase of their own accord. The movement is firmly
rooted in Mr. Jones' elegant, weighted physical vocabulary that challenges
dancers to move with ease, efficiency, and physical honesty. (Found at:
http://www.newyorklivearts.org/ even t/spen t-days-1 icensing)
d. The Structure: The work opens on three dancers with their back to the
audience beginning the phrase material. The rest of the performers enter
from downstage right walking across the front of the stage doing small
improvisational movements to then walk upstage on stage left. The
improvisation then continues in the upstage line from right to left. There is
always at least one dancer in the center of the stage doing the phrase
material and can be only up to four dancers, the rest of the dancers are giving
an improvisational back drop to the phrase material. The work culminates in
all performers joining to finish the end of the phrase material and then
slowly improvise off the stage to finish the music.
i. Music: 2 nd Movement of Mozart's String Quartet No. 23 in F Major
ii. Number of Dancers: 11, including three understudies

1

iii. Production: A square of light falls on the stage to mark the boundaries
of the phrase material from the improvisation; Lighting by Robert
Wierzel; Costumes by Liz Prince
iv. Length: 10 minutes
v. My Role: Member of the Ensemble
Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer that I brought to the work:
Only being a sophomore when working on this piece, I had only one year of
experience in modern dance, however, I had strong awareness of my body
placement and a strong ability to pick up movement fairly quickly. I found it
challenging to embody the release technique that is so important to the
movement and to let go of the muscularity in moving my body and allow the
momentum to move sequentially in my body. I have had enough training in
my dance career to understand the placement of my body at each moment;
however, finding the sense of ease to match the movement vocabulary was
difficult for me.
Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I brought to the work: My
strengths include my extensive experience in performing on a stage so that I
know how to access my nerves right before going on stage and use them in
my favor. For a performance, I understand what my body and mind needs to
do right before performing a piece so that I am in the right state of mind to
perform at the best ability I am capable of. This piece includes so much
improvisation, which I am very inexperienced at, especially doing so on a
stage. It is challenging for me to access movement in my improvisation that
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matches the movement vocabulary in the phrase material and movement
that complements what else is happening on the stage.
g. What did I want to learn?: I wanted to learn how to keep full presence on
stage so that I know exactly what is happening around me among my peers at
all times throughout the piece. I wanted to learn about the process in which
Jones creates movement and how his dancers input the movement into their
bodies to achieve his aesthetic. I wanted to learn how to create smooth
transitions, not only in moving from one place to another in space, but also
within my body from one movement gesture to the next.
h. What were my goals?: To gain as much knowledge as possible about Jones'
movement aesthetic and to portray it accurately in my body. To learn about
a different style of initiating movement in the body and to build the
confidence to be able to improvise on stage and to reflect the atmosphere
among all of us performers in my improvisation. I wanted to build the
strength of listening to my fellow performers and be aware of how my
movement fits in with what else is happening on stage, when I am
improvising. My main goal was to get to know Roz and build her trust in me
to perform the work that she has worked so hard to teach us. After meeting
Jones in person, I began to understand his passion and a large goal of mine
was to be able to portray his passion and urgency in my movement. I wanted
to find the connection of my bones and work simply at that level of the bones
in my body so that I could emulate his body's ease in movement. Meeting
Jones created a whole new perspective in my dancing and changed my idea of

f
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what movement is and what it is capable of. I hoped for myself that I could
find the power that movement has so that I could understand where Jones
generates his ideas.
i.

What were my fears?: At first I feared that I was going to be assigned as an
understudy because I was having a hard time remembering the phrase
material and accessing the release technique. I feared that I would not be
able to do the movement justice in my own body and not perform the piece at
the best of my ability. I feared that I would let Loo down by not fully
understanding what she is trying to teach us and have us do. I feared I would
let Loo down by not taking the responsibility to think about the material
outside ofrehearsal time and study how the Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane's
company members performed the work.

Head Over Heels

a. Choreographed by Lillian Barbeito: Lillian Barbeito is the Co-Director of
BODYTRAFFIC. She is a native of Santa Fe, New Mexico where she trained
with the Santa Fe Dance Foundation and worked with The Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, Southwest Ballet and the Santa Fe Opera. After graduating
form the Juilliard School on a four year, full tuition scholarship awarded by
Tomorrow's Leaders of America, Lillian had a copious free lance career in
Europe, New York, and Los Angeles. She worked with organizations such as
the Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, Zvi Gotheiner, the Agnes
DeMille Project, American Repertory Dance Company, Helios Dance Theatre
and John Malashock. She appeared at the 2006 and 2007 Grammys, in

several music videos, and feature films including projects with Angela Luna,
Beirut, and Spike Lee. Lillian is a sought-after teacher and choreographer.
She has taught for Lyon Opera Ballet, Jdyllwild Arts Academy, Northwest
Dance Project, San Francisco Conservatory of Dance, Southland Ballet
Academy, Westside Academy of Dance, and UCLA's department of World Arts
and Cultures. She is currently a Visiting Assistant Professor at Loyola
Marymount University. Ms. Barbeito is one of 15 instructors in the world
certified to teach Countertechnique, a revolutionary movement system
developed by Anouk van Dijk in Amsterdam.
b. Choreographer's Aesthetic: Barbeito has a strong ballet background
therefore her movement vocabulary includes a strong technical aspect She
combines this strong technical aspect with her certification of the
Countertechnique movement system and incorporates its tools into her
creation process. As a result, Barbeito's movement is filled with dynamics
and large range of motion; taking up as much space on the stage as possible
within the body, the dancer is able to move with ease and the audience is
able to capture the momentum of energy that streams through the body.
The Intention: The intention of the solo was to create a dance theatre piece.
It was a personal mission of Barbeito's to get over the fear of creating a
comical piece. Barbeito wanted to experiment with her ability to create a
Work that an audience would laugh at She had tried to make a comedic piece
in the past; however, she was not as successful as she had wanted to be.
,"lsarbeito wanted to create a work that showcased mine, and Rebecca Diab's,

high skill level but was also making fun of what happens to a woman when
she falls in love, and the girlish insecurities that affect even the most of
mature women. Barbeito's goal with this work was to go to the extreme
point so that the humor is so obvious that it is just ridiculous. Barbeito used
her experience of creating what she thought was a very funny piece in the
past towards this solo. She learned that in the past she did not take the
humor far enough, so in this solo she wanted to go over the top. She took her
experiences of dating and what it takes to get a man's attention and
translated them on to a college female's perspective. In choreographing the
piece, Barbeito collaborated with us to gain ideas of what a woman does to
get a man's attention and to notice her, and transformed them to be not so
subtle. The movement was secondary to Barbeito for this work and she put
more importance on the intention and the acting side of the movement.
e Structure: Rebecca Diab and I shared the solo, therefore, we traded each

Music: Nat King Cole "L.O.V.E" edited by David Karagianis
Number of Dancers: Two dancers sharing a solo
Production: A large stuffed green doll to be "the man," a table, two
/chairs, a perfume bottle, a small wrapped present, a large wrapped
\present, heeled shoes, a banner, a confetti can; Lighting by Johnny
, arofalo; Costumes by Leon Wiebers

Role: Soloist-Second cast

e. Strengths and challenges as a technical dancer that I brought to the work:
My strength in my technical work had increased immensely during this time
in my college career so that I was able to portray Barbeito's choreography
accurately. I had studied Countertechnique with her so I was able to
understand how the movement is supposed to be effortless. My large range
of motion in my hip sockets worked in my favor for this work because
Barbeito wanted to show the ridiculous mobility in my body that would add
to the humor of the piece, simply because of how bizarre looking the
movement is. It was very challenging to work with all the props in the piece
and to not let the movement look hectic because of the speed that needs to be
done in order to fit with the music. I struggled in feeling composed while
working with the props because there was such a designed structure in the
movement and musical cues that needed to match in the music perfectly.
Strengths and challenges as a performer that I brought to the work: I was
very excited to do such a theatrical work because I was very inexperienced in
that style. It was challenging for me to portray the character of a woman in
love and so eager to get the attention of a man, when I have never been in
love myself. As a performer I needed to create a story for myself to refer to
so that I could access the embodiment of being in love. I would pretend that
the green doll was Ryan Reynolds so that if I ever were to encounter him in
real life I would do anything possible to get his attention. Barbeito would
. oach Rebecca and I on how to act in love with the green doll and how to
ortray the movement in a way that was so uncomfortable desperate. My

strengths in performing this piece include my ability to be very expressive
with my eyes, however, I needed to learn how to take that expressivity and
transfer it to my movement, so that the desperation appears when I am
moving across the stage as well.
g. What did I want to learn?: For this work I wanted to learn how to maintain
the behavior and persona of a character, not only when I am performing
actions of the character, but also when I am dancing in the space and doing
difficult choreography. I was curious to learn about how Barbeito creates a
new work because this solo was the only solo of the three that she was
choreographing for this concert that was an original work. I had never been
a rehearsal process with Barbeito before and I was eager to learn about
"how she structures her choreography and what choreographic elements she
!lows to enter her ideas and spark movement.
at were my goals?: My goals for this piece were to portray a character
"~as foreign to me but to study what the characteristics were so that I
accurately embody the character. My goal was to develop the skill of
tting off my mind while I am performing intricate movement, so that I
ink about what I am feeling at any time in the choreography and
ther or not my embodiment of the character has been lost at that
.!wanted to display Barbeito's idea for this solo to the best ofmy
she is satisfied with what she has created and feel that she
fdancer to perform her vision.

i.

What were my fears?: As I mentioned in my challenges, I had a hard time
maintaining the character and going to the extreme level of ridiculousness
that was needed to make this piece comical. I feared that I would let Barbeito
down by feeling to embarrassed to act so silly on stage and feel something
that was somewhat foreign to me. I feared I would not be able to reveal the
qualities of someone in love and so desperate for that man's attention. This
solo was a wake up call to me that I can allow myself to feel vulnerable on
stage because that is what turns movement into art Allowing myself to feel
vulnerable is how I will reach my true feelings and a performance will come
alive on stage, in the moment.

Choreographed by Netta Yerushalmy: Netta Yerushalmy is a dance artist
based in New York City since 2000. Her work aims to engage with audiences
by imparting the sensation of things as they are perceived, not as they are
·•. known, and to challenge how meaning is attributed and constructed. She
tteceived a 2013 Jerome Robbins Bogliasco Fellowship, a 2012 Fellowship
<;>m the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, a 2010 Fellowship from the
York Foundation of the Arts, and a 2010-2012 Six Points Fellowship.
;Was Artist-In-Residence at the Institute for Cultural Inquiry in Berlin
3), at Baryshnikov Arts Center (2012), at Tribeca Performing Arts
1'(2010-2012), and through LMCC's Swing Space (2011). She received a
antfrom New Music USA, and has received grants from the Mertz
'Foundation, the Puffin Foundation, multiple grants from the Lower

Manhattan Community Council, and a Foundation for Contemporary Arts
Emergency Grant. In New York City Netta's work is regularly presented in
venues such as La Mama, Danspace Project, Harkness Dance Festival, Dance
New Amsterdam, Movement Research. In Israel she has been presented by
numerous festivals including Curtain-Up, Jerusalem International Dance
Week, Intimadance, International-Exposure, and Different Dance. Her work
also performed at the International Solo-Dance-Theater Festival
Her recent collaborations with philosopher David Kishik include
work of Dance in the Age of Sacred Lives, produced by HAU Hebbel am
Berlin (2013), and Critique of Pure Movement- an evening of theory
at the ICI Berlin (2013). Commissions for repertory
include the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company (Salt Lake City,
Dance Company (Minneapolis 2012 and 2014), Same Planet
(Chicago, 2013), Philadelphia International Festival of the
Moving Colors (Baton Rouge, 2010), Misgav Dance Workshop
1 Netta has been a Guest Artist and visiting faculty at
(Philadelphia). She was a teaching Guest Artist at the
(University of Utah), and will be at the 2014
with a Footprints commission. As part of her work
taught around the USA, Russia, and the Dominican
work at University of Michigan and Point Park
modern technique at Yasmeen Gadder's Studio
. Center (Tel-Aviv,.Jsrael), Of MovingColors
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(Baton Rouge, Louisiana), The Yard, Misgav Dance Workshop. Netta
currently dances with choreographer Joanna Kotze. She was a member of
Doug Varone and Dancers from 2007-2012 and has also performed with
Nancy Bannon, Karinne Keithley, Mark Jarecki, Noemie Lafrance, Ronit Ziv,
and the Metropolitan Opera Ballet. Netta was born in South Carolina, where
she had her first dance performance at age 3. She moved to the Galilee in
Israel soon after and trained at the Misgav Dance Workshop, the school of the
Kibbutz Dance Company in Ga'aton, and Bat-Dor studios in Tel-Aviv. In 1996
she relocated to New York to earn a BFA in Dance from Tisch School of the
Arts.
b. The Choreographer's Aesthetic: Netta Yerushalmy spent most of her training
in Israel learning about how to have the most readily available body for
movement and how the range of motion in the body aids with the ability to
access as much space as possible. When Yerushalmy choreographs it is like
she is making a painting, she does not see individual dancers, she sees the
movements they make in the space and the pathways they take on the stage
to create a design. It is most important to Yerushalmy that her dancers know
exactly how much space is between them and another dancer and the exact
line that they drew in the space so that the painting is not disturbed by
crooked or curved lines, if they are meant to be straight. When Yerushalmy
, choreographs she first creates movement and then experiments with it to
make it fit to the music. Yerushalmy's quirky movement vocabulary matches
ho she is as a person, especially with her very curly short hair.

Yerushalmy's movement includes details that you would not expectto see in
a work but that become essential to the movement as a whole because they
add character and personality to the piece. Yerushalmy creates work that
surprises the audience and takes them off guard because the audience never
anticipates the movement and there is never an initiation on a count of one,
because that is expected. Yerushalmy's movement vocabulary incorporates
pedestrian gestures along with cartoon and video game character like
movements to express the wide variety of possibilities of movement that be
accessed to create magnificent work
c. The Intention: The American Dance Festival commissioned Netta

Yerushalmy to create a work for their Footprints performance at the end of
the Six Week School Intensive. Yerushalmy wanted to create a work that best
exemplified who she is as a choreographer. Pictograms was created like a
painting is made, one stroke at a time that moves across the canvas with a
certain color and intensity level. Yerushalmy created a vocabulary of
movement for this piece that shows the high skill set of all of us performers
and the quirkiness and peculiarity of each of our personalities together as a
cast The movement creates an environment of little video game characters
interacting and traveling through the environment together.
d. The Structure: The lighting and set design was just as important to the work
as the choreography was. The movement created a personality, but the set
created the whole environment
i. Music: Nautilus, Orlok by Anna Meredith, and Mark degli Antoni

ii. Number of Dancers: 23 including four understudies
iii. Production: White stage floor, a white screen to come halfway down
at center stage to have yellow light shine off it, raising of the upstage
scrim as well as the legs of the wings on either side of the stage;
Lighting by David Ferri; Costumes by John Brinkman
iv. Length: 23 minutes

v. My Role: Member of the ensemble
e. My Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer that I brought to the work:
From my intense training at Loyola Marymount and my experience of
working with several choreographers I was able to quickly pick up the style
ofmovementthat Yerushalmy looks for in her dancers. My technical training
aids me in adapting to a new movement vocabulary that is so unique to
Yerushalmy. I challenged myself to keep striving for more precision of how
the transfer of weight occurs in her body so that I could match up. It was
very helpful to be in this rehearsal process and not have to think about any
other rehearsal process. Since this piece was created at ADF, all I had to
think about was taking class and strengthening my technique and learning
Yerushalmy's movement style to perform her work to the best ofmy ability.
was able to dedicate my whole self to Yerushalmy's work. However, since I
had never worked with Yerushalmy before I had to make known to her the
technical strength l was capable of. It was somewhat of a challenge for me to
show her my wide range of possibilities that she can use for her work. The
piece challenged me to be stronger because I was paired with a very strong,

tall male dancer who pushed me to access more strength so that I could jump
just as high as him and move just as large as him. I had never been partnered
with a male dancer of this stature so it challenged me to be able to match is
body movement. He and I danced together as a duet for most of the piece so I
had no choice but to adapt to his movement so that we looked like a pair of
video game characters moving across the stage.
f.

My Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I brought to this work: The
performance quality that Yerushalmy asked of us was pretty minimal
because she did not want the fact that there was an audience to affect our
movement. What was most important for her was that we kept our
relationships to each other in space and the timing on the music consistent.
Building stamina to perform the whole piece to my highest potential was a
challenge for me because the last seven minutes of the piece were like a
marathon for my duet partner and me. He and I never left the stage and we
were performing high jumps and intricate movements at a fast pace.

g. What did I want to learn?: I wanted to learn how to create a work with a new
choreographer I had never worked with or even heard of prior to ADF. I
wanted to learn how to show them everything I am capable of so that they
can use my ability as much as possible in their work. I wanted to learn how
to be completely professional in this new work because I viewed this
opportunity as a way to meet someone I potentially work for again after I
graduate. I wanted to learn how to keep the professionalism in the room but
also build a friendly relationship so that the choreographer enjoys my

presence in the room. I wanted to learn how to be in rehearsal process with
no familiar faces but through the process of creating we are able to know
everything about each other and trust each other to fulfill the choreography.
h. What are my goals?: My goals were to build a relationship with a new
choreographer whom I could perhaps work with again in the future for a
professional work. I wanted to develop a new style of movement. A large
goal of mine was to learn about Yerushalmy's style of choreographing so that
I could gain ideas about how to choreograph. Through the choreographic
process with Yerushalmy, I learned that any movement, no matter how silly,
works great on the stage, in fact the more funny looking the movement, the
subtle hilarity is built into the work and is more appealing to the audiences
eye.
i.

What are my fears?: I feared that I would not be able to accurately portray
Yerushalmy's vision for her work. I feared that I would get off of the counts
of the music or fall out of the line that is my pathway across the stage. I
feared of disappointing her for not being able to understand her movement
and the initiations of the body and the sequentiality of the movement.
feared that would not build a memorable enough relationship with
Yerushalmy so that she would want to use me again for her work in the
future.

Where the One Resides (edition 3)

a. Choreographed by Bliss Kohlmyer: Bliss Kohlmyer began her training in
Wooster, Ohio. She attended The Juilliard School for two years, and then

graduated from Dickinson College with a BA in Dramatic Arts. In 2011,
having studied the intersection of dance and technology, she received her
MFA from the University of Washington in Seattle. In New York City, Bliss
danced and toured internationally with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance
Company and The Sean Curran Company. In San Francisco, she danced with
Janice Garrett and Dancers, Robert Moses' Kin, and The San Francisco Opera
Ballet, among others. While at The University of Washington she was a
member of The Chamber Dance Company and had the great pleasure in
performing works by Alwin Nikolais, Jane Dudley, Lar Lubovitch, Llory
Wilson, and Oskar Schlemmer. In 2010, Bliss performed
Schlemmer's Bauhaus Dances at Artissima: International Contemporary Art
in Torino, Italy. Bliss has set Robert Moses' "The Supplicant" and "Lucifer's
Prance" at Cal Poly University. Also, she assisted in setting "Speaking Ill of the
Dead" at Jacob's Pillow. She was on faculty at Oberlin Dance Collective (ODC)
\School for eight years and was a guest lecturer at UC Berkeley from 20072009. Bliss has taught master classes at the Central Pennsylvania Youth

allet, The University of Nevada at Reno, UC Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz, Arizona
te University, San Francisco State University, Cal Poly University, Stanford
iversity, and The San Francisco Dance Center. She has also been an artistresidence for the San Francisco Arts Education Project and is a certified
tes instructor. Bliss was a faculty member at St. Mary's College of Moraga
11-2012. In 2013, St. Mary's College Dance Company will present her
at the western region ACDFA. Bliss is the co-artistic director of project

agora, a San Francisco based organization that presents evenings of
collaborative and interdisciplinary work. Her company has received
numerous grants and commissions. Bliss is an Assistant Professor of Dance at
The University of South Florida.
b. The Choreographer's Aesthetic: Bliss Kohlmyer's movement aesthetic
combines all of her intense modern dance training and performing with the
Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane Dance Company and The Sean Curran Company.
Kohlmyer is a well-experienced teacher and choreographer so her movement
vocabulary incorporates taking one phrase and stretching it out into all
possibilities by using different choreographic elements. Using the different
choreographic elements can create four minutes of movement from just one
phrase. For this particular work, that is exactly what Kohlmyer did to create
the choreography. She dissected different phrase material and spread it out
into different sections of the work.
c. The Intention: Kohlmyer created the work with the intention of creating
another episode ofa series of pieces that she had created for other
universities, with this work being unique to Loyola Marymount because the
movement and feelings are unique to the performers. Kohlmyer wanted to
create a piece that involves the social structures that students experience on
a day to day basis, where someone may feel like they are involved in one
group of people but at the same time feel completely alone. This work shows
the struggle of someone's desire to be a part of a community of their peers,
yet feel like a complete outsider because they are unable to connect on a

personal level. Kohlmyer's intention, in her words, for the piece is as follows:
"The work that I set at LMU was actually the third in a series of works
inspired by the notion of herd mentality or how people are influenced by
their peers to follow a trend, act a certain way, etc. I was also investigating
the differences and similarities between our public/private selves. Where
and when do those two identities overlap? Are they one in the same for some
people? The series of works are: where the one resides, where the one resides

(edition 2), and where the one resides (edition 3). The first was commissioned
by LINES Ballet Summer Program, the second by Florida State College of
Jacksonville, and the third by Loyola Marymount University. For each of
these commissions, I utilized the same choreographic structure. I prompted
movement investigation in the same way, started conversations about the
work using similar language, utilized the same "tasks" to generate
material. However, while each dance revolved around the same themes (herd
mentatlity/private and public selves), the variances in conversations, free
writes, improvisation, and movement invention, steered the evolution of
each work. Hence, the dances were quite different from one another. I was
interested and remain interested in how the same research "question" or
"notion" can produce such different results. My dance works
are collective/hybrid stories, not just my own. Even though I can walk into
the studio with a structure in hand, the work becomes what it needs to be
with a particular set of individual histories, in a particular place and during a
particular moment in time. I plan on working thi:s way in the future as well.
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Just as a visual artist may have a series of works based on the same theme, I
find this process enlightening as a choreographer. You might be interested in
how each of the works changed: where the one resides: This dance was
commissioned by LINES Ballet Summer Program. I created the work on 19
LINES Ballet summer students. The work investigates herd mentality and
the relationships between individuals in a particular group. This work
captures the outside forces that can take one from just having a thought to
actually acting on that thought. where the one resides (edition 2): Florida State
College of Jacksonville commissioned this work. While this dance also
stemmed from the concept of herd mentality, this particular version
highlighted one woman's attempt to convince others that he/she does not
need to conform to be a "heard" in a crowd. where the one resides (edition
3): This dance was commissioned by LMU. As opposed to 19 dancers in the

original version, this work has 13 dancers. More similar to edition 2 than the
original version, this dance focused on the relationships within the herd and
how the relationships affect the mentality and strength of the herd itself. In
my research about herd mentality, I learned that often times one individual
has the ability to change the mentality of the group. If this individual is heard
and seen by the "right" people, then others may follow suit. There will always
be those that resist change, however. I play with these kinds of group
dynamics in the piece. Where does the one reside? The one resides in the
comfort of one's family and family, but also in public, in places that may

appear to be or feel to be less suitable to be one's self because of a pressure
to conform."
d. The Structure: To begin the choreographic process, Kohlmyer asked each of
the dancers to create a short phrase that represents who we are as people in
society and how we try to hide ourselves at some points and how we feel
confident at other times in our lives.
i. Music: Skylark lnterabang and Vices (Viices Instrumental)
ii. Number of Dancers: 14 including one understudy
iii. Production: Lighting Design by Johnny Garofalo; Costumes by Leon
Wiebers
iv. Length: 9 minutes and 50 seconds
v. My role: Featured dancer and rehearsal director
Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer that I bring to the work:
have a very strong technical ability at this point in my life and I am able to
understand a choreographer's vision for a work. I have the experience in my
abilities to access a grounded modern style that is familiar to Kohlmyer's
movement vocabulary. However, I was challenged to make my movement
larger in space and also move at a quicker pace so that there is a sense of
urgency in the movement. My difficulties in this creation came when we had
to choreograph our own phrases and I was not feeling confident in the
movement I had created. My movement already had a feeling of hesitance
Within it so when I was asked to make it larger and quicker; it was difficult

for me to feel strong enough to do what I was being asked and depict the
large movement that Kohlmyer intended.
f.

Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I bring to the work Growing
up in school I have always had two different lives and two different sets of
groups of friends: the school friends and the dance friends; the school life and
the dance life. I have always had a closer relationship to my dance life and
my dance friends than I have with any of my school friends. With my school
friends I have always felt a little disconnected from because I always put my
dance life at a higher importance than anything else, which meant that I was
not always involved in activities among my school friends because I had prior
dance commitments. This always left me feeling like a little bit of an outsider
among my school friends. Having this past experience allows me to connect
to this piece on a deeper level because I know how it feels to be a bit of an
outsider wanting to fit it with a group; thus leading to a real performance
I can access past feelings and incorporate them into my movement.
do I want to learn?: Having the role of rehearsal director for this piece
something very new to me and I am having to experiment with the best
to design rehearsals so that they are as productive as can be. This
process is difficult because the choreography was set in April and
performers and I need to recall the movement and keep it alive in
so that it is ready to perform in November. I want to learn how to
a group of dancers so that we can maintain the strength in the

movement. I want to learn how to have a leadership role while also being a
dancer in the work.
h. What are my goals?: I would like to figure the best way possible to take a
piece that was choreographed several months prior and be able to keep the
movement and intention alive even as it is performed much later on. This is
similar to how a company performs their repertory, because work is created
years prior but is commissioned to perform at another event. My goal is to
be continually inspired so that I am able to dedicate my full self to the work
and perform the work as though it was just created a week ago. I hope to
also instill this inspiration in my fellow performers so that I am a good leader
to my peers.
i.

What are my fears?: My fears are that Kohlmyer will come back to see the
piece when it is performed in November and feel that we have let her down
by not fulfilling her intention for the piece and by letting the movement die in
our bodies. I fear that Damon Rago will regret making me the rehearsal
director because I am unable to motivate each of the dancers to give their all
to the work. I feel that there will be disappointment among the faculty when
they see this piece performed because we were not dedicated enough to
keeping the movement alive.

5. Tango/Rouge
a. Choreographed by Keith Johnson: Keith Johnson is originally from Tempe,
Arizona. He was a competitive gymnast and team captain at Brigham Young
University before he became interested in dance. He received his MFA in

dance with an emphasis in choreography from the University of Utah in 1991
where he received the Dee R. Winterton Award for Excellence in Dance.
While in Salt Lake City, Keith danced in the Ririe/Woodbury Dance Company
working with such choreographers as Alwin Nikolais, Murray Louis, Shapiro
and Smith, Kei Takei, and Loa Clawson. In New York City he joined the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, touring the widely acclaimed work
Still/Here both nationally and internationally. He also danced in the
companies of Creach/Koester and Doug Varone and Dancers. He has also
done pick-up work dancing in the companies of Spencer/Colton in Boston
and Janis Brenner in California. As part of Doug Varone and Dancers, Keith
performed with The Denver Opera and in a site-specific work Neither, which
took place in The Lower East Side Tenement Museum in New York City. As a
performer he has performed in major festivals and concert halls worldwide
including the Joyce Theatre, Jacob's Pillow, the Redcat Theatre, Tokyo
International Festival, The Melbourne Festival, and Queen Elizabeth Hall in
England. In 1998, Keith formed Keith Johnson/Dancers. The company
received favorable reviews from the Los Angeles Times. Since 1998, the
company has performed in California, North Carolina, Utah, Minnesota, New
York City and Arizona. He is the recipient of two Lester Horton Awards (2007
and 2008). Keith continues to perform, most recently with Colleen Thomas
Dance, Bill Young/Colleen Thomas and Dancers, and Victoria Marks. Keith
also performed in The Pod Project by choreographer/director Nancy Bannon.
Keith is currently on the faculty at California State University in Long Beach.

He is a Full Professor who teaches both composition and contemporary
dance techniques. He is an advisor to the MFA candidates and the BFA
students. In addition, Keith has been a guest teacher at the following
institutions; NYU's Tisch School of the Arts Summer Program, The Julliard
School, Dartmouth College, LaSalle College of the Arts in Singapore, The
Ririe/Woodbury Summer Dance Intensive, Doug Varone and Dancers
Summer Workshop, University of California at Santa Barbara, Scottsdale
Community College in Arizona, Brigham Young University, Cal Poly, Virginia
Commonwealth University, St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minnesota,
University of South Florida, Ballet Pacifica Summer Intensive, Southern
Methodist University in Texas, Velocity Dance Center, Strictly Seattle Festival,
The Beijing International Dance Festival, Malashock Summer Intensive, 5 xS
Summer Intensive, and the University of Utah. In 2005, the Outstanding
Graduate Student Recipient, Rogelio Lopez Garcia at CSU LB, named Keith
Most Valuable Professor. Keith received the Choo San Goh Award in 2002 for
emerging choreographers and has had support from the Dance/USA
Foundation. His work has been shown in various venues including the
University of Utah (with Stephen Koester), The LIT Series, Joyce Soho (with
. Colleen Thomas), The Rose Wagner Theater in Salt Lake City, The Center
Stage Theatre (with Stephanie Nugent), Commuter Festival (CalArts),
Breaking Ground Festival and The Diavolo Space. His work has been
commissioned by the Ririe/Woodbury Dance Company, d9 Collective,
,CONDER/dance, Contemporary Danceworks, various solo artists, and

universities. In 2012, Keith has two works represented at the National
ACDFA conference at the Kennedy Center In Washington DC. The performers
from Loyola Marymount University were chosen as the Outstanding Student
Performer Award for their work in Unscripted/Riptide Into Me. Keith also
makes dance films with collaborator Gregory R.R. Crosby and together they
have formed Fistbomb Films. Their film, Life In Security, has been screened
at the Breaking Ground Festival and Film Bar (both in Arizona), Westfest
(New York), Dance For The Camera Festival (California), Conversations at the
Flea (New York), and American Dance Festival's International Screendance
Festival. Keith was awarded the 2012/13 Distinguished Alumni Award from
The Department of Modern Dance at the University of Utah. In addition, Keith
has explored visual arts in areas of printmaking, art installations, sculpture,
and costuming and hopes to further his studies in the visual arts.
b. The Choreographer's Aesthetic: Keith Johnson's aesthetic is similar to that of
Bill T. Jones' movement style because release technique is prevalent in his
choreography and the weightiness of the bones is significant in the
movement vocabulary. Johnson uses human relationships to develop
characters in his choreography. He is not afraid to use his homosexuality to
inform his movement, in fact human sexuality is a central theme to most of
Johnson's work. The use of human relationships in his choreography leads to
choreography that is dependent on each of the dancers because there is so.
much contact and partner work.

c. The Intention: Johnson said that he has never worked with a group of five
women before so he is creating a piece that is about the strength of women
and how it can be misconceived among different people. He wants to show
women's strength in a professional setting and then shift to show the
strength of women on a personal level. Using a tango as the music aids in
showing the strength and power of the dancers. He is making prevalent the
abuse that women go through in the work place. When a woman is strong on
a professional level it can be misleading and seen as bossy and, for lack of a
better term, "bitchy." In reality, a woman is actually just being as strong and
assertive as a man would be. In the second half of the work, Johnson shifts
gears to portray a gentler side to women and a more personal side. Johnson
has been recently interested in visual design, which inspired him to create an
entire set and atmosphere and include the props of the disco ball and the wax
lips and mustache. By projecting the shadow of the finger tango duet onto
the scrim, as if zooming in on the fingers, creates a blend between stage
performance, as well as film performance.
d. The Structure: All five of us women are dependent on the other to perform
the choreography because of how much contact there is. If one person is
missing or misplaces a movement then the work is completely off and the
dynamic is impossible to bring back.
i. Music: Tango, Peggy Lee & Tango La Cumparsita

ii. Number of Dancers: Five

iii. Production: A mini disco ball, wax lips and mustache, and red tissue
paper confetti; Lighting by Johnny Garofalo; Costumes by Leon
Wiebers
iv. Length: 11 minutes

v. My Role: Member of the Ensemble
e. My Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer that I bring to the work:
have experience with partner work so that I am able to understand the best
way to partner with another body and to contact another body. Thanks to
the wide range of choreographers that I have worked with I am able to
understand what Johnson is looking for in his vision of this work and
understand the patience that is needed to create movement that is
predominantly contact and partner work. At this time in my performance
career, I have developed a strong awareness of my body and ability to access
certain aspects of my ability, whether it is my strength, my flexibility, my
ability to move very large in space, my ability to be gentle and move with a
caring quality, etc. What is challenging for me right now is to be patient with
Johnson's choreographic process and not dwell too much if I am not being
utilized very much in the movement. I need to trust that Johnson sees
everything in the space and know that he has a plan for what will happen in
the next stage of the work. I need to remember that it is not always about
the individual mover but how the body itself is related to the other bodies in
space, and how each body adds to the character of the work.

f.

My Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I bring to the work: Thus
far in the choreography the relationship among all of us woman is very
aggressive and assertive, a character that is foreign to me right now. I have
never acted this way in a work with other women, or other dancers in that
matter. It is challenging for me to access that assertiveness and
competitiveness amongst my fellow dancers and friends, whom I care so
deeply for and wish only the best for. However, I am excited to keep building
this relationship with my friends, because it is yet another new experience I
can partake in and use to build my wide range of performance capabilities for
the future.

g. What do I want to learn?: I would like to learn how to be more patient when
it comes to learning partner work because of how much attention to detail is
needed. I would also like to learn the importance each person has in this
work. For example, the importance of an observer in the movement that may
not be doing a lot of movement but is on the side observing and is actually
quite noticeable to the audience.
h. What are my goals?: My main goal is to gain Johnson's trust in performing
his work. I hope to build a strong relationship with Johnson so that he
appreciates all that I am able to offer him with my movement and so that he
is someone I can look to in the future for the possibility of working with him
again. I hope to gain the trust of my fellow dancers, as well as, ensure my
trust in them so that we can work together to create Johnson's vision to the
best of our ability.

i.

What are my fears?: 1 fear that I am not going to be able to fully embody
Johnson's movement aesthetic. I fear that we are not going to be able to
create a work that he is proud of. I fear that Johnson regrets choosing me to
be a part of this work.

Seven
a. Choreographed by Rosalynde LeB!anc Loo: Rosalynde LeBlanc holds a BFA
from SUNY Purchase and an MFA from Hollins University. She began her
professional career with Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company (19931999), then continued on with Mikhail Baryshnikov's White Oak Dance

Project (1999-2002). For the next four years she danced with the Liz Gerring
Dance Company while working as a freelance dancer with various
choreographers. Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, John Jasperse, Yvonne Rainer,
David Gordon, Richard Move, Larry Keigwin, Noemi LaFrance and Charles
Moulton are among the choreographers whose work Ms. Le Blanc has
performed. In addition, she danced in several productions with the
Metropolitan Opera Ballet, and was invited to perform at the 2006 Salzburg
Opera Festival, Austria, in Joachim Schloemer's Irrfahrten. She has also
worked with film directors, Burt Barr, John Turturro, Gretchen Bender and
Matthew Rolston, and can be seen in the short film, Roz; the Janet Jackson
music video, Every Time; the PBS Specials, Still/Here, Free to Dance, Dancing
in the Light, A Good Man; and in the feature film, Romance and Cigarettes. Ms.
LeB!anc has written articles about her dance career for Dance Magazine and
Europe's Ballettanz. She taught dance at Long Island University for seven

years while returning to work with Bill T. Jones in the re-staging of his pieces
at colleges around the country. She is now faculty at Loyola Marymount
University· Los Angeles. (Found on LMU Dance Full-Time Faculty Website}
b. Choreographer's Aesthetic: Roz LeBlanc Loo's movement aesthetic is gestural
with strong, weighted movements to take the dancers through space quickly.
Her choreographic aesthetic stems from her six years performing with the
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company where she focused immensely on
aspects of movement that Jones emphasizes in his works. Loo works through
manipulation of phrases to create a choreographic work that is appealing to
the audience and makes sense in the brain by using motifs and balancing the
stage.
The Intention: When Loo first began creating movement for this piece she
did not have an intention in mind, she wanted to let the piece unfold itself by
relying on the dancers' natural personalities come through in her movement
She allowed herself to separate herself from any intention and
aHow the relationships to form among the dancers within the structure of the
With time an intention revealed itself naturally as one. that involves
JJtsPatial and personal relationships between two people and how other factors
c'a-11 prevent a relationship from evolving. The focus of the intention centered
fnllnd two dancers who continue to find each other throughout the piece
·t!!txepeatedly get interrupted by the other dancers. The fast and uneven
J)o of the music serves as a conflict along with the other dancers that

seems to prevent the two dancers from ever finding each other for a
permanent time period.
d. The Structure: Loo created a structure to Seven that relies heavily on the
balance of the stage as well as, the awareness of the spatial relationship
among of the dancers at all times. The music creates a discomfort in the
movement as having a rhythm of seven beats per measure with a section in
the middle of the work of eight beats per measure. This forces the dancers to
always be aware of the counts in the music.
i. Music: "Meetings Along the Edge" composed by Philip Glass and Ravi
Shankar
ii. Number of Dancers: Nine
iii. Production: Lighting Design by Johnny Garofalo; Costumes by Leon
Wiebers
iv. Length: Eight minutes and nine seconds

v. My Role: Member of the Ensemble
e. My Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer that I bring to the work:
have studied under Loo for the past two years, taking her Modern Technique
classes and her Performance Techniques class, therefore, I have a clear
understanding of the type of movement she is drawn to and l have a clear
understanding of her vocabulary. In addition, she has a clear understanding
of the type of mover I am and the type of person l am so that she knows I will
work hard and be respectful during rehearsals. I have a strong movement
quality and a clear understanding ofmy long body to be able to move quickly

in and out of the floor and to also travel across the floor quickly. I have a
strict attention to detail so that I can be clear in my body with the gestures
and movements that Loo will intend. What will be challenging for me will be
maintaining the quickness in tempo of the music and matching the timing of
my movement to the timing of the music. I need to build my stamina to be
able to move with such precision and speed for eight minutes of athletic
movement that travels the whole width of the stage.
f.

My Strengths and Challenges as a performer that I bring to the work:
Through my studies with Loo in her Performance Techniques class I learned
how to use my body and my movement to embody an intention and emotion,
instead of only showing an emotion through my face. I have developed a
performance quality that naturally shows through in my body through my
study and focus to the intention of the work and how the choreographer
presents the movement. Through my training I have developed a skill of
allowing myself to just be; I do not need to create a superficial persona on
stage in order to fulfill the intention of the work, I am able to bring myself
into the work and present my true self in the performance without the
(presence of another character in myself. It will be challenging, however, to
,not become too comfortable in the environment with Loo and to not "drop
.Jie ball" in my movement by allowing the piece to overcome me. I need to
aintain an equal balance with the work and ride along with it to the very
••ct so that allowing myself to relax in the work does not diminish my

g. What do I want to learn?: I want to learn how Loo creates movement, which
then falls into a whole eight-minute Jong work. I want to begin to understand
how she thinks as a choreographer and at what point she takes her control
out of the piece and allows her dancers to then be themselves with the
movement and bring forth their artistries.
What are my goals?: My goals are to grow into an advanced performer by
gaining the skill of fully understanding what the choreographer intends and
not being self-conscious of what I am able to bring to their work. My goal is
be a mover that Loo can trust and be confident in fulfilling her intention. I
· ,wish to present to Loo a professional dancer who is ready to work with any
~horeographer and one that she is proud to call her own.
'1iat are my fears?: I fear that I will "drop the ball" in my senior year and
;:,,

.i~pme too comfortable with my surroundings and with my professors to
I will not find improvement in myself as an artist. I fear that I will feel
erlor in LMU Dance and take full advantage of all that I am being offered
year of college.
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Seven Analysis
The curtain rises and reveals three dancers lying on their backs with their feet in the
air as if they have been paused in time in the middle of taking a step. The music begins and
the dancers continue walking in time with the music. Their walking has a quality that looks
continuous and like they are walking on a never-ending assembly line. After five walks
they again come to a pause but then in the next musical phrase they begin again but their
next step is faster as if to make up for what they missed when time was stopped. They take
another step in normal timing and then collapse into the floor as if the strings were cut that
were holding their feet into the air. The two dancers downstage roll up to a standing
position while the dancer upstage remains sitting on the floor. All three dancers perform a
series of arm gestures utilizing the circularity of the arms in the shoulder girdle, the
downstage dancers standing on their feet and the upstage dancer doing it all sitting on the
floor with his legs stretched out in front of him to add a different level for the eye to latch
onto. The downstage dancers drop into a crouch position to then draw their arms from a
low position to then stretch their front body completely and reach up to the sky to create a
curve of their back-body. The upstage dancer on the floor mimics the crouch position by
drawing his legs into his chest and then switching his angle of his body to match the angle
of the dancers downstage by stretching his body into a curve lying completely on his side to
look as though he were doing a beginning of a modern dance technique warm-up. The
dancers downstage drop into a wide fourth position in their legs with very architectural
arms making the shape of a box and shifting the position of their hips. The dancer on the
floor again mimics this movement by opening his legs into a fourth position and making the
same shape with his arms but still lying on his back, rolling from side to side to match the

movements of the pelvis. Three dancers have made an appearance in the upstage wings,
one on stage right and two on stage left. They enter the stage as if for a glimpse and make
the audience wonder if they even saw someone enter in the midst of the gestures that are
occurring on stage. Then the three dancers reappear briefly again as if they are in fast
forward and for one count of seven enter and exit the stage two times through. In this
opening the music is somewhat quiet with a consistent tempo to introduce the audience to
the pacing of the music.
A shift in the music occurs with one sound that is a driving force of the tempo. This

new sound is identified by a dancer entering from upstage left, walking around the stage,
and matching each of her steps to the quick-pace timing of the beats. She deliberately
creates a loop of the space by walking on the diagonal to downstage right, across the
downstage path, and back upstage from left to right until she cannot go any farther without
stepping on one of the dancers. She just passes in front of the dancer who is upstage as he
thrusts himself to center stage in the upstage line to mimic his arm gestures with his legs
instead to come to a position on his knees and throwing his arms, as if initiated from his
shoulder blades, across his body to then fall to his side and roll to his back and into a pushup position facing stage right. Two dancers fall out of the upstage wings to their backs in
the walking position that we had just seen a few moments ago in the very opening of the
piece. Three more dancers enter the stage, this time one on stage left and two on stage
right, walking confidently into the space to glide downstage in a sweeping motion letting
their heads fall back to then slide into a position on their knee, turn around to the upstage,
and turn back around facing the audience. They fall into a position on their backs to then
roll into a push-up position facing stage right to match the dancer upstage. Two dancers

cross on the diagonal towards stage left directly in front of the walking dancer, stopping
and interrupting her in her journey to loop the stage. The dancers glide through the air as
if barely touching the floor to propel them across the stage. Once the two dancers have
crossed, the walking dancer continues her journey until she runs into another dancer in the
downstage left corner when she reverses her body to jump around to face the audience in a
deep lunge with her arms creating a large circle around her kin esp here to meet above her
head. As her arms circle back down, her body whips into a turn to spiral down to the floor
to match the push-up position with the other four dancers.
The two dancers downstage closest to the outside of the stage pop up to standing
out of the push-up position to whip themselves around in a turn creating a circularity in
their body with a leg in attitude and the opposite arm guiding them around. Landing in a
deep plie in second position they make a gesture with a flick of their wrist that throws their
head down, whipping them into another, more upright pirouette, which carries the
momentum of their bodies into an extended side battement position with their torso tilted
over. As their leg comes back down to standing, their arm continues the pathway to slash
across their body and create a force that takes their body to the upstage line. The three
dancers in the push-up position surrounding the center line of the stage crawl upstage like
spider-man on their hands and feet and roll on their backs back to where they were, to then
"spider-man" crawl upstage again, but instead of rolling back into their position, they throw
their legs around to come into a sitting position. The two dancers downstage use the
momentum of throwing their legs around to glide them off stage by sliding across the floor,
while the center dancer remains in his position to sit on his buttocks facing the downstage
left diagonal.

The four women upstage do a series of arm gestures that trace the line of their own
arms both in the space above their heads and down around their pelvis. The two dancers
closer to center do the gestures in one direction while the two outside dancers do the
gestures in the opposite direction, creating some intersections of the arms with the other
two arms. The dancer sitting in the center does a phrase that throws his body around,
starting with a head circle that leads to a scissor kick of his legs on his back that then
carries him up into a push-up position but with an arm reaching for something in front of
him. He is unable to reach whatever it was so he then sets his buttocks down and faces the
opposite direction in a pike position reaching his arms the other way to take him in to a
push-up position directed toward the left again. Instead of his arm reaching, his leg circles
the space above him in an attitude to step forward and continues the reach into the space
above him by circling his arms up above his head that translates into his whole body
rotating around the axis of his plum line. In a split second he drops into a fourth position
sitting on the ground with his body folded over his front leg, as if showing a sign of defeat.
The four women on either side of him repeat the sweeping motion from earlier allowing
their head to fall backwards to then whip them around into a grounded, quick chaine turn
to travel to the downstage area. This travelling step is repeated two times by this group of
dancers. On the second repetition of this travelling step, two women enter from left to act
as a shadow of the four women's previous movement.
Facing directly to the audience the four women shift into a more sprightly
movement of two hops with a small kick of the foot and then almost like a clam shell
closing, they sweep their right arm up and over to fold their body in half. The other two
women join in this clamshell movement after one sequence has been seen. All six women,

several times with different facings of the bodies, repeat this clamshell movement. This
moment in the piece creates a staple in the audience's mind because they are seeing so
much of the same for a significant period of time, giving them the idea that they will be
seeing this again. Meanwhile, the dancer on the floor upstage transitions through a series
of postures and holding each posture for seven counts before dramatically changing his
body into a new posture. He looks as though he is a series of several still images. His
stillness among all the jumping and sweeping arms of the women creates a sense of
stability that is still present even among the most chaos. A dancer is seen travelling on the
diagonal from downstage right repeating the travelling step with the release of the head.
She maneuvers her way around all the hopping women staying focused on her task at hand.
Another woman enters on the diagonal from downstage left doing a travelling phrase
creating a stretched passe position with her arms reaching into her far kinesphere. She
directly cuts through the group of women doing the clamshell as if preventing them to
move anywhere or else they would be knocked over by the woman crossing on the
diagonal. The dancer repeating the travelling sweeping gesture catches a glimpse of the
other dancer travelling through the stage and then follows her path toward the edge of the
stage, just inside the curtain. At that moment the other dancer reappears with her same
stretched passe position as ifremembering what she originally intended to do; she travels
to center just downstage of the picturesque dancer on the floor.
There is a shift in the music and in the space. One dancer leaves the stage. The two
dancers the most downstage drop to the floor to join the dancer upstage in the picturesque
postures, a line across the upstage is formed by three women who perform their own series
of postures but instead of being completely still, their postures have continual growth and

movement in their body to maintain the energy that was just captured on stage but
expressing a dynamic shift. The three women's postures reflect moments of the phrase
work that is being performed by two women on either side of center facing each other;
their postures create a movement for the audience to catch just as the duet is about to
perform that movement. These two women are the only dancers constantly moving on
stage creating the continuous energetic push of the body even when it is in stillness.
Suddenly, everyone begins to leave the stage except for two dancers who come together at
the upstage right corner who look as though they are about to bust out of a cannon. The
dancer on the floor upstage remains on stage completely still on the floor with his body
folded over his legs.
The two women bust out of the cannon and soar across the stage accentuating their
long limbs as well as the music by highlighting sharp sounds with a sharp movement
quality. They reflect a whirl in the music by whipping themselves around in a pirouette
with their arms circling above their head to then completely stretch out and collapse over
their legs. Remaining on the left side of center they create a whirlpool, which they will
leave as the music indicates. The audience is left with a vision of them circling around
themselves with one arm stretched out showing where they need to go next and travelling
across the downstage to exit stage right. A higher pitch in the music appears creating a
sense of slight discomfort for the audience to hear and they see an almost bare stage.
Entering just in front of the whirling dervishes, a dancer enters from downstage right to
run around the whole stage behind the dancer on the floor and behind the two women who
enter on the diagonal from upstage performing the gliding through the air jumps. The
moment is continued with another dancer doing the same jumping motions, entering from

upstage right just behind the other dancers in timing to cross through the two dancers left
on stage. The music is creating a tension in the body that knows something is about to
happen. The two dancers aid in the tension by slowing down their movements and taking
their energies internal, but creating the awareness and idea that they are the only two left
on stage.
Catching the change in the music and capturing the pulse of the body, the two
dancers perform a phrase of movement at warp speed. Including large circular arm
movements that the audience has gotten an idea of already from a previous moment in the
piece, as well as the idea of one dancer performing the movement in an upright, standing
position while the other dancer mimics the movement staying seated and rolling on the
floor. Instead of looking like two completely different movers, the audience is able to find
moments of togetherness when the two dancers simultaneously do a small shimmy of their
shoulders with their arms stretched forward in front of them, or when they both cross their
body three times with the arms to fall into a sideways lying position on the floor, as well as
when the dancers arrive into a pitched position together on their hands and feet but with
one arm folded into their side. The dancer more upstage arrives in a still position before
the dancer upstage indicating that time has slowed again and they are about to be taken
away from each other. The dancer downstage looks toward the edge of stage right as if she
knows something is going to be coming her way and taking her away from her partner.
Just as she suspected, a group of dancers shoot out of the wings and engulf the
dancer to travel with them across the downstage repeating the gesture that originally
brought her onstage just as she was about to dance with her partner. The group travels
together across the stage and then up into the upstage left corner. At the same time two

dancers enter the stage from opposite ends performing the stretched passe travelling
motion; they cross around the dancer who has been stopped in time, creating a separation
from what he just performed and what is happening now. He has remained in the posture
he ended his duet in, signifying that he did not want his connection to that dancer to end
and that he was interrupted. All of the travelling movements that the audience is familiar
with reappear in this moment to recreate the chaos that happens across the stage. This
travelling chaos represents street life in a busy city where two people may be having a
moment together but other travellers interrupt them and cut through them because they
have other places to be until one of the two gets swept up in the chaos and the connection
is lost until they are able to find each other again. Yet their longing for each other is still
present in the atmosphere.
Suddenly the still dancer is thrown to his side and rolls to the upstage right corner
when the entrance of a dancer running toward center but then quickly changes direction to
go back where she came from causes a force of momentum that takes the still dancer out of
his reflective state and sends him to lie down in the corner watching what is happening in
front of him. This momentous dancer takes the audience's eye to the group upstage left to
catch the end of what they have been up to while all of this travelling chaos has occurred.
The audience catches the separation of this group and notices two of the dancers travel to
center stage to meet up with another dancer who has entered from downstage left doing
her signature passe travelling motion. The other two dancers of the group stay in their
upstage location repeating a series of gestures that have been seen previously. Although,
the audience remembers that the dancer who was taken away from her partner is still in
that group because instead of exiting the stage, she runs to the downstage corner and looks

through the trio at center stage to see that her partner is waiting for her on the other side.
She runs through the trio separating them from their rotating conversation to slide
perfectly into her partner like a puzzle piece. The audience captures that signature
stretched passe position again from the trio as they go their separate ways. However, one
of them runs behind the lying duet to pick up the dancer to again separate her from her
partner. She takes off running across the stage to be thrown into the arms of the two
dancers waiting for her at the edge of the stage. The audience is left with the vision of the
dancer soaring through the air.
Meanwhile, the dancer way upstage is left longing for what he almost had with his
partner. He looks to where she just was and performs a solo reflecting on her presence and
mourning his loss. His first movements slide him across the stage to where she was last
seen transitioning into circular arm movements from his duet with her and taking him into
a stretched arabesque position to portray his reaching and longing for her. He realizes that
she is gone and he falls to the floor in defeat to roll upstage to repeat the movements he did
in the very opening of the piece. He gains the strength to again come to his feet and travel
downstage repeating circular movements with his body. He catches the place where she
just was again and dives into it as if she is there lying on the floor waiting for him.
However, she is not there and he is left kicking and screaming wishing he was still with her.
As this solo is occurring, a line has formed upstage of all the women walking into place with
a direct focus to the other side indicating where they are trying to be. As the line meets
center stage, their focus shifts toward downstage and they begin their walking journey
towards the audience. The soloist travels through the line just passing through the holes to
get upstage where he can sit adore because he sees his partner amongst the line of women.

•
The line travels downstage simply walking with minor interruptions of a dancer
spinning around herself, here and there. They come together as a group with minor

•

shimmies of the shoulders with their arms stretched out. The shakes of the shoulders
directly reflect the trembles of the music. The piece has now become very frontal and the
line shifts into two groups with one group crouching down to the floor to slide into a wide
fourth position with their arms architecturally out in space while the other group shifts
their ribcage to create an unbalance in their torso. They continue the trembles of the
music, only this time the shaking occurs in their head as if shaking off the unbalance they
had just felt. Both groups come together again all in the architectural shape of their arms
and legs and repeat the pelvic circle motion that occurred much earlier in the piece. They
move in opposition again pivoting back and forth away from the audience and collapsing
forward in the body to then arrive in stillness staring at the audience until they break into
the architectural posture again, this time adding manipulations of the shape in their arms.
Breaking into two groups one last time to perform different motions of the body to come
into one last stillness. However, the next movements they perform look to be completely

•

different from each other with back and forth facings of the body and going from standing
to lunging on the floor. There are moments when two dancers look to be in sync but then
right away are separated from each other making the movement look like a blur. Until
suddenly the two groups reappear with one group jumping toward upstage to roll while
the other group rolls upstage to pivot around themselves. These two movements take the
line upstage and off except for the two women at the ends of the line who seem to catch
each other's eyes and signal into a new moment.

Utilizing their long legs and accentuating their strength and flexibility, the two
dancers meet at the downstage right corner of the stage after a series of arabesques and
tilts to land in the architectural shape and move their arms around the 90 degree angles
that was just shown in the long line. The two women travel back to center stage with the
stretched passe travelling motion stopping them in their path with a snake of their head
down their spine that travels through their bodies to lift the leg to end the ripple through
the body. The audiences' eye then notices that in the upstage left corner is the duet
reconnected simply watching this other duet occur. It is wondered at what point did the
two partners reconnect but then they are taken offstage as ifto hide their connection from
everyone else. This duet finishes with what looks to be familiar movements but have been
slightly manipulated and then one of the dancers being pulled by the force of the other
dancer to circle around and end together with a series of straight lines formed by the arms
and legs until they catch each other's eyes once again in very tall stances, to then leave each
other and walk to opposite sides of the stage where two other dancers are noticed
mirroring each other with near kinesphere movements that create a circularity in the body
and reflect gestures and movements that have been seen previously, These two dancers
also cross each other and exit to opposite ends of the stage repeating the sweeping,
travelling motion with the head falling behind them. As the dancer exits stage left the eye is
caught by a dancer falling out of the wing to land on his back and support the other dancer
with his feet It is realized that these two dancers are the two we just saw sitting with each
other in the corner, They reappear as if they are the only two in the world and she is being
supported by his legs so that she can be in complete suspension over him and opening up
herself to him and then reach for him as he brings her closer to his body. Before we can see

how this posture resolves, they are again interrupted by groups of dancers entering the
stage on either side in quick motions.
This next section of the piece is a series of chaotic gestures and travelling through
and around each other to get to different places on the stage. There are moments of
synchronization among all the dancers with large circular movements of the arms, or when
we see movements from a previous duet, or when three dancers all travel to different
places but doing the same movements. So much of these movements are carried by the
gestures of the arms with the intention for the legs to be just to take them to a new place.
The eye is able to relax just for a moment from this chaos when all the dancers are running,
encompassing center showing that they are in transition and looking for their new place.
What is seen next is a trio in the center of the stage doing similar choreography and a
quarter surrounding the trio doing their own movements together. However, this
equilibrium is disrupted when the groupings of the dancers shifts into diagonals across the
stage and again into a zig zag when four dancers roll to the floor and the other three repeat
the large circle movements of their arms. All of the dancers then run and circle around
each other to end up facing the audience repeating the clamshell movement. It is obvious
that a significant section of the piece has now resolved because the dancers repeat the
clamshell movement four times facing the audience and then change their facings to
different sides of the stage until the movement has become so familiar in their bodies that
they begin to travel through the space with the gesture. The audience is also able to realize
that the coloring of the scrim has shifted from a warm blue color to a bright red.
The clamshell is repeated several times, until suddenly, cued by the music, all of the
dancers rotate around themselves to spiral into the floor lying on their backs with their

legs straight up in the air to recapture the image that was seen at the opening of the piece
where the dancers look as though they are walking on the ceiling. Only this time, after only
a couple walks the feet continue travelling all around in a circle to take the dancers into a
backwards roll. The roll takes the dancers to standing, looking towards center to continue
walking into a straight vertical line directly center stage. However, two dancers are left on
the floor on either side of the line, which happen to be the two partners that have been
continually trying to connect to each other but yet again, are separated by a wall of people.
The vertical line of dancers recreates the image seen earlier of the dancers walking
on the upstage horizontal line but this time they act as a wall to separate the two dancers
on either side. The two dancers are left by themselves recreating movements that have
been seen previously during the male dancers solo and they travel up and down in parallel
motion to each other on either side of the line. The audience is left thinking that the image
they are seeing is one of two rooms separated by a wall, but the inhabitants of the two
rooms are fully aware of what the other person is doing on the other side of the wall and
they can feel their presence, wishing they can be with them again soon. Their duet ends
with them on either side of the wall trying to reach through completely stretched out on
their stomachs.
However, before they can reach each other through the wall, two dancers enter from
opposite sides of the stage in a furry knocking anything in their path out of the way. The
wall of dancers is bulldozed and suddenly all of the dancers are blown to the edges of the
stage sitting and watching what has just gusted in. The two dancers travel around the stage
clearing their path and pushing anything out of their way. They quickly move from the high
space to the low space keeping a grounded quality that allows them to travel mass amounts

of space in little time. Again, the audience sees gestures of the arms that look familiar but
with a new manipulation. The dancers create figure eight motions around each other
crossing back and forth to either side of the stage. One by one the bulldozed dancers begin
to leave the stage by the force of wind that has caused them to clear out, until the only two
dancers left on stage are the partners who find a clearing and direct path to each other to
reconnect at center stage and they, again, are the only two dancers left onstage.
Kneeling directly across from each other almost touching, they begin to push the
limits of their bodylines, pressing into each other's near kinesphere but never physically
contacting each other. The male dancer is constantly trying to touch the female dancer yet
she always seems to move out of his way just in time so that he just misses contact. Yet
again, not allowing the two people to be fully alone with each other, one of the whirling
dervishes enters from downstage left and takes her circular motion around the two people
on the floor and back around to exit upstage left. Not even noticing this occurrence, the
two dancers continue their struggle of never fully achieving contact Another dancer runs
in front of them and repeats her motion of changing direction and flies offstage, but instead
of allowing her force to penetrate to other dancers the duet remains fully self-involved in
their own task and another dancer simply stands at the edge of the stage watching this
dancer run and slide to the floor, yet is not affected by her force.
Creating a matrix-like image on center stage the male dancer sweeps his hands over
the woman's face as she leans away, avoiding contact. At this moment, three dancers walk
towards center stage from opposite sides directly in front of the couple, they take a
moment to stare down at them, and then intentionally cover them up from the audience by
dropping into a wide fourth position and creating a pulse with their bodies by a continual
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drop of their heels into the floor. Still self-involved in their own struggle, although now
slightly hidden, the couple maintains their struggle and tries to achieve contact. The trio in
front of them recreates past gestures including a circle of the head, shimmies of the
shoulders with stretched arms, 90 degree angles in the arms, released, thrown arms, and a
snake of the head into small kicks of the legs. Through the holes of the negative space in
the trio's legs, glimpses of the duet behind them can be seen repeating movements from the
duets they have shared together. At this time a duet can be noticed on either side of the
stage repeating phrase work that has been evident throughout the duration of the piece.
The trio separates from each other and crosses through the duet yet again to
separate them, only this time they are not taken away from each other. Everyone else on
stage spirals down into the floor to one last time recreate the image of lying on their backs
with their legs stretched up to the sky to look as though they are walking on the ceiling.
The duet partners are still together and we see the circular motion around the axis of the
body with the arms stretched high again to take the dancers down to the floor, only this
time, instead oflanding in defeat, the male dancer ends hovering over the female dancer
lying just in front of him. The lights fade as the male dancer comes closer to her face,
leaving the audience in suspension of whether they ever come into contact.
The dancers are in full white covering their arms and legs to create a contrast of the
black floor and the dark colored scrims so that the architecture of their limbs are visibly
apparent throughout the piece. Their tops are open a bit in the front to allow for some
movement to reflect the circularity of the bodies. Circular motions of the body along with
straight lines to create a posture in the body, is a quality highly noticeable in the technique
of this piece to reflect its post-modern aesthetic. The dancers are well trained with full

awareness of their bodies in space. It is clear that they have spent a significant amount of
time rehearsing this work and understanding each of their own roles within the piece. It is
necessary for the dancers to be able to move quickly through space while maintaining
correct alignment and form. However, in regards to performance the dancers do not need
to add any supplemental personality to their movement. The performance of the piece is
shown simply through the movement and the relationships the dancers have in regards to
space between each other. The dancers natural presence on stage and the natural
emotions that arise within the movement create the feeling of the work and create the
performance as a whole. The dancers' understanding and knowledge of what their bodies
are creating in partnership with the music create the tension and ease that rise and fall in
the work.
The intention of the work was successfully performed because the dancers
understood that the work is about the amount of space between two people and how other
factors influence that space. Even though technique was not highly emphasized in the
work, it is obvious that the dancers work on their technique everyday and it certainly
supported the work itself. An audience member would be directly impacted by the amount
of athleticism and energy that is presented in front of them. It may take a couple viewings
of the work to catch everything that is presented on stage because this piece does a good
job in having so much happening without becoming too overwhelmed but so that there is
always something new to catch with each viewing. The only thing that could be improved
upon is building the dancers' stamina so that they do not tire out by the time they are
performing the last few movements. By the end of the piece, it is slightly noticeable that
the dancers have just given their full energies and that they are grasping to finish strong.

This piece is very strong and presents a thought out idea of someone exploring their
relationship to someone in their life.

Spent Days Out Yonder

In my sophomore year I was still uncertain about how I wanted to continue my
admiration for movement and performance into a professional career. I was naive to the
possibilities and opportunities that are available to a dancer and although I did not want to
admit it at the time, I was unaware of the importance dance had in my life and how much I
have to learn through movement and through studying dance.
At the Faculty Concert auditions in 2012 all I wanted was to be able to perform in a
piece and rehearse with any of the choreographers. I did not know anything about the
different choreographers and all I knew was that Rosalynde Le Blanc Loo was a new faculty
member that I had briefly encountered because I was on the Student Search Committee for
finding a new Full-Time Faculty Member of that year. I was ignorant to her background
and to who Bill T. Jones was; I had only recently heard his name before from my dad who
read a review about him in the newspaper and because Roz had mentioned she danced for
him for a long time. I was unaware of what she was looking for or what the style was going
to be like.
In the audition, I initially struggled at picking up the chunk of choreography she was
teaching from Spent Days Out Yonder and I worried because I felt like I had not performed
her audition well and that it was a small chance I would be cast into the restaging of Spent
Days Out Yonder. Fortunately, there was something about me that Roz liked and felt she

could work with and I was cast into the piece. The rehearsals were set to be four hours
long on Fridays with our first one being on the Monday that was actually a school holiday.
From this point on I knew that these rehearsals were going to be challenging, not only
physically, but mentally as well because of the length of time each rehearsal was and that I

needed to push myself to stay focused and detail-oriented during every rehearsal. Roz
treated that first rehearsal as a second audition because she needed to cast understudies; I
could not settle my nerves quite yet.
Bill T. Jones first created Spent Days Out Yonder in 2000 on his company members.
It is an excerpt of an evening length show titled You Walk? and reflects the "beauty and
restraint of Mozart's String Quartet No. 23 and infuses it with a subtle wit and postmodern
structure that allows dancers to move in and out of the phrase of their own accord". 1 The
piece is composed of an eight-minute phrase that Mr. Jones improvised in response to a
solo that Trisha Brown performed that inspired Mr. Jones to create movement using the
natural weight of his bones and to face away from the audience. The movement phrase
encapsulates Mr. Jones' elegance and physical vocabulary to challenge his dancers to move
with ease, efficiency and physical honesty. Three dancers open the piece by doing the
choreographed phrase surrounding center stage, with their bodies turned away from the
audience. At a certain moment, a movement cue is given for the first dancer from off stage
to walk across the downstage light path and incorporate an improvisation of very small
gestural movements using only one part of her body at a time. This first dancer to enter the
improvisation is always referred to as "Little Girl". She begins the structured improvisation
that surrounds the center phrase movement. Once all of the dancers have crossed the
downstage improvisation, the light path moves to the upstage line and the improvisation
continues for the rest of the piece on the upstage path with larger movement and a fullbodied quality, all the while the set phrase is happening with at least two dancers in the
center. The piece closes with the last note of the music sustained for two minutes as the
dancers exit in a group connecting with each other in an improvisation of smaller
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movement gestures and partnering as if guiding and supporting each other into a new
world.
I had a hard time connecting my weight to the movement vocabulary for the first
several rehearsals and I felt as though I was putting the choreography on my body rather
than allowing the movement to pour out of my body and allowing the movement to travel
through my body with different initiation points. I worried so much about remembering
the choreography and trying not to mess up the first few rehearsals because I was so eager
to be cast in the performing group and even though I was able to execute the movement
well enough, I was unable to find the skeletal and muscular connection to the movement
that could create a natural movement quality. It took me a few weeks of rehearsal to find a
relaxation in my body and it actually required me to mess up the choreography often to
allow myself to realize that slipping up the choreography is required so that I could begin
to understand how the movement can fit into my body and the quality that takes shape in
my body as I move through the choreography.
I had a bit of anxiety about the improvisation that occurred throughout the piece
because I had never done structured improvisation on stage. I remember Roz dedicated
one whole rehearsal simply to the improvisational score and describing to us the rules and
differences in the improvisation. We dedicated most of the rehearsal that day to
experimenting with movement qualities and ideas that we could access in the piece and we
worked on transforming some of the choreography into the improvisational scores. At
times I found myself setting certain movements at certain times because I was afraid of
doing something wrong and not making the piece look good. I was unaware at this time in
my training that movement can never be wrong and it takes the courage to be confident in

my skills to be able to allow vulnerability to enhance my movement. I was naive to the
excitement of making decisions in the moment on stage and the thrill to being completely
unaware of what I am about to do but just knowing that whatever happens would be a
decision that I made and committed to.
Making decisions in the moment and committing to them was a skill I needed to
develop in order to perform this piece, whether it was deciding to enter or exit the center
phrase or creating a movement task for my improvisation. Spent Days Out Yonder
introduced me to task-based movement quality and not to add any embellishment to the
movement that would hinder the integrity of the piece. The choreography was created
through tasks, for example releasing the scapula and letting the weight of the arm create a
swinging motion to swipe behind or dropping the heel of the foot to create a ripple effect
move up the spine and out the top of the head. These task-based movements influenced
the movement through the whole piece and required the intention of the improvisation to
be influenced by these tasks and skeletal negotiations.
When I performed this piece each night on stage it was the first time I began to
realize that I could not rely solely on muscle memory to perform a work; I needed to be
completely aware of what was going on in the piece so that the decisions I made in my
movement would fulfill what the piece needed and balance out the stage. In my
performances I noticed that I usually moved with my full body and my improvisations
included large movements with my legs and jumping into the air. I tended to jump into the
phrase during the points when the movement was large in far reach kinesphere. My
improvisation included continual movement with changes in focus. When thinking back to
my performances I recall challenging myself to experiment with doing something different

each night. One night I would spend a lot of time staying in the set choreographed phrase,
another night I would stay mostly in the improvisation and rarely do the phrase work, and
another night I worked on constantly moving in and out of the phrase.
As I am reflecting on this work I question what it would be like to perform Spent
Days Out Yonder right now with two more years of training in my body and two more years

of performance and improvisation knowledge and experience. I wonder what my
movement tendencies would be now and I would challenge myself to let go of any
preconceived notions of what I think this piece should appear to be on stage and simply let
myself create a new idea at every moment.

1

"Performances: Bill T.Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company Spent Days Out Yonder (2000)",
New York Live Arts, Accessed May 3, 2015, http://www.newyorklivearts.org/event/spentdays-licensing.
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Heels Over Head
Auditioning for Lillian's Faculty Concert piece in 2013 was confusing, yet intriguing
for me because she did not give any information about what she would be creating other
than three solos. I thought the odds were very slim for me to be cast in her works because I
thought she was only going to choose a few dancers to work with since she was doing just
three solos. Auditioning for her was also simply improvising across the floor one at a time;
I had no idea how she was going to choose her dancers based simply on just a few moments
of improvisation.
I was honored to get a chance to work with Lillian because I was eager to spend time
with her in the studio in a rehearsal situation. I had been working with her as an intern for
BODYTRAFFIC and I had not been given the opportunity to really show her my movement
quality and skill; I was excited to learn her choreographic aesthetic and her ideas for
creating a solo. However, I was also quite confused because Lillian had cast ten dancers to
be in the process with her even though there were going to only be three solos, which
meant there were going to be understudies and more auditions to cast the solos once
rehearsals began.
The first several rehearsals were spent teaching one of the contemporary ballet
solos that Lillian had previously choreographed and was simply restaging on two dancers
to share the solo and the performance nights. Lillian informed us that two dancers would
perform each solo and everyone else would be an understudy. It was several weeks before
Rebecca Diab and I found out we were going to share the third solo that Lillian was going to
create in rehearsal. Rebecca and I are very different dancers who not only look very

different but move quite differently as well. I have a much longer body with sustained
movements while Rebecca is very compact with quick fire movements.
Lillian's intention for this solo was to create a comedic dance theater piece that
expresses anything a woman, college-aged, would do to get a man's attention, no matter
how ridiculous. Lillian knew she needed to take it way farther than is typically comfortable
for an audience to watch otherwise it would not be funny, so she knew she needed dancers
who could take it to that level and who had performance experience. I knew this solo was
going to be a challenge because I was not fully comfortable with allowing myself to act
helplessly in love on stage, nor was I confident in my acting abilities because I had been so
used to using my body movements expressing my feelings. This solo had little dancing in it
and a lot of acting and playing around with the big green doll serving as the man whose
attention I was trying to gain. I could not simply rely on my movement ability to fulfill the
integrity of this solo; I needed to access a new performer inside of me that could bring the
character of a lovesick woman to the performance.
Lillian asked all ofus in the rehearsal process with her to give ideas ofwhat a
woman will do to get a man's attention: give him a present, lift her skirt, push out her
breasts, give him food, spray perfume near him, clear her throat, walk in front of him, etc.
Lillian used all of these ideas in her choreography and the progression of the piece went
from subtle actions to more outrageous and over the top actions that no one would ever
think of doing in public. The first few rehearsals for this solo were mainly about
experimenting and getting movement out so that we could have something to work with
when it came time to put the final product together. Thus far we simply had a lot of acting
occurring with the doll and on the chairs and not much dancing. This time was really
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difficult for me to have the courage to take this acting to the level it needed to be taken to.
Rebecca was doing a great job of simply doing all the tasks and being funny with all the
actions with the "man", I was feeling pretty self-conscious with allowing myself to be
portrayed as a desperate woman, willing to do anything to get a man's attention. I felt
embarrassed when I took an action as far as it needed to go and would struggle to repeat
that full quality. However, I knew it was required of the solo and it was what Lillian wanted
so I would try to push myself to take the actions that far. I knew Rebecca was doing a much
better job than I and I was nervous for these rehearsals.
One day after Lillian's modern class, Rebecca and I stayed late to put together a
movement phrase with Lillian for the solo. Lillian used the phrasework she had developed
for her countertechnique class because it had a sweeping quality to emulate our complete
devotion and the feeling like we are gliding through space, completely and utterly "head
over heels" in love. We used the Nat King Cole's "L.O.V.E" with David Karagianis'
manipulations to add different sounds that interrupt the romance of the song and are
comedic and completely unrelated to what you would expect to hear in a song about love.
We used the sounds to track the movement to ensure we were in time with the piece.
Rebecca and I learned the exact same solo, rather than making it different to fit our
different skills and bodies.
Once we had the structure and order of events for the movement, Rebecca and I had
to work on getting into character and becoming comfortable with being in love with a doll
and going to that extreme of acting like I would do anything to get the doll's attention.
After the last night of tech rehearsal, Lillian, Rebecca, and I spent another two hours in the
studio simply working on building the character and getting to the point where it is funny

to watch how far we go to get his attention. This was one of the most stressful rehearsals
for me because I was feeling so self-conscious about my femininity. It was hard for me to
exemplify what Lillian wanted from my acting because I was not fully comfortable with the
idea of showing my love, especially since I did not know what it felt like to be in love with a
man nor even had any serious relationships with a man. I felt that Rebecca did such a
wonderful job of showing her love and making it funny because she did a great job of over
exaggerating the movement on the chair and on the table. This solo was really hard for me
to portray the character because I was not quite comfortable enough to act and show
myself on stage. I had to constantly push myself and devote my mind to this solo so that I
could be in the right state to act like a lovesick puppy and not be self-conscious of how I
was performing the solo. I did not want to disappoint Lillian and make her feel that she
failed at making another comedic solo. It was beneficial during this time to be living with
Hayley Cooperbecause she kept me focused and I was able to talk to her about my struggles
and we could help each other out with our troubles we were feeling in each of our
rehearsal processes. I was really gaining a connection to my dance friends and we all were
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very supportive of each other and only wanted the best for each other. This helped
minimize the competitive quality I had in my sophomore year because I knew that we all
had the same goals and the only way to be happy with everyone was to only wish the best
for everyone. I was able to notice other people's skills that I did not have and thrive off of
them to be inspired to keep reaching farther for myself.
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Lillian dressed Rebecca and I in old-fashioned, sixties looking dresses when a
woman's lot in life was to find a man and become a housewife. I performed two nights for
the solo and I was pleased with that because I loved watching Rebecca perform the piece

and seeing the risks that she took the other three nights that she performed. During the
performances Rebecca and I were very supportive of each other, we would be backstage to
help with all the props to ensure they were in place and to get into character of being in
love with the green doll. Rebecca and I both imagined the doll to be someone else to aid in
the reality of being in love, I pretended it was Ryan Reynolds and Rebecca pretended it was
Ryan Gosling.
By the time I was backstage about to perform the piece I needed to clear my mind of
all the notes I had been given and simply have fun being a cheese-ball on stage. Once I
could relax into the piece and the movement when I was on stage, I really enjoyed
performing the piece. My personality and performance brought a musical theater type of
performance, which Lillian may not have initially intended for but it did bring some laughs
from the audience. I struggled with the timing and handling some of the props, I needed to
ensure the audience could read the large banner at the end of the piece and get the correct
timing of shooting the confetti and falling into the doll's lap. There was one night I
performed the piece where I slipped right out of the doll's lap and landed on the floor, I
guess I did not get his attention enough to catch me. This solo required that I reconnect
with my acting side of performing that I had done more of in high school dancing with my
studio, and be aware of the emotions I give off even as I am doing a difficult movement
phrase. It is very different from other modern dancing where the expression on your face
is not the most important aspect. But this solo forced me to recall that practice and make it
a very important aspect of my performing.
I would like to see how I would perform this solo differently now that I am a year
and a half older with more life experience and less self-consciousness about how I perform.

I also wonder if the fact that I was sharing this solo kept the thought of constant
comparison in my mind, which may have hindered my performance.

Pictograms

Attending the six-week school of the American Dance Festival during the summer
before my senior year was a very influential time because I was introduced to a whole new
world of performing and movement possibilities. I was able to meet people from all over
the world and learn how movement is incorporated into their lives. I wanted to use this
summer to continue strengthening my technique and building my artistry and learning
other forms of movement. I knew I wanted to be dancing everyday and I had hoped to
perform somehow, although the different performance opportunities were so confusing to
me in the first week of the summer that I treated all the different auditions just as classes.
Specifically in the Footprints Showcase auditions, I had never heard of any of the
choreographers so I simply wanted to learn their type of movement and understand what
they are looking for in creating their pieces. I really connected to Netta Yerushalmy's
movement style because it reminded me of the weightiness and body articulations in Spent
Days Out Yonder. The movement was complicated but I found that if! was able to stop

thinking about the next step the choreography would come naturally in my body and the
next step would make sense because it matched what my body wanted to do to respond.
Netta's audition was an in-depth process because her call back audition lasted about
four hours. Her call back was also the first time it really clicked to me to wear the exact
same thing that I wore to her audition the day before. I did not wear the same outfit but
she was able to remember exactly what I was wearing, which showed how important it is
to look the same as I did at my first introduction to her because most choreographers will
not have as good of a memory as she does. A few weeks into our rehearsals with Netta,
which were for three hours every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and some Saturdays, Netta

told me she remembers my audition and her thinking that I just "got it"; she said from the
very beginning I could understand what she was looking for and I connected to her
aesthetic and movement quality.
There were 17 dancers cast into Netta's piece and we were indeed a very diverse
group filled with short and tall dancers all with our own aesthetics. The first rehearsal was
all about learning phrase work and understanding how to capture Netta's movement
quality into our own bodies. Netta was very particular about how movement was initiated
in her body and how the pathway of movement connected through her body. 1learned to
see the body as architecture and see the shapes that she was creating in her body and
where the emphasis lies. 1knew that if I was going to stand out in Netta's eyes among these
17 beautiful bodies I needed to be willing to try and do anything and provide my own
interpretations and ideas for her movement, without manipulating or sacrificing the
integrity of the movement.
Within the first minute of choreography for her new work, 1was paired with a very
tall, strong man who could jump over my head. 1 challenged myself to move just as large as
he and jump just as high as he could. 1 was honored to be paired with him because I knew
dancing with him would be a challenge but it was one I was proud to work on and
strengthen. By challenging myself, 1 showed Netta my athleticism and my willingness to do
anything a strong man could do, 1 believe she saw abilities in me that she would not have
known if I had not have risen to the challenge.
Netta's rehearsals required extreme focus and concentration. She creates her work
like a painting; bodies traveling across the space are like strokes of a brush on a canvas and
the bodies need to maintain equidistance to each other and always travel on the exact line

that Netta imagines, otherwise intersections and different spaces appear that make a
different idea than originally intended. It was several rehearsals before we heard the
pieces of music that we were going to be dancing to because when creating the original
phrase work, Netta did not want to be influenced by the different instrumental sounds or
the feeling of the music, even though she had an idea of what it was going to sound like.
When we eventually did set the choreography to music it was very important that we
listened and pay close attention to what we were hearing as we were moving. Timing was
a very important aspect to Netta and usually when we tried a movement phrase to the
music, the first time was always the best timing and we were expected to replicate that
exact timing every single run onward because it created the best stream of color on the
canvas. I could see how important the timing was to Netta so I immediately began training
my ear to catch the different sounds that occur in the music and to listen to the sounds as I·
was performing the music so that I could understand when I was in timing and when I was
off. Training my ear this way taught me that it is not solely about the movement every
single time but having the patience to truly hear the music separately from the movement
and then connect the two to each other.

Pictograms premiered in the ADF Footprints Show at the Reynolds' Theater on Duke
University's campus where Netta not only choreographed the dancers, but also utilized the
technical aspect of the stage. She used a white marley floor and moved the legs of the
wings around to expose the backstage movement within the piece. The stage is a very large
stage, which pushed my strength even farther to be able to travel the full length of the stage
and stretch my body to fully take up the space. All ofus knew our athleticism was going to
be pushed because of the length of Netta's work and the stamina required to maintain our
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energy level through the very end of her athletic and cartoon-like movement. Pictograms
opened the Footprints Show that marked the end of the six-week festival and was the last
live performance that all of the students would watch.
As a performer, my movement included large travelling movements across the stage
with stationary, repetitive gestures thrown in to break up the spatial patterns. My
movement required much strength and athleticism in addition to clarity and specificity of
my body.
In the rehearsal process with Netta I learned a lot about understanding what a
choreographer intends and how to be able to read their mind of what they are looking for.
I learned how to preemptively understand what Netta was going to expect. She taught me
how to act in a professional company learning movement from a choreographer because
that is she how she treated our rehearsals and us. I knew I had to dedicate myself fully to
Netta and her work because she expected that from all ofus and that is how she treated
this new work. I learned the ability to take an idea from a choreographer and work on it
myself to get it to the point they expect and to not always rely on them to tell me exactly
how they want it. There was always so much action happening on stage in Pictograms that
there was no way Netta could have the time to spend with each person to shape them, she
gave us the responsibility of fulfilling her vision and would give us corrections and cues to
adapt to and expect them to be accomplished immediately.
I feel satisfied with my performance and time with Pictograms, however, I wonder if
it would be adapted if Netta had the chance to return to it with the same cast. However, I
wonder what the piece would have been like with a smaller cast and whether it would have
been as effective. I would hope that Netta would keep this piece in her repertory and

recreate it in the future, however, she could be limited to the dancers should could cast for
a second version and I would be curious to see how she would create the same ideas with
different bodies.

Where the One Resides (edition 3)
The week that Bliss Kohlmyer visited LMU for her residency was a whirlwind of a
week during March of my junior year. On Monday night of her audition she ended up
casting everyone at the audition because it was the perfect number of people she wanted
for her piece so we got right into a rehearsal and began making movement. Our first task
was to create a movement that reflected our internal selves, how I view myself, and a
movement that reflected our external selves, how I think other people view me. Then we
were to create a phrase using both our internal and external self-gestures and show the
transition of a daily experience going from internal to external. I did not feel my most
confident in this first rehearsal because I am self-conscious about my own choreography
and I have a hard time remembering what I create for myself. I have a hard time turning off
the voice inside my head that judges the movement I create as choreography.
Bliss informed us that we were going to be creating a third adaptation of a piece that
she has created for two other schools and she was going to begin with the same concept
and idea, however, it would become unique to us because of our movement qualities that
we create and our interpretations of her idea and our personalities that we bring to her
choreography and character. The following days of that week of rehearsal were dedicated
to simply getting movement out and on our bodies. In order to do so, Bliss utilized the
phrases that we all created on Monday night and adapted each of them to be showcased
throughout different sections of the work. Most of the movement in the piece was our own
creations but Bliss brilliantly took each of our phrases apart to create an eight-minute long
piece that demonstrated the tensions of cliques within a school's society and the

appearance of an outsider that could eventually influence other students to follow in her
path.
Damon assigned me as rehearsal director for this piece because he needed someone
to be in charge of maintaining a rehearsal schedule for this work ifhe was not able to
attend every rehearsal. Each one of us in the cast had our own very busy schedules and the
end of the year approached without any of us rehearsing the piece again, which then led to
summer flying by with maybe only one or two viewings of the rehearsal footage we sent to
everyone in the cast. The start of my senior year quickly approached and all of us were
panicked because we were losing the memory of the choreography and we knew it was
going to be hard to get the movement back into our bodies after being away from it for so
long. I felt a huge burden and stress factor placed on me because I had been left in charge
of this piece and I was even having a hard time finding a few hours to recall the
choreography. Finally, I had to take a stance and take charge and demand that everyone be
at a three-hour rehearsal on a Saturday that we could dedicate to watching the video and
remembering the work that we had worked so hard on learning in one-week way back in
March. I had a really hard time getting everyone's schedule to cooperate and instilling in
everyone how important it was that we get started on relearning this piece as soon as
possible. I did not want to let Bliss down by not living up to her expectations of this piece
and losing the integrity of the piece by not maintaining it, nor did I want Damon to doubt
his decision of assigning me as rehearsal director and feel that I was going to lose his trust
in my abilities.
After that first three-hour Saturday rehearsal I did not feel any of the stress lessen
because it took the whole three hours for us to get only the second half of the piece back

into our bodies. This meant we needed to dedicate another Saturday to relearning the first
half of the piece and finding a time where everyone could be present at the rehearsal for
the full duration. Finding a time that worked for all of our schedules was the hardest part
and I could begin to sense Damon's frustration with me and the cast for not dedicating time
in our schedules because he was beginning to threaten cutting people from the piece if they
could not be at rehearsals. This time period of relearning the piece made me nervous every
time I saw Damon because I was afraid to bring up the subject with him and I knew he was
not happy about the situation. I felt immense pressure and I was so afraid to let him down.
By the time of the faculty concert pieces' first showing for the lighting designer and
to show everyone what was going to be presented in the concert I was a nervous wreck
because I knew that Damon had expectations for Bliss' piece and I was afraid that what we
were going to present would not live up to his expectations. Thankfully the cast had
recollected the entire piece, however, very roughly but we were able to show the full length
of the piece to the faculty that night and Damon seemed to not be too disappointed with
what he saw. A bit of my stress was released after that night because now the cast could
work on simply clarifying the movement and the shape of the gestures among all of us. I
knew the piece needed work in terms of cleaning but I had a hard time being a dancer in
the piece as well as an outside eye looking for specificities to clarify. I asked Roz if she
could attend a couple of our rehearsals because I knew she had an expert eye in finding
movement discrepancies and engraining the importance of cleanliness in the dancers.
One of the hardest parts of cleaning the choreography was everyone having their
own interpretation of what they thought the movement was and me not having the
authoritative power to just decide what a movement was going to be and everyone stick to

it, because I was not in any position to have power over my peers who were my age. I also
did not feel comfortable taking that authority over my friends because I knew there was
tension in the room for this piece to begin with and I did not want to add any more with
them thinking of me as taking advantage. Thankfully, Chloe Lafleur understood my
concern and my stress and she was able to assist in asserting a decision to be made among
the group. She was also very helpful and instilling in everyone how important it is to
dedicate ourselves to this piece, even though it was not a typical faculty concert piece with
one of the faculty present at every rehearsal telling us what to do and how to do it.
I think something that was overlooked in this rehearsal process and in performing
Bliss' work was how much of a student piece it became. Bliss created the foundation but
we as a cast created the piece it became in performance and we brought our personalities
and ourselves into the work through all the stress and frustration that went into rehearsing
the piece.
Where the One Resides (edition 3) is a piece that really came together on the stage

and became what it was through the adrenaline of performing the piece for an audience.
With the help of Roz's expert eye, the piece became much cleaner, movement wise, and we
were able to simply allow our stories to show through the movement. With each night of
the Faculty Concert the piece improved and we allowed ourselves to simply enjoying
performing the work. I was finally able to release the stress of being a performer as well as
rehearsal director and just let my passion for movement show through on stage.
This work forced me to grow and mature immensely because it took me out of the
student position and into what it would be like as a professional taking the authority to
direct a group of people. However, it was hard for me to instill the importance of taking the
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student-self out of each of the dancers because they were unable to realize what it takes to
make a piece performance ready without the presence of a professional in the room. I am
grateful to Damon for assigning me the authoritative position because I had the
opportunity to have a learning experience that not many students are able to practice in
their undergraduate career.
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Tango/Rouge
I will always remember Keith Johnson as the brilliant choreographer of the
legendary duet, Unscripted/Riptide Into Me, performed by Charles Roy and Paul Vickers in
my freshman year of college. The fact that he was back to choreograph a new piece in my
senior year was extremely important to me and I knew I needed to be a part of that piece. I
knew who he was but he had no idea who I was and I wanted so badly to show him and to
dance for him because his work is so beautifully raw. I wanted to be cast in his piece so
badly and I hoped that I would but I was very nervous because I feel like I did not perform
well at the faculty audition when he was there to choose his dancers. However, I was
thrilled to have been chosen to be in his new work but I was nervous for his rehearsals
because of how much anticipation and expectation I had built up on my own because of
what I have seen him create. It was hard for me to realize that I had the ability to perform
his work well because I remember how amazing Paul and Charles were in their
performance and I could not see myself as being capable to perform something like that.
had built up a terrible sense of self-doubt in not feeling truly able to fulfill Keith's vision for
a work and to perform what he envisions. I began to wonder if he really wanted me in his
piece or if Damon had helped me out and told him to cast me. This thought ate at me for a
couple weeks of rehearsal and sacrificed my ability to really just be myself and show what I
am capable of in rehearsal. I was constantly doubting my movement and questioning
whether it was good enough.
Keith's cast was filled with three seniors and two sophomores, all of whom are
extremely talented and beautiful movers. However, in this rehearsal process I really
noticed the professionalism among the cast and the maturity in the cast. Keith relies a lot

on his dancers to create the movements simply because his body is not fully able to do
everything anymore. I found it was hard for some of the less experienced performers to
understand what Keith was asking for if it was not directly shown right in front of them.
This created some tension and frustration in the room because on top of being tired from
the week, it took a lot longer than necessary to make progress in the piece and to gain
consistency in movement and timing. Two of the first rehearsals I had to miss because of
an outside performance opportunity at California Institute of the Arts, which meant I
missed two weeks of creating and learning phrase work that I needed to be caught up on
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once I was back in rehearsals. This also was a factor of frustration because a rehearsal had
to be spent teaching the week's prior choreography instead of pushing forward to learn
new material.
Keith's rehearsals reminded me a bit of Netta's rehearsals from ADF because of the
consistency that was required with the music and the timing. I found that I was able to
understand where we needed to be in the movement in relationship to the music because I
had practiced and experienced this kind of listening but several of the cast members were
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unable to understand how the movement and the music should match, which would lead to
Keith needing to create more movement to fill the music for one run but then we ended up
being late in the next run. There were a few rehearsals where I could sense Keith's
frustration but there was nothing I could do to relieve it because we just were not finding
consistency and it was getting down to the wire with the concert just around the corner.
We finished the choreography just in time for tech rehearsal and we were left
working out some kinks and ironing out discrepancies on the stage. It was very refreshing
to experience how much Keith trusted us with his movement and to allow us to find new
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pathways and new experiences every time we performed it. It is rare to have a
choreographer allow for so much freedom in the movement on stage but when it does
happen it is an experience that always allows for more growth and learning in the moment.
Each night of the performance was different because of the different moods we would each
be in that night. No two performances ever looked the same and I think that is how Keith
wanted us to feel with the work. He wanted us to feel like we could do with it what we will
and to take control of it to find ourselves naturally in the movement. He wanted us to take
ownership of the piece by the time performance came because so much of the rehearsals
had been hard for us to come together as a group and feel each other's energies. It was
hard for us to come together cohesively because we all had a hundred different things in
our lives that took up mental space.
I also found immense growth and maturity in myself in this rehearsal process and in
the performances because I was able to go on stage and not know exactly what was going
to happen and feel the excitement of exploring new possibilities in the moment in front of
an audience. I gained the ability to find each of my cast members' energies on stage and
use them to influence my movement quality and my character. We all new our role in

Tango/Rouge and we knew our tasks to fulfill the intention of the piece but we all also
knew that we had the freedom to not know exactly how a moment was going to resolve on
stage and to use these improvisations to our advantage. The movement requires a
heightened sense of connection to each of the dancers whether the connection is physical
or simply felt from the opposite side of the stage so that even if touch or eye contact were
not achieved there was a connection among all of us throughout the whole work. My
movement was influenced in part by my character and the attitude I carried on stage with

me. It reflected the sense of connection through the floor by grounding myself and using
my strength to create power in my larger movements to fill the stage. However, even in
simple walking across the stage I knew I was to demand the attention and maintain my
presence within the group.
I feel the performances were indeed raw yet the piece reflected how the rehearsal
process felt in that there was never a sure thing in the movement and something could
always be manipulated by timing or suspension. So much of the choreography depended
on the dynamic of the group and we relied on each other for the timing or the sequence of
events to follow that if one person did something differently, we would all quickly adapt
and change slightly. However, this quality was allowed in the choreography and Keith
encouraged us to play with the movement in this way. I learned from this rehearsal
process, as well as in Netta's, that first must come the knowledge of the sequence of events
for the movement and for the work and then within that must come the knowledge of the
music and its relationship to the movement and as long as this knowledge and consistency
is maintained then the dancer can have the freedom to continue learning and exploring
within the form and the structure.
Looking back at the beginning stages of this rehearsal process, I wonder why I
allowed myself to have so much self-doubt and lack of confidence because that seems to
show a level of immaturity in my professionalism. It created a blockage in my willingness
to simply move and be open for Keith to create. This thinking created a obstacle for me
that caused me to question everything I was doing, in addition to doubting choices that my
peers were making that were perfectly valid and needed to be made in order to learn the
feeling of the work. I still feel a connection to this piece and I feel that it is not finished

being explored. I know that different choices would be made ifwe performed it again and I
would be curious to see the growth that could be made with the work after being away
from it for a few months. I would be interested in seeing the journey that it has made
unintentionally if we were to revisit the work.

Seven

To be in one of Roz's original works was incredibly thrilling to me because I had
built such a connection to her and to her movement style over the past year and a half of
taking her class at the time of the faculty audition. I loved what she created the previous
year and I was excited to be a part of her choreographic exploration and journey. Roz cast
an exceptionally talented and beautiful group of performers for her new work and I was
eager and excited to get started. Unfortunately, at the first rehearsal I felt my own pressure
to do well, which ended up hindering my ability to pick up the movement quickly and find
the connection to it in my own body because it then led to me messing up the choreography
when I knew that Roz was still casting for specific roles in her piece. I was unable to get the
first rehearsal nerves out and simply just dance for the love of dancing. I was disappointed
in myself after that rehearsal because I knew I could have done much better and I just
hoped it would not affect me too much with rehearsals to come.
I have so much respect for Roz and she has been a big influence on the performer I
am today that I only wish for the best for her and for everyone to give their full attention to
her at every rehearsal with their full concentration. Roz warned us right from the start that
this piece was going to be mathematical and athletic because she was using a piece of music
composed by Philip Glass that was counted in fast sevens. She told us to write down as
much as possible in the rehearsals about the movement because the act of writing it down
would allow not only our minds to understand but it would be absorbed better into our
bodies by having to find a way to put it into words. I connected immediately to this act of
writing dance because I found I was able to remember it better and worry less about
figuring out the connection in my body.

In the beginning Roz did not know what this piece was going to be about but she
knew that she wanted to begin by just creating movement and putting our bodies into the
space; she had confidence in knowing a theme and story would inevitably arise through our
relationships to each other and to the movement. This patience for the theme allowed an
availability to be present in our bodies and to allow ourselves to just do the tasks of the
movement, rather than performing the movement in a certain way to satisfy a theme or
story. A big requirement of the piece, however, was an understanding of the music because
the music sounded so similar at times that we needed to know exactly which set of seven
we were on and which set of seven would initiate an entrance or a movement. I found
myself physically counting out the music in every single run all the way up into the
performances simply because I knew how important it was and it helped settle my nerves.
On top of counting the music I had to learn how to allow my whole body to dance
fully on top of this set structure of counts and to not allow myself to lose the performance
quality and not let my movement get smaller in my body just because I am thinking so
much about the music. I found the ability to lose myself in the movement and ride the wave
of the work, while also listening to which count of seven I was in and understanding exactly
where I was going to be taken next.
I noticed specifically in this rehearsal process, but also in my most recent rehearsal
processes that I had developed the skill of knowing what my movement was in relation to
everyone else's in the cast I had realized, particularly in Netta's piece, how important it is
to know what everyone else is doing on stage at the same time as knowing what I am doing.
Having this full awareness of the space allows for myself as a performer to know how I am
balancing out the stage and knowing where the focus is being pulled. I remember in one of

original role of the piece, and Gigi Axel rode would step in to learn my role. Originally, I was
a little upset that I would not get to perform my role in the work because I felt my part was
prestigious and highlighted my particular skill, but when I thought it through I realized
how fortunate I was to learn a whole new angle of the work and to experience a whole
different journey of the work I was given the unique opportunity of inserting myself into
another dancer's role and finding new meanings of the movement. Indeed Josh's role was
different than mine because almost all of Josh's movement was done on the floor, which
challenged me to find a way to still take up space and dance large without ever standing up
off the floor. Josh's role, my new role, meant that my character of the work would be driven
by my adoration towards Gigi Todisco. My rehearsals in the spring were dedicated to
taking the movement that had been created for Jash and bringing myself and my
personality into the movement; I needed to disregard any preconceptions I had of how Josh
would perform the movement and find myself in the movement with my own pathways
and nuances.
Learning a second role of the piece allowed my awareness the expand all the more
and to assist in my knowledge of the work Roz gave me the opportunity to experience
what it is like in a professional company when a dancer replaces another in the repertory.
As a student in college she taught me how to act as a professional in a company by
understanding the integrity of the repertory with one dancer and maintaining the integrity
when a new dancer steps in but can also bring themselves into the work.
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Spent Days Out Yonder-Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane Dance Company
-Restaged by Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo
1. How did I stand out at the audition as someone you would like to work with and who
you could trust with the work?
To be quite honest you stood out to me at the audition because of the height of
your jumps. I remember that, in the audition, I taught one of the only vigorous
jumping sections from that phrase. I did so precisely so I could see who would
connect to the athleticism of the work Even in its most lyrical manifestations, Bill T.
Jones' choreography has a very athletic sensibility to it. It is full-bodied, vigorous
and rarely decorative. The fact that you picked up on the jumping section as having
more grit than frills said to me that you would be right for the dance.
2. What were your expectations for the rehearsal process, especially since there was a
wide range of ages working with you?
This was my first time re-staging SDOY so I didn't have as many expectations as I
do with work that I am experienced in teaching. Whenever I re-stage a dance I keep
the spirit of the work as my touchstone. For SDOY the spirit of the work lies in the
authentic articulation of the phrase in relation to the music. So I held that as my
"least common denominator" that we could all find. It did not matter so much the
variety of ages. Very few of you had been exposed to choreography like that so I felt
that the playing field was pretty even.
3. Did you notice any differences in the way I danced the set phrase work and the
improvisation?
No. I felt you stayed very consistent with full-hearted commitment to both the
improv and the set choreography.
4. How do you feel our performance went, with the knowledge that the Bill T. Jones/Arnie
Zane Dance Company also performs this piece regularly?
I was quite impressed with the performances in general. My relationship to this
dance is so different from others I have set because it is the only one I have never
performed myself. I only have two perspectives on it - as an audience member and
as a teacher. The third perspective - as a performer - is usually the strongest in
determining how accurately the dance has been reconstructed. 1 ask myself: Does
this look the way I know it to feel? I could not do that with SDOY. So, did it look the
way I know it to look? Yes, for the most part. 1 think the biggest difference between
the LMU cast and the BTJ/AZ cast, (aside from collegiate vs. professional) is that the
company has performs the work over and over so the comfort with the dance and
the relationship amongst each other as company members automatically tightens
the unisons and sense of ensemble. That being said, I was really, really impressed by
how well you guys rose to the challenge of the work and performed it with such
clarity and dignity.
5. How did your perception ofme change from the beginning of the process to the
performances?
I don't know that my perception of you did change over that period of time. You
struck me as physically ready for the work and emotionally young for the work
Your physical capabilities were very consistent from beginning to end. And that is
not to say you did not improve. You did very much so. But I expected that level of
improvement from you because, from the very beginning, you displayed how eager
') n \

Roz's rehearsal's she gave me a note that at the beginning of the piece right after I have
done the fast walks around the stage when I do a short movement phrase, I am the only
dancer that is upright, everyone else is in a push-up position, so Roz informed me to simply
be aware that at that moment I am pulling the focus and I can allow my movement to be full
in knowing the attention is on me. With this awareness I am able to know exactly what my
position is if Roz were to give someone else a note so then I would know where I was and
where everyone else is located in space at that moment of the piece.
In Roz's rehearsals this year and in being in class with her, I have made the epiphany

•

that so much of dancing is thinking and constantly gaining a mental awareness of what I am
doing, where I am in space, what everyone else is doing, and where I am in relation to
everyone. I have come to the realization that dancing is all a head game.
My role and movement quality in Roz's piece in the Faculty Concert required my
knowledge of my distance between myself and my fellow dancers and knowing when that
space is interrupted or made larger. Roz utilized my strength and length of my body for her
choreography; in particular the duet I shared with Elise Culliton emphasized our long
bodies and available bodies to showcase our flexibility. My movement quality in Roz's
piece also showcased my groundedness to the floor and my ability to travel a large distance
quickly.
I had the wonderful opportunity of continuing to explore Roz's piece for the
American Collegiate Dance Association, which meant that we would be able to continue
working on the work all through the spring and get another chance to perform the work
again at California State University Long Beach. However, due to a series of events the cast
of the work ended up shifting quite dramatically. I was now assigned to Josh Rivera's

and open you were to the learning process. So the tightening of the precision, the
deepening of the skeletal initiations, the more and nuanced rhythmic awareness those were all things you displayed by the end and that I expected you would
display. The greater perception change has been from seeing you then as a
performer, to seeing you now. You still retain that sweetness about you but now you
are able to access much more emotional gravity and sophistication. That is the
hidden gem of SDOY in my opinion: Yes, it is a dance structured around the
choreographic task of moving from an intricate phrase to a sensitive improvisation,
but there is a classiness to the dance as a whole. And that classiness is experience,
wisdom, having gone around the block a few times, having gone through some
"shit," and having learned grace and poise and dignity because of it. As I see it, the
beauty of SDOY doesn't come from innocence as much as it comes from experience.
It's the beauty of wrinkles and old trees. So the Libby I knew then, in rehearsals and
on stage, couldn't really conceive of that so well. I think the Libby I see now, can
conceive of it.

•
Heels Over Head-Lillian Barbeito
1. Why did you choose me, and feel you could trust me with you, work, to create a new
piece on?
My open, eager quality attracted Lillian to collaborate with me on this solo
because she felt that I would be willing to experiment and take ideas to different
levels. She knows that I am always smiling and giggling so she thought that I would
have ideas into helping her make this piece really funny. From my past experiences
with Lillian in class with her she knew that she could trust me, and she knew that I
would be open and available to anything she requested.
2. What were your expectations for the rehearsal process of this new solo?
During this time Lillian was teaching more classes than she had ever taught in a
semester at LMU and she was choreographing a solo as well as resetting two other
solos. She did not have the time to think about any expectations for this piece, she
simply wanted to go in to rehearsal each day and make ideas that are in the
moment. She wanted to include elements of her life, including movement from her
Countertechnique class as well as social aspects of a woman seeking a man's
attention. If she were to repeat this idea for a new piece, it would be interesting to
her to keep the structure and design elements the same but create completely new
movement.
3. What differences did you see between my performance and Rebecca's performance?
Other than the completely different physicalities Rebecca and I share; Rebecca is
petite and compact, I am tall and lengthy with a wide range of motion, there were
performance differences that were apparent between Rebecca and I. Rebecca could
bring the sexiness of the character into her performance, however, I was much more
conservative in my ability to try and get the "man's" attention. Lillian could trust
Rebecca more than I to bring the character and to not be afraid to meet the intention
of the piece by going far enough into the comedy. Lillian could trust me with the
movement but she knew that I would not feel confident enough to act in a way that
was required of the piece to be a desperate woman. Lillian saw the constraints and
hindrances I put on myself in performing the solo in regards to the acting.
4. How did your perception of me chance from the beginning of the process to the
performances?
Throughout the rehearsal process, Lillian's perception of me did not change. She
appreciated that I am able to have consistency. She felt that I was very reliable in
always doing what she asked of me during the rehearsal process and she could
count on me to give my all in the rehearsals. She said that she has seen more of a
change in me from then to now. She says that she can see immense growth in my
maturity and confidence over the past year and a half.

Pictograms-Netta Yerushalmy
1. How did I stand out at the audition, among hundreds of dancers, as someone you would
like to work with and could trust with your work?
You actually stood out immediately as someone who could clearly see what I was
demonstrating and who could execute the movement with technical and qualitative
strength. You discerned - either consciously or intuitively - many of the
particularities and details of my choreography and you seemed to dance them with
ease and intelligence. You appeared grounded, confident, smart, and open.
2. What were your expectations for the rehearsal process, especially since you were with a
big group of dancers, most of whom you had never met before?
I often work with the large casts of dancers that I don't know. In many senses the
situation at ADF was not new to me. In terms of expectations- I knew from the
auditions that I had a cast that would be thrilling to work with. If anything, I worried
about having enough time to complete the work.
3. Because we had never met prior to ADF and the audition, do you feel that through the
rehearsal process you were able to gain an understanding of who I am as a person and a
performer?
To an extent- for sure! I got to know you as a super generous, hard working,
positive, and driven person. You brought wonderful energy to the process and to the
stage. Still, interactions of the sort we had are limited in terms of REALLY getting to
know a person. I am positive that your personality and dancing feed each other and
that as you grow and keep working, you will be able to bring more and more of your
amazing self to the stage.
4. How did your perception of me chance from the beginning of the process to the
performances?
It didn't change much. You were pretty consistent in being reliable, fast, 100%
focused and committed, totally full and joyful in your dancing.
The one thing that I can say is that your strength from day one exuded a knowing- a
confidence- a sophistication. I think all of those are deep within you but I also
learned that you are accessing many things from a more naive place than I had
originally thought. This only means that you are doing so many things "right" (in
your dancing, in your demeanor, in your work ethic and collaborative efforts) but
without a huge amount of pre-set ways. You seem to tap into things organically.
Over time I think you will become more savvy and more consciously knowing of all
that you are putting out there.

Where the One Resides (edition 3)-Bliss Kohlmyer
1. Even though everyone at the audition was cast for your piece, how did I stand out in any
way as someone you would like to work with?
Libby, you very much stood out as the main figure for this work from the moment
that I saw you dance. You have a very unique sense of who you are as a mover. I
needed someone whom was confident in her own ability as a dancer and as a maker,
since I prefer to work collaboratively. Your particular part in this work is one that
demands leadership qualities and a voice that can/should be heard. Your dancing
evokes these qualities for you are an expansive mover whose idiosyncratic
tendencies demand attention.
2. What were your expectations for this short week of rehearsal time?
I have recently begun working in this way. I have about four days to either make
a new work or restage a previously choreographed work. In many ways, I love it
because it forces me to trust my intuition rather than get caught up in details. The
details can be sorted out later amongst the dancers. In a short rehearsal period, my
hope is to get at the root of the intention of the work and be able to communicate
that intention, both verbally and kinesthetically, to the dancers. I also want to
impart to the dancers my movement affinities. Although I don't view my work as
narrative, I do have a very clear through line and theme throughout my dances,
rarely do I just make abstract work. I ask the dancers to create a lot of material in a
short amount of time. At the beginning of the process, I walk into the studio
knowing that by the end of the rehearsal period, the choreography needs to be "set."
However, I believe that a work is always in a state of "becoming." It is always
changing and becoming what it needs to be at that time on a particular group of
individuals.
3. What were your expectations of us to maintain the intention of your work throughout
the semester up until the performances?
After four days, there is still a lot of work to be done on a dance. Yes, the piece is
choreographed, but the work needs to marinate and the dancers are a crucial part of
that marinating process. I firmly believe that after I make a work, in a sense, it is no
longer mine. It has journeyed from my body/brain to those of the dancers. A
particular group of dancers make a particular and unique dance. If I were to set this
dance, word for word (movement for movement) on a different group of dancers, it
would be a different dance. This is what makes our art form so unique. Now, it is up
to them, to find the moments that don't quite resonate with him/her and somehow
find a pathway to resolving those moments. And, if the moments change slightly,
that's fine, as long as the intention of the work remains true to the process. As a
choreographer, it is imperative that I trust the dancers that are performing the
work. My hope is that each dancer uses the seeds ofmy intention and finds her own
narrative within the work. Then, at the point, it becomes a collective story. It
becomes "our" dance, rather than "my" dance.
Rehearsal Director-Damon Rago
1. Why did you feel you could trust me with the responsibility of being rehearsal assistant
for Bliss Kohlmyer's work?

You've always demonstrated a strong work ethic, high artistic standards, an
easygoing approachable personality, and passionate enthusiasm for dance. All
qualities a good rehearsal director/assistant/dance captain needs.
2. What were your expectations for the rehearsals in maintaining the integrity of the work
through summer break and fall semester for the Faculty Concert?
Stick to the script! Keep the choreography clean, motivate the performers to do
their best work and keep the atmosphere positive.
3. What were any major concerns you felt with the work and the rehearsal process?
None. I knew you'd be a champ! I would not have asked you to step in if I had
concerns.
4. How did you feel the performances went?
It was beautiful! I think the experience you created for the dancers actually gave
the performers more authority over the work. You all really owned it!

Tango/Rouge-Keith Johnson

1. How did I stand out at the audition as someone you would like to work with and could
trust with your work?
Well, you're a great dancer. I look for people that can move and that are willing to to
do material. Well because I wasn't making material either, I was just watching, so I
was watching how people listened to what the choreographers wanted and then
what they did with it. And so if they had a little bit, if they did something with the
material, I was like "well they're going to be fine in my process" because I am, it's so
collaborative. Your whole dance career in college hasn't been just at school, and I
notice it with students here (Cal State Long Beach), the ones that have gone out and
done workshops and have put themselves out there and have been in an arena with
other dancers that are hungry, they always have that skin on them, "like I'm
hungry." I liked that you have a tall stature. That was something that caught my
eye, I think maybe because I'm shorter, and so I think that's really interesting to see,
I am imagining material that I would make on a longer body or a body that's got
more range and all that kind of stuff, always is attributing to me; how are they going
to take this and make it look like somebody is going to go "oh that's Keith's
material,". There still has to be that feeling trust that I can do whatever I want and
that they're going to go with me and they're going to have enough of a voice inside of
it that it's going to be interesting to me but they're not going to overpower me.
2. What were your expectations for this rehearsal process?
I love to choreograph and if it's a miserable experience, I'm afraid I won't love it
anymore and so my expectations are I want it to be a lot of fun for me, I want it to be
eye-opening for me, I want it to be enriching for the dancers, I want them to have to
work hard, and find something new about themselves, I don't want them to feel like
they are being tortured. It's fascinating to me, that that's how it all gets put out
there, like it has a reason that it goes that way, but before I used to fight that, and
now I was just like "this is what it is, this is what we got tonight, we'll make
something". So there was that kind of thing going on, at the end of the day, my
expectations are that everybody shows up, everybody's got a voice, everybody
knows how to talk to each other, respectfully, everybody knows that some people
aren't going to be at their best and the ones that are at their best, drag the ones that
aren't at their best, I mean really it's D-Man in the Waters, that's the thing that has
stuck with me, is that the image of that dance for me is like we're all trudging
through it, we're pulling the ones that are weak in that moment, and there's
something really great about that. Partly, I don't mind that people are frustrated; I
think that's part of it. Partly, I like to throw things out that I don't think they're
going to be able to do, and then, watch how they solve it, and then accept that that's
what it is.
3. Because we had never worked together prior to the LMU Faculty Concert audition, do
you feel thatthrough the rehearsal process you were able to gain an understanding of who
I am as a person and a performer?
Yes, I do feel that way. I feel like you will try anything. I think it's a great quality to
have as a dancer, I think a lot of dancers put up their own blocks of "I can't go there,
I mean, what if, what will my mother say, what will my friends say?" And I think
that really gets in the way and I think when I watch that happen to people, there's a

sadness that comes to me. I think we had a good dialogue, which is nice, I think that
goes to the training you're getting at school, I think it must be going to the teachers,
and I am not just saying in the dance department, but I think the general
atmosphere of what your college education is saying "let me know that people know
that I'm not afraid to have an opinion of this" and so I think I notice that a lot, that
you were like "yeah, of course we can do this" and I think because you have such
strength and power to you, you could dance really aggressively, but also you had the
flip side ofit, very feminine and that's a unique combination, and I really get the
sense of that. You have a Gwen Welliver thing to you that I think is really
interesting; your technique, that it's soft, and it's not all about showing, yours is
more full bodied in that way. It was nice to have in the room because I thought
about Gwen a lot. I mean I think that the shows, you got better, I think I was
surprised, I was pleasantly surprised that people could take it up a notch. And that's
when I think the piece worked, whether it works for an audience, because I never
know. I think my point of this, is that, I felt like the piece worked because you guys
made it work, and you believed in the piece, and so I have to trust the dancers inside
of it, and that their saying, "yes, and we're going some place in this." That maybe I
never knew that you could go, and so, again, it's a performance opportunity for
dancers that I measure my success in that way, not in whether or not I'm going to
get a thing.
4. How did your perception of me change from the beginning of the process to the
performances?
I think you delivered. That's really it, at the end of the day, did you deliver? And I
think it would have been interesting, had I seen it every night. I will say this, it
changed, and I think that again comes from a dialogue of does the choreographer let
you change. And I think pieces where the choreographer sets it on a Monday and for
the rest of your life it will be done like that day, and that became really tedious for
me because I was constantly changing, my body was changing. I mean that's to me
the most important thing, and so I then think you do that in every dance, where do
you go from the very first day and know how its going to be, and trust that it's going
to change. Are people willing to change? And I felt like you do that, you listen, you
listen to yourself, which is an important thing to, it's like "well, can I make choices
inside of this?" And you know there are times when you did things and I was like
"don't do that" and you all were like ok, but you know it was worth the choice. And
I'm always interested in that, like I don't want a do-gooder, I wasn't a do-gooder at
all, I just don't like it. The one that wants to be perfect or something.
5. How do you feel the performances went?
I think people responded to it, I think that they had maybe seen a different kind of
dancing, I just think that its always nice to get a different flavor in there, and to see
your friends, or your colleagues, or whatever, dancing in a different way, and getting
a different vocabulary. Which is interesting to see because I'm at the mercy of
dancers now, in a lot of ways, I made a lot of that material but not the phrase-y stuff,
and so, you come to it in a different way, you can't do it in the same way. I'm
noticing with a lot of choreographers that are older, they rely on the people that are
in the room, which goes back to the very first thing at audition, it's like "I have got to
have the right people."

•

Seven-Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo
1. How did I stand out at the audition, as someone you would like to work with and who
you could trust creating a new piece with?
It wasn't through the audition that I decided that you were someone I wanted to
work with. It was the dedication and work ethic and impressive improvement that
you displayed over the year between SDOY and Seven. You became a much stronger
technician and performer. You worked non-stop in class and over the summers.
That's the type of person I want to work with. So well before the audition I knew
that I was going to cast you in the new piece.
2. What were your expectations for the rehearsal process and for the piece?
I came in to the rehearsal process with the music I was going to use and one phrase
of material I had already choreography to that music. I didn't have many
expectations for the rehearsal process or the dance because I didn't know what
dance was waiting there to be made. I had the Laband project, Following the
Prescribed Path, right in the middle of the rehearsal process for Seven. I decided to
use the dancers I had cast for the new piece in the La band project just for the sake of
efficiency. I had the cast draw lines on a piece of paper that followed the events of
their lives - marking the high points, low points, periods of conflict, and periods of
ease. I made a choreographic manifestation of those drawings and that long,
extended phrase provided the finished material for Following the Prescribed Path
and the raw material for Seven.
3. What differences did you notice from working with me in Spent Days Out Yonder to
Seven?
I see more confidence and more personal initiative in your dancing. You have always
been a strong jumper and a very conscientious student in your efforts to get the
choreography exactly right. So those qualities were evident in SDOY. But now you
impact the space more now than you did then. You present yourself more as a force
to be reckoned with on stage. You have also brought more emotional range and
dimension to your performance.
4. After the performances in the Faculty Concert, is there anything you wish we had
developed more in the theme of the piece? Was there anything you would have liked to see
us embody more of?
I was so pleased with how the dance evolved and how all of you performed it. I
really can't say that there were things that never got realized. The one thing that I
would say is a constant reminder about dancing Seven is that it really needs to be on
the edge at all times. Just as the music is called, "Meetings Along the Edge," the
dancers need push up against their own physical and emotional boundaries in the
moment of performance. That is something that I did see each one of you do at
times. So I wouldn't say it was something that I wish had been realized, it is more of
the "mantra" that any dancer needs to have before and during the performance of
Seven.
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BILL T. JONES is the recipient of the 2010 Kennedy Center Honors; a 2010 Tony Award for Best
Choreography of the critically acclaimed PELA!; a 2007 Tony Award, 2007 Obie Award, and 2006
Stage Directors and Choreographers Foundation CALLAWAY Award for his choreography
for Spring Awakening; the 2010 Jacob's Pillow Dance Award; the 2007 USA Eileen Harris Norton
Fellowship; the 2006 Lucille Lortel Award for Outstanding Choreography for The Seven; the 2005
Wexner Prize; the 2005 Samuel H. Scripps American Dance Festival Award for Lifetime
Achievement; the 2005 Harlem Renaissance Award; the 2003 Dorothy and Llllian Gish Prize; and
the 1994 MacArthur "Genius" Award. In 2000, The Dance Heritage Coalition named Mr. Jones "An
Irreplaceable Dance Treasure."
Mr. Jones choreographed and performed worldwide with his late partner, Arnie Zane, before
forming the Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane Dance Company in 1982. He has created more than 140
works for his company. In 2011, Mr. Jones was named Executive Artistic Director of New York
Lives Arts, an artist-led, producing, and presenting arts organization that strives to create a robust
frameworks in support of the nation's dance and movement-based artists through new approaches to
producing, presenting and educating. New Y otk Live Arts was formed by a merger of the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company and Dance Theater Workshop.
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PATRICK DAMON RAGO
Co~Chair & Director of Dance
Associate Professor
Damon began his formal dance training at California State University, Fullerton in 1988. Upon graduation, he accepted
a full scholarship to the University of Utah to pursue an MFA in Modern Dance, \Vhile there, Damon was the 1996
winner of the Dee R. Winterton Award for Outstanding Gradate Student and walked straight from graduation to the
dance studio and began a 1:\Vo-year stretch with the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company. As a member of R\VDC, Damon
worked with Murray Louis, David Rousseve, Douglas Neilson, Della Davidson, Keith Johnson, Janis Brenner, and Ming
Lung Lang. He also performed in works by Doug Varone, Laura Dean, Ann Carlson, and Creach & Koester.
In 1998, Damon returned to Los Angeles and spent four years a member of the groundbreaking dance company
TONGUE, under the direction of Stephanie Gilliland. Since then, he has worked as a freelance performer, with Joe
Goode, Loretta Livingston, Maria Gillespie, and as·a performer in his own choreography. In 2002, Damon formed
Palindrome Performance Group to begin to develop his own choreographic voice using physicality, humor, emotion,
and theatre to tell human stories through dance. He is a three time Lester Horton Aware). winner for Outstanding
Achievement in Performance, in 2002 for Joe Goode's Native Son, in 2003 for Loretta Livingston's Leaving Evidence, and
in 2007 for his own Manifa!d. He was also a winner in 2003 for Outstanding Achievement in Choreography for Fottr
Inches to the Left. His choreography has been presented at the Dumbo Dance Festival in Brooklyn, New York, Dance
Spectrum LA, the Sola Dance Festival, Highways Performance Space, Loyola Marymount University, California State
University, Fullerton, Cal Poly Pomona, Orange Coast College, Citms College, Scottsdale Community College.
Damon and Ann, his wife since 1993, live in Anaheim Hills. They enjoy a life without children of their own, but are
proud to be favorite Aunt and Uncle to Christopher, Owen, Noah, Gracee, Hannah, Olivia, Liam, and Jayden. They
also share their home with a cute, but surly, very fat cat named Lotus. She's generally nice enough to let them stay.

GWYNNE CLARK
Costume Director
Gwynne has her bachelor's degree in Costume Design from Virginia Commonwealth University. Her professional
experience includes the Area Stage in Washington, D.C. and several shows on and Off-Broadway. Gwynne has been
with Loyola Marymount University for the past twenty-one years and has designed and created costumes for plays,
musicals, dance concerts, and performance projects.

SARA RYUNG CLEMENT
Costume Designer
Sara is a Los Angeles-based set and costume designer. Regional and local design credits include Work at South Coast
Rep, TheatreWorks, Cornerstone Theatre Company, Denver Center Theatre Company, Yale Repertory Theatre,
CenterStage, A Noise \Vithin, Rogue Machine Theatre, Marin Theatre Company, SPF, Elephant Theatre Company and
Deaf West Theatre. Ms. Clement holds a MFA in Design from the Yale School of Drama and received her AB from
Princeton University. She is the Visiting Assistant Professor in Design at Loyola Marymount University for 2012-13.

JOHNNY GAROFALO
Lighting Designer
John designs lightirig for dance, theatre, and opera. He has designed works for Kristin Hanggi, Peter Kazaras, Wole
Soyinka, Neil Patrick Harris, Ron Marasco, Graham Beckel, Ledges and Bones Dance Project, and Bare Dance
Company, among others. Though lighting design is his primary focus, he also designs sound and projections and plays
the do bro, banjo, guitar, and harmonica for the band, Suicide Cowboy. He received a BA in Theatre Arts from Boston
College, an MBA from LMU, and an MFA in Lighting Design frorp. UCLA, where he was very fortunate to study under
_Tony Award Winning Designer, Neil Peterjampolis. Johnnx is also fortunate to have worked in theaters around the
country including The American Repertory Theatre, The Old Globe Theatre, The LaJolla Playhouse, The American
Conservatory Theatre, The Kennedy Center, and The Metropolitan Opera, among others. In addition to designing for
Dance and Theatre here at LMU,Johnny also teaches design and Stagecraft for Dance.
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TERESA REILAND
Assistant Professor
Teresa is a Certified Laban Movement Analyst, Language of Dance Specialist, and Franklin Method III and Pilates
practitioner. She works at the intersection of dance education, dance science and wellness, body image, literacy, and
· multi-litericies. She seeks to produce teaching and research activities that inform disciplinary practices, provoke personal
development, and deepen dancers' understanding of their potential as artists, educators, and writers. In her scholarly
work, she investigates learning through dancing and writing, examining the nature of literacy through dance notation,
teaching and learning, investigating body image, and assessing imagery's affects on dance technique. She has authored
articles and chapters about motif notation and literacy in college choreography courses, effects of Hollywood media
pressures on-college dance majors, and how dance training is affected by imagery inte1-ventions.

ROBERT HILLIG
Master Electrician
This is Rob 1s fomth year with the department of Theater and Dance. Rob has been a practitioner of the technical arts in
theater for over 20 years in both Los Angeles and New York (and 6 months at sea!). He has been honored to work with
the many artists he has helped bring to the stage, be they professional, student or amateur.

DAVID KARAGIANIS
Music Director
David Karagianis is a composer, sound designer, pianist, electronic musician, percussionist and educator. David serves as
the Music Director of the Dance Program for Loyola Marymount University's Department of Theatre and Dance.
David's eclectic range and interests span film, dance, concert recital, theater and multi-media performance genres as well
as classical, experimental, electronic, jazz, world, rock; pop and ambient stylistic boundaries. Having served as Senior
Musician for the UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures (formerly the UCLA Department of Dance) for over
20 years and before that as Music Director of the Kinetikos Dance Foundation/Dance LA, David has collaborated in a
variety of roles with several generations of Modern and Post-Modern dance makers. David has worked as a composer,
sound designer and/ or music director with numerous choreographers, dance companies, performance artists and film
makers _including David Rousseve, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, UCLA Dance Company, The Kearns Dance
Project, Movement·Source Dance Company, Regina Klenjoski, Dancing Wheels, Sakoba Dance Theatre, Pat Catterson,
Victoria Marks, Dan Wagoner, Doug Neilsen, Sen Hea Ha, Ledges and Bones, Chad Michael Hall, A Ludwig Dance
Theatre, John Pennington, Denise Uyehara, Cheng-Cheih Yu, Oni Dance, and Janis Brenner & Dancers. An
accomplished improvisatory pianist and percussionist, David has served as accompanist for Alwin Nikolais, Joe Goode,
Bill T. Jones, Donald Byrd, the Alvin Ailey Dance Company, the Martha Graham Company, the Llmon Dance
Company and many others. A recipient of a number of awards, grants and honors including a Lester Horton Award for
Achievement in Sound: Music/Sound/Text, a winner in the Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur Competition for Music
Composition for Dance and Meet The Composer grants, over seventy of David's scores for dance, concert, theater,
video and multi-media have been performed or screened throughout rhe United States, Europe and Asia. David is a
Founding Member and a former Vice President of the International Guild of Musicians in Dance (2001-2004). David
has created five CDs of music all composed, performed and produced for his Sound Dance® label: "Timeless" (1997),
"Without Words" (2000), and "Brave New Age" (2004), "Mulciplex" (2009) and his most recent (2012) release "PULSE
(Laptop Dances 2.0)". Infonn:ation regarding David's past and current projects as well recordings is available on h_is
website, www.sounddance.net.

ROSALYNDE LEBLANC LOO
Assistant Professor
Rosalynde LeBlanc holds a BFA from SUNY Purcha~e and an MFA from Hollins University. She began her
professional career with Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company (1993-1999), then continued on with Mikhail
Baryshnikov's \Vhite Oak Dance Project (1999--'2002). For the next four years she danced with the Liz Gerring Dance
Company while working as a freelance dancer with various choreographers. Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, John
Jasperse, Yvonne Rainer, David Gordon, Richard Move, Larry Keigwin, Noemi Lafrance and Charles Moulton are
among the choreographers whose work Ms. LeBlanc has performed. In addition, she danced in several productions with
The Metropolitan Opera Ballet and was invited to perfor,m at_ the 2006 Salzburg Opera Festival, Austria, in Joachim
Schloemer's Irrfahrten. She has also worked with film directors, Burr Barr, John Turturro, Gretchen Bender and
Matthew Rolston, and can be seen in the short film, Roz; the Janet Jackson music video, Every Time; the PBS Specials,
Still/Here, Free to Dance, Dancing in the Light, A Good Man; and in the feature: film, Romance and Cigarettes. Ms.

LeBlanc has written articles about her dance ·career for Dance Magazine and Europe's Ballettanz. She taught dance at
Long Island University for seven years while returning to work with Bill T. Jones in the re-staging of his pieces at
colleges around the country. She is now on faculty at Loyola Marymount University - Los Angeles.

LIZ PRINCE
Costume Designer for Spent Days Out Yonder
Liz has worked extensively with Bill T. Jones since 1990 designing for his company as well as his productions at Boston
Ballet, Berlin Opera Ballet and Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. She recently designed costumes for Goodspeed
Musicals' version of Pippin, directed by Gabriel Barre. She has also designed for Doug Varone and Dancers, Jose Limon
Dance Company, Dayton Contemporary Dance Company, American Ballet Theater, Washington Ballet, Pennsylvania
Ballet, PHILADANCO, Houston Ballet, Dendy Dance, Pacific Northwest Ballet, Dortmund Theater Ballet, :Mikhail
Baryshnikov's White Oak Dance Project, Meg Stuart, Lucy Guerin, Tamar Rogoff, Claire Danes, PILOBOLUS, Neil
Greenberg, Jane Comfort, Bebe Nliller, Ralph Lemon, Arthur Aviles, Larry Goldhuber, David Dorfman and LAVA. Her
costumes have been exhibited at The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, Cleveland Center for
Contemporary Art and Snug Harbor Cultural Center. Ms. Prince received a 1990 New York Dance and Performance
Award for costume design.

MAVIS RODE
Dance Wellness Center Director
It was during her years as a modern dancer that Mavis developed an interest in functional movement and rehabilitation.
She now has more than 20 years of experience as a physical therapist, specializing in orthopedic rehabilitation, health and
wellness, and dance medicine and science.
In addition to her work for the Ll\/IU Dance Program, Mavis maintains a private practice where she combines her
knowledge and skills as a physical therapist with her experience in dance, pilates and other forms of movement reeducation in her work with her patients and fitness clients.

JUDYSCALIN
Professor

•
•

Judy is a graduate of UCLA (BA in Dance, California State Secondary Credential) and 11ills College (MA in Dance). She
has danced with local dance companies in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area. She has taught at Mira Costa
High School in Manhattan Beach, Scripps College, and Loyola Marymount University where she has been a professor in
the Dance Program for 35 years years. She served as co-chair, Director of Dance from Fall 1976 - Spring 2011.
Very active in the Los Angeles dance community, Ms. Scahn has served on the Dance Resource Center Board of
Directors and on adjudication panels for the Music Center Bravo Awards, the William Couser Awards, Kaleidoscope
and In-the-\Vorks. In the summer of 1994, she served as a writer for National Examinations for K-12 Arts Education
Assessment and received the Lester Horton Award forSustained Achievement in Dance from the Dance Resource
Center of Greater Los Angeles. In 1996, she taught for the Graduate School in Dance at CSULB, and was elected Policy
Board Chair for the California Arts Project. In the spring of 1997, Judy was awarded the Lester Horton Award for
Distinguished Teaching. In addition, Ms. Scalin has served as the Chair of the Arts Steering Committee for the
Manhattan Beach Unified School District, where she worked as a consultant. She has been the president of the ,
California Dance Educators Association and has served as curriculum writer for the California Arts Project. Judy has
served on the National Association of Schools of Dance Executive Board as chair of the Commissiori on Accreditation.
She received the Teacher of the Year Award from the California Dance Educators Association in 2001-2002 and the
Loyola Marymount University President's Fritz B. Burns Distinguished Teaching Award in 2003. In Spring 2005 she
received the Professional Dance Educator Award from the California Association of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, 2:-11d Dance. Professor Scalin has served on numerous university committees (Academic Policy and Review,
Core Curriculum, :Mission and Identity, Chairs' Task Force, among others. Professor Scalin is currently serving as
Interim Associate Dean as well as On the faculty of the Dance Program.

F.JASONSHEPPARD
Technical Director
F. Jason Sheppard is the Technical Director for the LMU Theater Arts and Dance Department and has worked on over
100 productions since he started working at LMU in the faiI of 1997. Jason has also designed many sets for LMU
including Noises Off, Once In a Lifetime, A Raisin In the Sun,. Macbeth, The Elephallt Man, Henry IV, In Love With

•

Night and most recently, Evil Dead: The Musical. Off campus he has designed sets for several companies in Los
Angeles. Some favorites include Grace Notes & Anvils (Odyssey Theater Ensemble), Beast On the Moon (Long Beach
Playhouse), The Architect (The Gascon Theater), and Modigliani (Buffalo Knights). Jason has also stage.:.managed and
directed several plays and workshops in the greater Los Angeles area. Jason is currently a singer, songwriter and multi
instrumentalist for the L.A. based alt~country band Suicide Cowboy,

ROBERT WIERZEL
Lighting Designer for Spent Days Out Yonder
Robert has worked with artists in theatre, dance, new music, opera and museums, on stages throughout the country and
abroad. He has worked with choreographer Bill T.Jones and his company since 1985. Projects include Blind
Date, Another Evening/I Bow Down, Still/Here, You Walk?, Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin/The Promised
Land, How To Walk An Elephant, and \Y/e Set Out Early, Visibility Was Poor. Other works with Bill T. Jones include
projects at the Guthrie Theatre, Lyon Opera Ballet, Deutsche Opera Ballet (Berlin), Boston Ballet, Boston Lyric Opera,
the Welsh dance company Diversions, and London's Contemporary Dance Trust. Robert has also worked with
choreographers Trisha Brown, Doug Varone, Donna Uchizono, Larry Goldhuber, Heidi Latsky, Sean Curran,
Niolissa Fenley, Susan Marshall, Margo Sappington, Alonzo King and Joann Fregalette-Jansen. Additional credits include
national and international opera companies, Broadway and regional theater. :Mr. Wietzel is currently on the faculty of
New York University's Tisch School of the Arts.

Additional Part-time Dance Program Faculty: Lillian Barbeito, Robbie Cook, James De Vries, June
Duarte, Nick Duran, Monti Ellison, Lisa Gillespie, Shana Habel-Moreno, Holly Johnston, Melanie King,
Denise Leitner-Starkopf, Sarah Mata Gabor, Maxine Mills, Jason Myhre, Jill Nunes-Jensen, Paige Porter,
Kristen Smiarowski, Laura Smythe, Samantha Whidby, Ann Williamson
Staff:
Reina Cabebe, Administrative Assistant
Monti Ellison, Accompanist
Chia Hui Lin, Accompanist
Melanie King, Pilates Specialist
Mavis Rode, Physical Therapist
Valerie Spliny, Accompanist
Deanna Watkins, Accompanist

IT TAKES A VILLAGE ....
A dance concert does not just happen, it is the culmination of hundreds of hours of work logged by
choreographers, dancers, composers, lighting, costume and sound designers, as well as additional
scores of hours of technical crew effort.
Likewise, a Dance Program does not just happen and LMU Dance is no exception. LMU Dance is
the result of the combined efforts of hundreds of individual throughout the campus working
together towards a common goal, the richest, deepest, and most profound educational experience
we can provide for our students.
LMU Dance extends its sincerest thanks to each and every office and program on campus that
enriches the lives of our students. The individual faculty and staff that comprise said offices are to
be commended as well. The well being of every LMU student is the goal, and each of you meet the
challenge with grace, compassion and dedication each and every day.

PRODUCTION CREW
Production Stage Managers ............... ,.......................... ,............................................ Daniella Caputo-Noreiga, Brianna McLellen
Assistant Stage Managers ........................................... Krysta Calomeni, Ivlorgan Clemenson, Madeline Hamill, Analisa Pardo

PREPARATION CREW
Lighting Design ....... ,.................................................................................... ,,., ................... ,, ..................................... Johnny Garofalo
Costume Design ................................................................................................................................................................ Sara Clement
Costume Director ........................................................................................................................................... ....... :...... , Gwynne Clark
Sound Engineer ........... :............................................................................................................................................. David I(aragianis
Costume Prep Crew ...................................................................................................... Rachen Benzing, Mat James, Kate Poppen
Poster, Post Card Design ..................................................................................................................................................Jenny Sotelo
Program ...................................................................................... :........................................................................... Patrick Damon Rago
Videographer ............................................................................................................................... David Sukonick, Bolo Productions

RUNNING CREW
Light Board Operators ...................................................................................................................... Sarina Rameriez, Rachel Rivera
Sound Board Operator ................................................................................................................. Angelica Migliazzi, Sierra Portera
Stage Crew ................................. Christina Kochenderfer, Danielle King, Sydney Kramer, Mandy Matthews, Sorelle McGill,
.................................................................... Beth McGowan, Kelsey.Netting, Abigail Samson, Sorrelle McGill, Carie Whitelam
Wardrobe Crew ............................................................................. Stephanie Brodie, Sydney Franz, Haley Gewant, Alyssa Iselli,
.................................................................................................................Josh K.ilver,Justine Lutz, Rachel Rivera, Angela Rollins,
.................................................................................................. Julie Stathas,Jennifer Volanci, Natalie.Weaver, Bennett \Villiams
House Managers ...................................................................................................................... Miranda Ordonez, Montana Viveros

HOUSE PRODUCTION STAFF
Co-Chair, Thearre Arts and Dance/Director of Dance ............................................................................................. Damon Rago
Technical Director/ Theatre Manager················································································································:··· F. Jason Shepard
Assistant Technical Director and Managing Electrician ....................... :..................................................................... Robert Hillig
Costume Dir_ector .................................................................................................................. :........................................ Gwynne Clark
Costume Assistant .............................................................................................................................................................. I(ate Popeirt
Costume Coordinators ............................................................................................................................. Rachel Benzing, Mat James
Musical Director ........................................................................................................................................................ David I(aragianis
Production Manager ................................................................................................................................................ Samantha Whidby
Dance Program Administrative Assistant .................................................................................................................... Reina Cabebe

HOUSE PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
Office Assistants ................................................................. Rachel Benzing, Cat Kamrath, Kendra Collins, Mathew Talaugon,
.............................................................. Jordynn Otto,Jessica B.o:wman, Devon Magee, Sydney Clemenson, Chelsea Rountree
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An Evening of Concert Dance
presented by the

College of Communication and Fine Arts
Department of Theatre Arts and Dance
Dance Program
Artistic Directors

l'ATRICJKDAMON RAGO
ROSALYNDE LEBLANC LOO
Music Director

DAVID JKARAGIANIS
Lighting Designer

JOHNNY GAROFALO
Costume Design

LEON WIEBERS
Production Manager

SAMANTHA WHIDBY
The LMU Dance Program is an accredited institutional member of the
National Association of Schools of Dance
and
The American College Dance Festival Associatton
Program

Beyond The Edge Of The Frame ............................... ,................ Sidra Bell
Alar and l'oppied ....................................................... ;........ Lillian Barbeito
Delicate Transit ............................................................. Loretta Livingston
what we make of it .......................................................... Scott Heinzerling
Driftwork ................................ ;............................................... Jordan Seanz
Intermission

June Holler ............................................................ Rosal.ynde LeBlanc Loo
Her Eschew From Perdition .............................................. Lillian Barbeito
Apres-Midi Dans Le Pare .................................................... Denise Leitner
Heels Over Head ................................................................ Lillian Barbeito
Somnium Dissulto ......................... .'...................................... Mark Tomasic
The use of any recording devices and cell phones is PROHIBITED in the theatre.
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The fo!lowing 3 solos, choreographed by Lillian Barbeito, are placed throughout the progra/!1.

ALAR AND POPPIED
Music:

Le C!e,Jun Miyake

Sound Design:

David Karagianis

Dancer:

Rebecca Rey

11 /21, 22, 23 (8:00pm)

Rachel Benzing

11/20, 23 (2:00pm)

HER ESCHEW FROM PERDITION
Music:

Hannonic Serie, Max Cooper

Sound Design:

David Karagianis

Dancer:

Kendra Collins

11 I 20, 22, 23 (8:00pm)

Jessica Bowman

11/21, 23 (2:00pm)

HEELS OVER HEAD
Choreography:

Made in collaboration with dancers in emolled in Ballet Repertory, a
course that explores ballet technique within 3 different styles of
mov§ment.

Music:

L-0-V-E, Milt Gabler and Bert Kaempfert
Performed by Nat King Cole

Sound Design:

David Karagianis

Dancers:

LlbbyWolf

11 /21, 22, 23 (8:00pm)

Rebecca Diab

11/20, 23 (2:00pm)

Lillian is the co-director ofBODYTRAFFIC, an internationally acclaimed dance company based
in Los Angeles. She has a BFA from The Juilliard School where she studied on a 4 year, fulltuition scholarship awarded by Tomorrow's Leaders of America. Lillian had a copious career as a
freelance performer and is now a sought-after teacher. She has taught internationally for
organizations such as California Institute of the Arts, Idyllwild Arts Academy, Lyon Opera
Ballet, Northwest Dance Project, San Francisco Conservatory of Dance, Southland Ballet
Academy, The Wooden Floor, UCLA's department of World Arts and Cultures, and Westside
Academy of Dance. She is (one of 15 instructors in the world) certified to teach Anouk Van
Dijk's revolutionary Countertechnique. Lillian has choreographed over 40 solos for the Youth
America Grand Prix and several ensemble pieces for regional ballet companies. Along with her
marriage to Grant Barbeito, the most fulfilling achievement in Lillian's life is the birth of her son
Oliver.

DANCE PROGRAM FACULTY, S'fAFF, and PRODUCTION BIOGRAPHIES
PA'fRICKDAMON RAGO
Professor and Chair of Dance
Damon began his formal dance training at California State University, Fullerton in 1988. Up~:m graduation, he accepted a
full scholarship to the University of Utah to pursue an MFA in Modern Dance. While there, Damon was the 1996
winner of the Dee R. Winterton AWard for Outstanding Gradate Student and walked straight from graduation to the
dance studio and began a tv.ro-year stretch with the Ride-Woodbury Dance Company. As a member of R\XTDC, Damon
worked with Murray Louis, David Rousseve, Douglas Neilson, Della Davidson, Keith Johnson, Janis Brenner, and Ming
Lung Lang. He also performed in works by Doug Varone, Laura Dean, Ann Carlson, and Creach & Ko~ster.
In 1998, Damon returned to Los Angeles and spent four years as member of the groundbreaking dance; company
TONGUE, under the direction of Stephanie Gililland. Since then, he has worked as a freelance performer, with Joe
Goode, Loretta Livingston, Maria Gillespie, and as a performer in his own choreography. In 2002, Damon formed
Palindrome Performance Group to begin to develop his own choreographic voice using physicality, humor, emotion,
and theatre to tell human stories through dance. He is a three time Lester Horton Award winner for Outstanding
Achievement in Performance, in 2002 for Joe Goode's Native Son, in 2003 for Loretta Livingston's Leaving Evidence, and
in 2007 for his own Manifo/d. He was also a winner in 2003 for Outstanding Achievement in Choreography for Four
Inches to the Left. His choreography has been presented at the Dumbo Dance Festival in Brooklyn, New York, Dance
Spectrum LA, the Sola Dance Festival, Highways Performance Space, Loyola Marymount University, California State
University, Fullerton, Cal Poly Pomona, Orange Coast College, Citrus College, Scottsdale Community College, Utah
Valley University, California Srate University, San.LuiS Obispo, and by the Ririe \Voodbury Dance Company.

STEVEN BRADLEY
Composer,June Holler
Stephen is an inter-media artist-who currently works with low-frequency sound that tesonates below the threshold of
human hearing, but when.broadcast on-site, reveals the structure of environmental acoustics. Using minimal processing,
he isolates micro artifacts of mundane and ignored sound that become the core material for video, networked live
performance, and low-power site-relational radio.
He has received solo commissions and fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts; Sonic C_ircuits VII:
Walker Art Center; Inter-Society for the Electrgnic Arts (ISEA); Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Helsinki;
Blauschi!J1mel Atelier, Oldenberg, Germany; Bienal de Arte Contemporaneo de Sevilla, Biacs3, Spain, Wave Hill, Bronx;
and Hull Time-Based Arts, UK.
His sound performances, media installations, and site-specific art works have been exhibited and presented nationally
and internationally at such venues as the InterAizoni Festival, Sardinia, li:aly; Kunstradio ORF1, Vienna, Austria;
(((N'OMUSIC))), Strasbourg, France; 2006 Soundscape, ZU.rich, Switzerland; Transmission 003.3: Sound Art Festival,
Chicago; Smithsonian Institure, Washington, D.C.; Visual Arts Museum/SVA, Pulse Art, and Ricco Maresca Gallery,
NYC; Megapolis Sound Art Festival; Red Room, the Vine, Contemporary Museum: Baltimore; and the Baltimore
Museum of Art.
Bradley holds degrees in drawing and painting from the University of South Florida (B.F.A.), and in painting and
electronic media from Florida State University (11.F.A.). He cutrently teaches at UMBC in the Department of Visual
Arts and directs tl1e M.F.A. IMDA graduate program.

MICHAEL CHIAVERINI
Stage Manager
Michael is a senior Theater h-rts and Dance double major, as well as a Division 1 competitive cheerleader for the LMU
Cheer Team. In addition, he is the Artistic Director for LMU's student-run theater, the Del Rey Players, He will be
graduating in May 2014 to pursue a career in TV and film acting as well as musical theater. Michael began performing at
the age of 8 and has fallen in love with it ever since. He has performed in productions both regionally and internationally
is well as modeling for print ads and stock photography. Last semester Michael participated in LMU's semester-long
acting conservatory program, which studied in Bonn, Germany and Moscow, Russia. He was most recently seen in A
Chorus Line in Oakland, CA playing the role of Greg. Wh,en he is not perfom1.ing, he can be found stage-managing and
coaching gymnastics and cheer in Marina Del Rey. A bay area native, ivfichael travels back and forth from San Francisco
to LA to perform and coach as well as spend time with his family.

JOHNNY GAROFALO
Lighting Designer
John designs lighting for dance, theatre, and opera. He has designed works for Kristin Hanggi, Peter Kazaras, \Xlole
Soyinka, Neil Patrick Harris, Ron Marasco, Graham Beckel, Ledges and Bones Dance Project, and Bare Dance
Company, among other:s. Though lighting design is his primary focus, he also designs sound and projections and plays
the dobro, banjo, guitar, and harmonica for the band, Suicide Cowboy. He received a BA in Theatre Arrs from Boston
College, an MBA from LMU, and an MFA in Lighting Design from UCLA where he was very fortunate to study under
Tony· Award winning designer Neil Peter Jam polis.Johnny is also fortunate ro have worked in the~ters around the
country including The American Repertory Theatre, The Old Globe Theatre, The LaJ olla Playhouse, The American
Conservatory Theatre, The Kennedy Center, and The Metropolitan Opera, among others. In addition to designing for
Dance and Theatre at LMU, Johnny teaches design and Stagecraft for Dance.

TERESA HEILAND
Assistant Professor
Teresa Reiland, PhD, C11.A, works at the intersection of dance education, dance science and wellness, l;,ody image, and
literacy. She seeks to produce teaching ·and research activities that inform disciplinary practices, provoke personal
development, and deepen dancers' understanding of their potential as artists, educators, and writers. She completed her
l\.1A and PhD in dance education at NYU, and she studied Javanese dance for a year in Indonesia at the conservatory
program at Institute Seni Indonesia and at Dalam Pujokusuman. She has restaged two dance works from Labanotation,
Nijinsky's L'AprCs-midi d'un Faune, to a 74-piece orchestra, and the David Parsons' Parsons Etude. She completed
Lan~age of Dance, Laban Movement Analysis, Franklin Method (Level 3), and two Pilates certifications. Her research
has been published in Research in Dance Education,Journa! eflmage,y Research in Spo1t and Pf?ysica!Activiry, Dance: Cumnt
Selected Researc~A TwenD1-Year Retrospective/Focus on Movement Ana/ysis, Geographies efDatJce: Botfy, Movement, and Co1porea!
Negotiations. Teresa was named a Cai-negie Scholar by the Carnegie Academy of the Scholarship of Teaching and
Lea1:ning in 2011. She serves on the Media Committee of the International Association of Dance Medicine and Science
and on the Board of the Language. of Dance USA.

ROBERT HILLIG
Master Electrician
This is Rob's fourth year with the department_ofTheater and Dance. Rob has been a practitioner of the technical arts in
theater for over 20 years in both Los Angeles and New York (and 6 months at seal). He has been honored to work with
the many artists he has helped bring to the stage, be they professional, student, or amateur.

DAVID KARAGIANIS
Music Director
David Karagianis is a composer, sound designer, pianist, electronic musician, percussionist and educator. He serves as
the Music Director of the Dance Program at Lo)rola Marymount University. David's eclectic range and interests span
film, dance, concert recital, theater and multi-media performance genres as well as dassical, experim~ntal, electronic,
jazz, world, rock, pop and ambient stylistic boundaries. Having served as Senior Musician for the UCLA Department of
World Arts and Cultures (formerly the UCLA Department of Dance) for over 20 years and before that as Music
Director of the I<.inetikos Dance Foundation/Dance LA, David has collaborated in a variety of roles with several
generations of Modern and Post-Modem dani:e makers. A recipient of a number of awards, grants, and honors including
a Lester Horton Awar:d for Achievenient in Sound: Music/Sound/Text, a vrinner in the Festival des Arts de SaintSauveur Competition for Music Composition for Dance and Meet The Composer grants, over seventy of David's scores
for dance, concert, theater, video, and multi-media have been performed or screened throughout the United States,
Europe, and Asia. David is a Founding Member and a former Vice President of the International Guild of Musicians in
Dance. He has created six CDs of mu~ic on his Sound Dance® label: Timeless (1997), Without JJ7ords (2000), Brave Ne1v
Age (2004), Mulnplex (2009), PULSE (Laptop Dances 2.0) and his newest release Threshold (2013). Information regarding
David's past and current projects as well recordings is availabl~ on his website, www.sounddance.net.

PATRICIA MCMAHON
Costnme Shop Manager
Patricia comes to LMU after completing 10 seasons with the Atlanta Opera as the costume shop manager. Other
projects have included building costumes for The ·Alliance Theatre, including the world premiere of Bring it On, The
Musical Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, California Musical Theatre, and a set of giant

puppets for the Somerset Collection mall in Detroit. Design credits include Treamre Seekers for National Geographic
Channel, Opera and dance for Georgia State UniverSity and the Atlanta Ballet. She has numerous TV and movie credits
including Turner Classic Movies, The Cartoon Network, Fried Green Tomatoes1 Noiv and Then1 and American Experience:
U7e Shall Remain.

MAVIS RODE
Dance Wellness Center Director
It was during her years as a modern dancer that Mavis developed an interest in functional.movement and rehabilitation.
She now has more than 20 years of experience as a physkal therapist, specializing in orthopedic rehabilitation, health and
wellness, and dance medicine and science. In addition to her work for the LMU Dance Program, Mavis maintains a
private practice where she combines her knowledge and skills as a physical therapist with her experience in dance, Pilates
and other forms of movement re-education in her work with her patients and fitness clients.

JUDYSCALIN
Professor and Associate Dean
Judy is a graduate of UCLA (BA in Dance, California State Secondary Credential) and Mills College (MA in Dance). She
has danced with local dance companies in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area. She has taught at Mira Costa
High School in Manhattan BeaCh, Scripps College, and Loyola Marymount University where she has been a Pro_fessor in
the Dance Program for 35 years years. She served as co-chair, Director of Dance from Fall 1976 - Spring 2011. Very
active in the Los Angeles dance community,Judy has served on the Dance Resource Center Board of Directors and on
adjudication panels for the Music Center Bravo Awards, the William Couser Awards, Kaleidoscope, and In-theWorks. In the summer of 1994, she served as a writer for National Examinations for K-12 Arts Education Assessment
and received the Lester Horton Award for Sustained Achievement in Dance from the Dance Resource Center of
Greater Los Angeles. In 1996, she taught for the Graduate School in Dance at CSULB, and was elected Policy Board
Chair for the California Arts Project. In the spring of 1997 ,Judy was awarded the Lester_Horton Award for
Distingui~hed Teaching. In addition, she has served as the Chair of the Arts Steering Committee for the l-4anhattan
Beach Unified School District, where she worked as a consultant. She has been tl1e president of the California Dance
Educators Association and has served as curriculum writer for the California Arts Project. Judy has senTed on the
National Association of Schools of Dance Executive Board as chair of the Commission on Accreditation. She received
the Teacher of the Year Award from the California Dance Educators Association ill 2001-2002 and the Loyola
Marymount University President's Fritz B. Bui;:.p.s Distinguished Teaching Award in 2003. In Spring 2005, she received
the Professional Dance Educator A ward from the California Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance. Professor Scalin has served on numerous university committees, Academic Policy and Review, Core Curriculum,
1-1ission and Identity, Chairs' Task Force, among others. Professor Scalin is currently serving as Interim Associate Dean
as well as on the faculty of the Dance Program.

F. JASON SHEPPARD
Technical Direct6r
Jason has wqrked on over 100 productions since he started working at LMU in the fall of 1997. Jason has also designed
many sets for LMU includillg Noises Oft Once In a Lifetime1 A Raisi11 In the Stm1 Macbeth1 The Elephant Man, Henry IV, In
Love_ U"?ith Night,, Evil Dead: The Musical and most recently, Honry Brow~ Eyes. Off campus he has designed sets for several
companies ill Los Angeles. Some favorites include Grace Notes & Anvils (Odyssey Theater Ensemble), Beast On the Moon
(Long Beach Playhouse), The Architect (The Gascon Theater), and Modigliani (Buffalo K.nights)._Jason has also stagemanaged and directed several plays and workshops in the greater Los Angeles area.Jason is currently getting his 11.A in
Educational Studies at LMU. When not on campus,Jason is a singer, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist for the L.A.
based alt-country band Suicide Cowboy.

SAMANTHA WHIDBY
Production Manager
Samantha graduated from Loyola Marymount University with a Bachelor of Arts Degree, Dance Major, and Theater
Arts 1-iinor. Samantha grew up on the stage and began working in theater at 5 years old. As a young actor she appeared
in national commercials, TV shov;Ts, and lent her voice to animation. Her passion for performance grew in the Seattle
area '\vhere she was on several dance companies including Westlake Performing Group, Cru2 Control, and BREED. Her
dance: training also included scholarships from the Edge Performipg Arts Center in Holl~ood, West Coast Dance
Explosion, New York City Dance Alliance, Dance Masteis of America, and Holl}'\Vood Connection. Samantha has
danced ill several music videos as well as on stage and scree_n and assists choreographer Christina Woodard at the Edge
1

in Holly,.vood. She is also a 500 hour Teacher Trained Yoga Instructor and an assistant for Sara Ivanhoe and Yoga
Nation. As a production manager, Samantha has organized and coordinated several dance and theatrical performances.
Additionally, Samantha is a member of the Screen Actors Guild. Samantha appreciates all aspects of performance and
enjoys sharing her passion for the arts with the LMU community.

EVAN WHITE
Composer, Drzftwork
Evan is an electronic musician/ producer/ saxophonist who attended the California Institute of the Arts and currently
resides in Los Angeles. While attending, Evan was able to see numerous young choreographers and their work. Shortly
there after,. he found himself intrigued by the juxtaposition of music and movement. Na tu.rally, Evan and Jordan decided
to collaborate and have created work of some significance. This will be, Mr. White's third time working with Jordan
Saenz and by collabo.rating Evan hopes to reach new heights in supplying the dancers \V:ith a rich soundscape.

LEON WIEBERS
Costume Designer
Leon has designed Productions in the United States and internationally. He. is a current Fulbright Research "Scholar
working in South Korea. His recent credits include The Mt1sic lvlan for Glimmerglass Festi_val and the Royal Opera in
Oman. He is a long-tetm. collaborator at California .:Music Citcus whose productions include: A1!_ything Goes, I Do, I Do,
Spamalot!, Dirt;• Rotten Scolfndrels, 42 Street, Afr Fair Lac/J1; GJ,P.ry1 Gt!)IS and Dolls, Kiss }.1e, Kate! Je~Jil/ and Ffyde, Aida, A Fmll!)'
Thing Happened on the lf.,.q)' to the Fomm, Grease, tf7est Sidt: Stoo', The 1:'antasticks and The Scadet Pimpemel; II Barbiere di Siviglia
for the San Fi:ancisco Opera Center, Cymbe/ine at Georgia Shakespeare Festival, II Trovatore for tl1e English National
Opera, El N"iffo for the Theatre du Chatelet in Paris, Cosi r''an Ttdti for Sacramento Opera, Li,1ing Pictures for the Getty .
M{iseum and Anti'gone for Portland Center Stage. Awards include: Fulbright Research Grant to Korea, Back Stage \Vest
Garland and LA \Veekly Awards for Three Sisters for Interact Theatre, LA and an LA Ovation Award for Ub11 Roi at A
Noise \Vithin. He currently holds a faculty position at Loyola Ma:rymou.nt University and is member of United Scenic
Artists, Local 829.

Additional Part-time Dance Program Faculty: John Coelho, Robbie Cook, Jam.es De Vries, June Duarte, Nick
Duran, Monti Ellison, Lisa Gillespie, Shana Habel-Moreno, Jessica Harper, Shana Hughes, Melanie King, Sarah·Mata
Gabor, Marilyn McLaughlin,Jason Myhre, Jill Nunes-Jensen, Paige Porter, Charisse Richards, Kristen Sruiarowski, Laura
Smythe, and John Todd
Staff:
Reina Cabebe, Administrative Executive, Monti Ellison, Accompanist, Chia Hui Lin, Accompanist,
Melanie I<:.ing, Pilates Specialist, Dean Mora, Accompanist, Deanna Watkins, Accompanist

A message from the Chair

A dance concert does not just happen. It is the culmination of hundreds of hours of work fogged 1:y
choreographers, dancers, composers, lighting, costume, and sound designers, as well as additional scor(s
of hours of technical crew effort.

•

Likewise, a Dance Program does notjust happen and Ll\1U Dance is no exception. Ll\1U Dance is
the result of the combined efforts of hundreds of individual throughout the camp1✓s working together
towards a common goa4 the richest, deepest, and most profound educational expe1ience we can provide
for our students.
Ll\1U Dance extends its sincerest thanks to each and every office and program on campus that
emiches the fives of our students. The individua!faculty and staff that comprise said offices are to be
commended as well. The 1JJe/! being of every LMU student is the goa4 and each ofyou meet the
challenge with grace, compassion and dedication each and every dqy.

PRODUCTION CREW
Production Stage Manager .................................................................................................................................... Michael Chiavarini
Assistant Stage Managers ............................................................................................................. Randi Stecki, Brittany.Thompson

PREPARATION CREW
Lighting Design .......................................................................................................................................................... Johnny Garofalo
Assistant Lighting Designer ................................................................................................................................. Morgan Clemenson
Costume Design ................................................................................................................................................................ Leon Wiebers
Costume Shop Manager .................................................................................................. :...................................... Patricia M~Mahon
Sound Engineer ........................................... :............................................................................................................. David I(aragianis
Costume Shop Student Workers .....................................................................Jakob Berger, Brianna Ellis-Mirchell, Dynan Fox,
......................................................................................... ,........... Alexya Garcia, Zoe Gieringer, Morgan Hanna, Haley Horsager,
....................................................................... Parisa Loftis, Sorelle McGill, Teresa Nowatzki, Reed Sights, Lindsey Thompson
Poster, Post Card Design ......................................................... '. ................................. :....................................... ;............. .Jenny Sotelo
Program. .................................................................................... :.................................... :....................................... Patrick Damon Rago
Videographer :·························································· ........................................................................................................ David Sukonic

RUNNING CREW

•

Light Board Operators ............................................................................................................................... :............. Miranda Ordonez
Sound Board Operator ............................................................................................................................................. Michaella Yarnell
Stage Crew ................................................................................. Rachel Head, Kathleen Kenny, Abby Mackey, Morgan Renteria
Wardrobe Crew .....................................................:-: ....................................................... Drew Lake, Julie Johnson, Taylor Kewley,
.............................................................................................................................. Marina Kusaba, Taryn Rudolph, Samantha Sarria
House Managers ..................................................... ,.................................................................................. Alex Faglie, Emilee Theno

HOUSE PRODUCTION STAFF
Co-Chair, Theatre Arts and Dance/Director ofDance .............................................................................................. Damon Rago
Technical Director/ Theatre Manager .................................................................................................................... F. Jason Shepard
Assistant Technical Director and Managing Electrician ............................................................................................. Robert Billig
Costume Shop Manager ...................: ..................................................................................................................... Patricia McMahon
Costume Assistant ......................................................................................................................................................... Natalie Weaver
Musical Director ............ :..............................._............................................................................................................ David Karagianis
Production Manager .................................................................... ,........................................................................... Samantha Whidby
Dance Program Administrative Assistant .................................................................................................................... Reina Cabebe

HOUSE PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
Office Assistants .............................................................................................. Rachel Benzing,Jessica Bowman, Kendra Collins,
................................................. Chriscy K~ckenderfer, Charissa I<:ioeger,Jordynn Otto, Josh Rivera

•

•

•

•
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FOOTPRINTS
Netta Yerushalmy
Leoni e McDonagh
Carl Flink
performed by ADF da ncers

•
First Lady Michelle Obama, 2014 Honorary Chair
- - - - -- ----,~ . ~ - - - -- - -

•
Thursday, July 24-Saturday, July 26 at 8:00pm

•

•

Reynolds Industries Theater

PICTOGRAMES (World Premiere)
Choreography Netta Yerushalmy
Music Nautilus, Orlok by Anna Meredith (courtesy
of Moshi Moshi Records), Mark degli Antoni
Costume Design John Brinkman
Lighting Design David Ferri
A huge thank you to my incredible cast of talented and devoted dance artists who contributed
their virtuosic powers, wit, and focus to the creation of this piece. Thank you also to Bille,
our uber competent wizard, and to David, John, and Mollie and their amazing teams. Finally,
thank you to Jodee for your ongoing support and for this fantastic experience.

PERFORMERS
Lauren Burke, Emily Rose Cannon, Natalie Grant, Hsieh, Shao-}1ang, Yi-chieh Hsu,
Marisa Illingworth, Will Ladd, Lin, Pin-Han, Jordan Demetrius Lloyd, Hannah Marr,
Casey Olejar, Kenneth Olguin, Brooke Partin, Ambika Raina, Celia Arguello Ren..i,
Lily Bo Shapiro, Haley Sung, Shamar Watt, Elisabeth Wolf
Pictogramcs is commissioned by AOF with support from the SHS Foundation.

- - Intermission - -

FOUR FINGERS AND ONE THUMB

(World Premiere)

Choreography Aaron Salas, Lateisha Melvin, Chien-shun Liao,
Sakina Flint, Rocky Kamen-Rubio, and
the company
Direction Leonie McDonagh
Musician Andy Hasenpflug
Music Original music composed and produced by
Andy Hasenpflug. Adam Crawley, ano
Terrence Karn, Gimme All Your Lovin' by ZZ Top,
One by Marvin Hamlisch and Edward Kieben,
Spirit by Future Islands
Dance Education Sasha Ka zin, Anna Martz, Pedro Lander,
Karla Narvaez and Aaron Salas
Costume Design John Brinkman
Lighing Design David Ferri

PERFORMERS
Aaron Bellofatto, Johnny Chatman II, Yun Ju Chen, Michaela Coor, Benjamin Dcvaud,
Son Hai Do, Jacob Ely, Sakina Flint, Ardyn Flynt, Alex Gossen, Vanessa Gross,
Veronica Jiao, Rocky Kamen-Rubio, Aleksandr (Sasha) Kazin, Pedro Lander,
Chien-Shun Liao, Amanda Maraisl, Anna Martz, Sheldon Mba, Flannery McAdam,
Lateisha Melvin, Raina Mitchell, Karla Narvaez, Cecile Neidig, Tarik O'Meally,
Aaron Salas, Chi Tai, Katarina BennicoffYundt
Four ringers and One Thvmb is commissioned by ADF with support from the SHS Foundation.

- - Intermission - -

■

AN UNKINDNESS OF RAVENS
Choreography
Soundscape
Costume Design
Lighting Design

(World Premiere)

Carl Flink
Greg Brosofske
John Brinkman
David Ferri

PERFORMERS
Du'Bois A'Keen, Adrianne Anslc~·, Joe Casanova, Veronica Cato, David Deegan,
Emily Hansel, Johnnie Mercer, Jr., Ching Ng, Eddie Oroyan, Erica Saucedo, Tey Shawn

-

An Unkindness of Ravens is commissioned by /\DF with support from the McKnight Artist fellowship
Program at Northrop at the University of Minnesota and the SHS Foundation.

NETTA YERUSHALMY
NETTA YERUSHALMY is a dance artist based in New York City since 2000. Her work aims
to engage with audiences by imparting the sensation of things as they are perceived, not as
they are known, and lo challenge how meaning is attributed and constructed.
Her newest work Helga and The Three Sailors premieres in New York City at Danspace
Project November 6-8.
Netta is a recipient of a 2013 Jerome Robbins Bogliasco Fellowship, a 2012 Fellowship from
the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, a 2010 Fellowship from the New York Foundation
of the Arts, and a 2010-2012 Six Points Fellowship. She is currently a Process Space Artistln-Rcsidcnce through the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council and was Artist-In-Residence
at the Institute for Cultural Inquiry in Berlin (2013), Baryshnikov Arts Center (2012), Tribeca
Performing Arts Center (2010-2012), and through LMCC's Swing Space (2011 ). She received
a 2014 grant from New Music USA and has received grants from the Mertz Gilmore
Foundation, the Puffin Foundation, multiple grants from the Lower Manhattan Communi~
Counc;il, and a Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grant.
In New York City, Netta's work is regularly presented in venues such as La Mama, Danspace
Project, Harkness Dance Festival, Dance New Amsterdam, and Movement Research. In
Israel, she has been presented by numerous festivals including Curtain-Up, Jerusalem
International Dance Week, lntimadance, International-Exposure, and Different Dance. Her
work was also performed at the International Solo-Dance-Theater Festival (Stuttgart).
Commissions for repertory companies include the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company (2015),
Zenon Dance Company (2012 and 2014), Same Planet Different World (2013), Philadelphia
Intern ational Festival of the Arts (2011 )1 Of Moving Colors (2010), and Misgav Dance
Workshop (1999).
Since 2011 Netta has been a guest artist and visiting faculty at University of the Arts. She was
a teaching guest artist at the 2013 Sall Dance Festival. As part of her work with Doug Varone,
Nella taught around the USA, Russia, and the Dominican Republic and staged Varone's
work at the University of Michigan and Point Park College. She has also taught modern
technique at Yasmeen Gadder's Studio 0affa, Israel), Bikurey Haitim Center (Tel-Aviv, Israel),
OfMovingColors, The Yard, and Misgav Dance Workshop.
Netta currently dances with choreographer Joanna Kotze.

She was a member of Doug Varone and Dancers from 2007 to 2012 and has also performed
with Nancy Bannon, Karinne Keithley, Mark Jarecki, Noemie LaFrance, Ron it Ziv, and the
Metropolitan Opera Ballet.
Netta was born in South Carolina, where she had her first dance performance at age 3. She
moved to Galilee in Israel soon after and trained at the Misgav Dance Workshop, the school
of the Kibbutz Dance Company in Ga' aton, and Bat-Dor studios in Tel-Aviv. In 1996 she
relocated to New York to earn a BFA in Dance from NUY's Tisch School of the Arts.
www.NettaY.com

HALEY SUNG grew Lip in South Korea and started tra ining in ballet and Korean traditional
dance. She moved to Austin, TX, with her fam ily at the age of 11, where she started training
in other different styles of dance as well. After graduating high school, Haley decided to
attend the Universi ty of the Arts as a dance major with a Promising Artist Award. Haley has
finished her first year and she is thrilled to start her second year in the fall.
EMILY ROSE CANNON began studying dance at age three in Oak Park, IL, under the
direction of Stephanie Clemens at the Academy of Movement and Music. She spent two
summers at the San Francisco Conservatory of Dance studying with Summer Lee Rhatigan,
Christian Burns, Alex Ketley, Malinda LaVelle, Tristan Ching, Douglas letheren, Bobbi
Jean Smith, and Tom Weinberger. In the fall, she will return to Philadelphia to continue her
studies as a junior at the University of the Arts.
CASEY OLEJAR is in her third year at the University of the Arts under the direction of
Donna Faye Burchfield. She has performed the works of Jesse Zaritt, Katie Swords-Thurman,
Sidra Bell in collaboration with Alexandra Johnson, and Douglas Becker. She attended the
American Dance Festival in 2013, where she had the opportunity to work with T. Lang and
Jesse Zarilt in a performance setting. She is thankful for another summer here at the festival
under the guidance of such incredible faculty.

ELISABETH WOLF is a contemporary dancer based in Los Angeles. She is currently earning
a BA in Dance at Loyola Marymount University where she is on scholarship. She trained
in ballet, contemporary, jazz, tap, hip hop, musical theater, and acrobatics for 15 years at
Cannedy Performing Arts Centre in Phoenix, AZ. She has st.u died with Robbie Cook, Nick
Duran, Lisa Gillespie, Kathleen Hermesdorf, Ayo Jackson, Tekla Kostek, Jason Myhre, Paige
Porter, Damon Rago, and John Todd. Elisabeth has performed the work of choreographers
Sidra Bell, Lillian Barbeito, Scott Heinzerling, D enise Leitner, Shannon Mather and Jordan
Saenz and performed in Bill T. Jones' Spent Days Out Yonder under rehearsal director
Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo.
HANNAH MARR is current concert performer and an up and coming choreographer from
Raleigh, NC. This past year she attended UNC School of The Arts for contemporary dance
as a senior in high school where Susan Jaffe is the dean of dance. This coming year she will
continue her dance training there for college and graduate in three years. Over the years
she has been privileged to work with the Random Dance Company, Duane Cyrus, T. Lang,
Ashley Lindsey, Mandy Moore, Ming Yang, Teddy Fornnce, Charles 0. Anderson, Travis Wall,
Sonya Tayeh, and many more.
KENNETH OLGUIN first found dance at the age of 5 ill a local studio in Whittier, CA,
where he took tap and ballet. Now a recent graduate, Ken earned his BA concentrating
in Dance and Psychology at Bennington College in Vermont. While in school, he siudied
technique, composition, and improvisation with Susan Sgorbati, Terry Creach, Dana Reitz,
Stuart Singer, and Daniel Roberts and danced for Gwen Welliver and Kota Yamazaki. He
owes his continuing pursuit of dance to the constant- support of his mother, his sister, his
grandfather, and close friends.
JORDAN DEMETRIUS LLOYD (20) is currently studying dance at SUNY Brockport where
he has performed works by James Hansen, Juanita Suarez, and Nicole Kaplan. He studies

- - - -- -- - -

--

under professors Karl Rogers, Mariah Maloney, William Evans, and Stevie Oakes. Previously,
he studied at The World of Dance where he tra ined in styles ranging from ballet to hip hop.
He acts as the captain of the Brockport Dance Team and the events coo rdi nator for the
Student Dance O rganization. With ADF heing his first modern dance festival, he is thrilled to
take th<~ stage and wants to thank ADF and Netta Yerushalmy for this amazing experience.

LILY BO SHAPIRO is.
SHAMAR WATT was born in Kingston, Jamaica, and was raised in both Jamaica and Miam i,
FL. He grew up pl aying basketball and football most of his life. Shamar was not introduced
to modern dance and ballet until his freshman year of co llege. Gefore transferring to Florida
State University in the spring of 201 3 as a dance major, he received his Associate's Degree
in Psychology and continues to study psychology at FSU. He is very grateful to be at A DF for
another summer and to be involved with Footprints.
NATALIE GRANT danced competitively for 8 years while formally trai ning witn the
Summit Invitationa l Pre-Professional Company for 3 years. Her experience with the Summit
Invitational program, under the direction of Linda Muir, led her to further study dance in
college and pursue dance professionally. Natalie will be graduating spring 2015 w ith a
BFA in Dance Performance from Chapm,rn U niversity. This is her first time attending the
American Dance Festival.
MARISA ILLINGWORTH started dancing at Sharron M iller's Academy fo r the Performing
Arts in Montclair, NJ at age 3 and has been dancing ever since. She attended the Point
Park University summer intensive in 2010 and the Joffrey jazz and contemporary intensive
in 2011. She is currently a r ising junior at the University of the Arts under the direction of
Donna Faye Rurchfield.
BROOKE PARTIN is from Raleigh, NC. She grew up dancing at CC and Company Dance
Complex under the direction of Christy Curtis. She now attends University of North Carolina
School of the Arts in Winston-Salem as a contemporary dance major. Brooke wi ll be starting
her second year under the direction of Dean Susan Jaffe.
WILL LADD landed on set for the 20·1 ·1 remake of Footloose at 19. Soon after he began
booking jobs for country artists such as Gig & Rich, Lauren Alaina, and Blake Shelton. In
summer 2012 he toured nationwide as c.1 principal dancer w ith actress and singer Coco
Jones. Other credits include the movie The Three Stooges (2012), The CW's Vampire Diaries ·
(2012), Volkswagen Live EventTour (2012), and The Hilton Garden Inn (2013). W ill was
a company member of Found Movement Group, Nashvil le's first contemporary dance
company from 2010 to 2013. During his college career Will performed in three Annual
Spring Dance Concerts at Austin Peay State University. His piece Paranoid/Beat was selected
to represent the school at the first ACDFA South Region Formal Concert in spring 2013.
AMBIKA RAINA was born and raised in Michigan and is a dance merit scholarship
student at the University of Michigan. In May 201.5, she w ill graduate with two degrees, a
BFA in Dance and a BS in Biopsychology, Cognition, and Neuroscience. Ambika studied
Bharatnatyam Indian classical dance for ten years at the Alankar School of Dance and has
recently pursued Odissi Indian classical dance in India and Australia. Ambika now explores
modern vocabula ries and blends her two fields of study through creative and scientific
research. Above all, Ambika is passionate about movement as a reflection of identity and
choreography that gives a voice to those unheard.
CELIA ARGUELLO REN~ is a performer, choreographer, and teacher. She was born in
Argentina and graduated with a bachelor's in Choreographic Composition at IUNA (National
Institute of Art). She has worked as a performer with choreographers such as Rakhal Herrero,
Silvina Grinberg, Pablo Rotemberg, and IUNA Dance Company directed by Roxana
Grinstein. She has received fellowships and grants from the National Endowment for the
Arts, the INT, and Prodanza. As a director, she has presented Te lo Dedico, Un Tra slado,
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Muestrario, Aztkar, and the reconstructions of No me Besabas? and Villa Arguello. With
these works she has performed in national and international tours, and she won the first
prize in choreography at the Young Art Biennale 2013.

LIN, PIN-HAN is from Taiwan. She is 22 years old. She graduated from Universit)' of Taipei
with a major in modern dance. This is her first time in the US and also her first time leaving
Taiwan. But one day she will go everywhere.
LAUREN BURKE is c1 recent graduate from the University of Houston. There she received
her BA in Dance and minored in Interdisciplinary Arts. Currently, Lauren is a professional
member of the Urban Souls Dance Company under the artistic direction of Harrison Guy.
Dancing for ten years, Lauren hu5 been expanding her craft not only in dance but also in
visual art and music. Her hope is to combine her passions and pursue her personal goal of
operating her own interdisciplinary dance company.
YI-CHIEH HSU is from Taiwan and studies at Taipei National University of the Arts. She is
19 years old.

HSIEH, SHAO-YANG was born in 1993 and comes from Taiwan. She attended National
Tt1iwan University of Art.

LEONIE MCDONAGH
LEONIE MCDONAGH trained at Middlesex University, Sallynoggin College of Further
Education and at London Contemporary Dance School at The Place. She has been
choreographing with local amateur groups since the age of 17.
She is founder and Artistic Director of ponydance with whom she has produced and created
several works in progress, short dance films, and five full length productions including two
commissions.
ponydance won the Audience Choice Award at the Belfast Pick'n'Mix Festival in 2009 and
was nominated for the Spirit of the Fringe Award at The Dublin Fringe. In 2012, ponydance
won the Aest Dance Show Award at the Adelaide Fringe Festival. Performances range from
intimate four man shows in local bars to the medium scale cabaret style Christmas Show
PonyPanto to the large scale opening ceremony of the Dublin Super Cup in Aviva Stadium
with over 100 dancers.
Instinctively interested in the combination of clown, comedy, and dance, Leonie has,been
developing work with humor that has found universal appeal. The company has performed
all over Ireland, the UK, France, New Zealand, Australia, and Canada and at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe. In January this year, ponydance was part of the curated and prestigious British
Dance Edition.
Leonie has received travel and training awards from the Arts Council of Ireland to attend the
Western Australia Circus Festival to train, teach, and perform. She was also awarded a SIAP
award from Arts Council Northern Ireland to conduct six weeks of self directed training in
Melbourne.

AARON BELLOFATTO began dancing at a young age. Aaron has had a passion to move for
many years. Now a rising junior at the University of the Arts, he is privileged to work with
many great artists and performers. This is his first time at the American Dance Festival and he
is ecstatic to share his experience and growth in the Footprints dance program with everyone.

JOHNNY CHATMAN II began dancing at the age of 4 with More Than a Memory Dance
Productions in Houston, TX. 13efore attending the Univ€rsity ofTexas at Austin, he was a
member of Lake Houston Performing Arts Center competitive team, FLY Hip-Hop Crew,
and his high school drill team. He is currently a junior at UT, where he has performed in
pieces choreographed by Mark Morris, Merce Cunningham, and David Justin. He recently
performed at The Kennedy Center for ACDFA Nationals. Johnny would like to thank Leonie
for the ride. Pun intended. Namaste.
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On Matters Of Consequence .............................................. Raiford Rogers
Marrow ................................................................................ Andrew W ojtal
Calling at Cats, Whistling at Wolves ....................................... Laura Karlin
where the one resides (edition 3) ........................................ Bliss Kohhnyer
Intermission

Tango/Rouge ....................................................................... Keith Johnson
Sneakers On A Wire ............................................................. Amy Campion
Danza Per Morta ................................................................ Jordan Marinov
Seven ...................................................................... Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo

The use of any recording devices and cell phones is PROHIBITED in the theatre.
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ON MATTERS OF CONSEQUENCE
Choreography:

Raiford Rogers

Music:

The Little Ptince Ballet, Lloyd Rodgers

Dancers:

Gigi Axelrnde
Gianna Bauch
Sam Blaz
Emily Gardner
Brandon Mathis
Abby Mackey
Sonia Nersesian
Grace Philip
Josh Rivera
Hailey Transue
Sarina Ramirez-Ortiz
Maury \Viederaenders
Paige \Vestover

Raiford Rogers is a native of Bad Axe, Michigan. As a choreographer, he has created oyer 40 ballets including
numerous collaborative pieces with prominent musicians and artists. His works have been performed
throughout the U.S., Europe, and Latin America. Mr. Rogers was twice awarded National Endowment for the
Arts Choreographer Fellowships.
Mr. Rogers has been invltcd to perform at the National Theater in Prague in 2015. Rogers is creating a new
ballet 11 S till Life 11 set to a score by Czech composer Zbynek Mateju, and performed by the Czech Philharmonic.
Performances are planned for Prague, Brno, Pilsen, and O.strava.
Recent ballets include ·works set to Schubert's Piano Sonata i11 G 111c!/or and John Cage's In A I ..andscape. J\fr.
Rogers also created dances set to Beethoven's fate piano .sonatas and string quartets.
Collaborative ballets include: LVhere Are Yo11 Iv.fr I Jove and J..1.uge with jaz?. legend Charlie Haden; Dance for Sandra
with jazz pianist Chick Corea; Cocktails l/7ith]oo1withJoey Altruda and his Mambo Orchestra; Cabin ,_-:;·ever with
Sandra Tsing Loh; and Bx l\,iachina with L.A. Phil composer Carlos Rodriguez. Other unique projects include
D1JJifli, set to a synopsis by \Y./oody Allen; In C to music of Terry Riley; 01phe11s: a Ballet-Opera and The IJittle
Pnim with composer Lloyd Rodgers; SleepJ11rr/k with attist John Nava; and Dream Ba!!)! set to music by Roy
Orbison with sets by artist I\fark Stock.
Rogers danced professionally with the Constanza Hool Ballet of Mexico, the Albuguerque Dance Theatre, and
with the American Concert Ballet under Gene Marinaccio. Mr. Rogers co-founded the Los Angeles Chamber
Ballet with Victoria Koenig in 1982. In 2002 he cteated the Raiford Rogers Modern Ballet. The Company
performs annually at the Luckman fine Arts Complex, CSULA.
Mr. Rogers hosted and directed an segments for Lift & Times (lCCET PBS) profiling leading artists and
architects. Besides his work in dance, Rogers was portrayed as a wiener dog in the CBS animated series Creat11re
Comforts (Aardman Animations). His profile is also depicted as Sai11t Bonaventm,; in artist John Nava's
Communion of Saints tapestries for the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels. As an entrepreneur, he cocreated Cartesian® Original, a start~up accessory company. He was named one of the 100 coolest people in
Los Angeles by Los Angeles Magazine. Mr. RogL'.rs is a published poet and has been included in two different
poetry anthologies.

A special thankj1011 to Lisa Gillespie for her JJJork with the dancers.

MARROW
"I want to be with those who know secret things or else alone." -Rilke
Choreography:

Andrew Wojtal

Music:

Zink, Machinefabriek
0 Superman, Laurie Anderson
Hello, It's Me, Todd Rungren

Dancers:

The Dance Major Class of 2015*

Originally from Maine, Andrew graduated California Institute of the Arts in 2011. In 2010,
while in his undergrad, Andrew became a princess grace dance scbolarship recipient.
Andrew is a member of BODYTRAFFIC (Los Angeles, CA) and bas previously performed
with Shen Wei Dance Arts (New York, NY), ARC Dance Project (Seattle, WA), and Island
Moving Company (Newport, RI).
I-Iis com1nercial credits include appearances on NBC's "Parenthood", the MTV Video Music

Awards with Taylor Swift, Disney studios productions, as well as Sol Tryon's film "The
Living Wake".
Andrew's choreography has been presented by REDCAT (Los Angeles, CA), Bates Dance
Festival (Lewiston, ME), Ruhrtriennale Festival at Pact Zollverein (Essen, Germany),
Aksanat (Istanbul, Turkey) as well as at Walt Disney Concert Hall (Los Angeles, CA) as
acting assistant choreographer to Barak Marshall in the LA Philharmonic's opening gala
presentation in September of 2012.
Invited as an ambassador under the US consulate in the summer of 2014, Andrew worked in
affiliation with Aksanat, (Istanbul, Turkey), introducing the Turkish dance community to
dance movement and ideas cultivating in Los Angeles. Andrew is represented by Go 2
Talent agency in Los Angeles, CA and CESD in New York, NY and has served on faculty at
the AMDA Los Angeles campus.

*Dtte to an i1!;iay, Sarah Duncan lVill not be peifor1JJing this evening.

CALLING AT CATS, WHISTLING TO WOLVES
Choreography:

Laura Karlin, in collaboration with tbe dancers

Music:

Octo & Reve,,e, Nebula
Suite No. 2 in B Minor, J.S.Bacb
.Just A Closer Walk With Thee, Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Additional Sound Design by Toby Karlin

Dancers:

Gigi Axelrode
Genna BloomBecker
Sarab Duncan*
Maddy Hamill
Olivia Helgeson
Carly Kelleher
Kathleen Kenny
Taylor Kewley
Drew Lake
Emily Pavelka
Samantha Sarria
Clare Sitzer
Hailey Transue

Laura Karlin is the Artistic Director of Invertigo Dance Theatre. She graduated from
Cornell University with degrees in Choreography /Production and LGBT Rights. She
teaches yoga and dance classes to students from 9 to 93 years old.
She founded lnvertigo in 2007 with the aim of creating a vibrant dance institution in Los
Angeles. She choreographs for the company and works to make Invertigo a lively presence
in LA through performance, education, outreach and collaboration. Her work has been
presented at venues including the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, Ford Amphitheatre, Los
Angeles Theatre Center, Broad Stage and LACMA. She wants to talk to you about
dance, pies, gardens, social justice and other nonsense.

Matty thanks to Damon and the ,vhole ivonderftt!J 1Jyola lVIatyntottnt University Depattment.
There is a rf_ynaJJJic) complex conversation about street harass111ent happening on!ine and in the media:
]}JOJJJan }J)ho makes her voice heard.

11ry thanks to every

*Due to an in;itry, Sarah Dttttcan ,viii not be peiforming this evening.

where the one resides (edition 3)
Choreography:

Bliss Kohlmyer

Music:

Vices (Viices I11stnm1e11taJ, Sabzi
Skylark Interabang, Made In Heights

Dancers:

Gigi Axelrode
Anna Chorneyko
Alex Faglie
Sydney Franz
Charissa Kroeger
Chloe LaFleur
Abby Mackey
Emily Pavelka
Moe Renteria
Audra Simmon
Randi Stecki
Gigi Todisco
Maury Wiedereanders*

Elisabeth Wolf
Bliss Kohlmyer is the Co-Artistic Director of project agora, a San Francisco-based curatorial
organization that promotes creative dialogue among artists through presenting evenings of
\vork featuring interdisciplinary collaborations. Her company has received numerous grants
and commissions.

Next June '14 project agora will premiere Amidst BeJot~AndAfterat the San Francisco
International Arts Festival. In May 2013, her collaborative work, Epigrams, was presented at
the Mona Bismarck Center for American Culture in Paris. She has also presented her
creative research at the Society of Dance History Scholars (SDHS) conference in
Trondheim, Norway and the National Dance Educators' Organization (NDEO) conferences
in Miami and Chicago.
Recently, she received commissions from LINES Ballet Summer Program, Dickinson
College, Florida State College, Loyola Marymount University,Jacksonville University,
Florida Dance Festival,Jacksonville Dance Theatre, sjDANCEco, and Robert Moses' Kin.
In New York City, she danced and toured internationally with Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane
Dance Company and the Sean Curran Company. In San Francisco, she danced with Janice
Garrett and Dancers, Robert Moses' Kin, and The San Francisco Opera Ballet, among
others. In 2011, Bliss graduated from the University of\Vashington with an MFA in Dance
and is currently an Assistant Professor of Dance at the University of South Florida.

*1.--;,idqy evening, November 21.
~
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•

TANGO/ROUGE
Choreography:

Keith Johnson, in collaboration with the dancers

Rehearsal Assistant:

Jobe! Medina

Music:

Tango, Peggy Lee
Tango La Cumparsita

Dancers:

McKenzie Cochran
Tina Dossa
Charissa Kroeger
Gigi Todisco
Elisabeth Wolf

Keith Johnson, Professor, received his MFA in dance with an emphasis in choreography
from the University of Utah in 1991, where he also received the Dee R. \Vinterton Award
for Excellence in Dance. Johnson has danced in the Ririe/\Voodbury Dance Company, Bill
T. Jones/ Arnie Zane Dance Company, Creach/Koester, and Doug Varone and Dancers.
In 1998,Johnson formed KeithJobnson/Dancers, wbicb has received favorable reviews
from the Los Angeles Times and is a recipient of two Lester Horton Awards for
Outstanding Choreograpby and Small Group Ensemble.]
Johnson continues to perform, most recently with Colleen Thomas Dance, Nancy Bannon,
Bill Young/Colleen Thomas and Dancers, and with Victoria Marks. In 2005, the
Outstanding Graduate Student Recipient, Rogelio Lopez Garcia at CSULB, named Jobnson
Most Valuable Professor. Keith also makes dance films (Firstbomb Films) and has screened
his film, Life in Semrity, at the Breaking Ground Festival and Film Bar ~Joth in Arizona),
Westfest (New York), Dance For The Camera Festival (California), and ADFs International
Screendance Festival.

I JVottld like to thank this incredible cast of dancers and Jobe! Medina for their creative input into this dance.
lf7hat a thrill to be /]Jorking again 1vith the Lyola Marymount University dance program. As a grottp, 1ve
had mal!J obstacles to overcoJJJe; i1!/ttries) missed rehea1"SalsJ car tmving, and the crazy thought efjust doing
one rehearsal a 2veek . .But, the dancers never ivaivered in their suppott ef me) vry process, and the overall

exjmience, andfor that, I thank.JOit all. I ,vottld like to alro offer very special thanks to Pattick Dmnon
Rago for giving me the opportunit)' to make this 1vork.

SNEAKERS ON A WIRE
Choreography:

Amy "Catfox" Campion, in collaboration with the dancers

Spoken \'i/ord Poetry:

Mark Gonzales

Music:

A1ny "Catfox" Campion
Chemiftmk, Temu Bacot

Dancers:
Dominique Charlot
Sean Chong-Umeda
Anna Chorneyko
Justice D01ningo
Alex Faglie
Rie Fukushima
Kayla Hampton
Danielle King
Brandon Mathis
Kelly McCann

Angelica Migliazza
Sonia Nersesian
Miranda Ordonez
Olivia Parker
Grace Phillip
Sierra Portera
Ashley Rich
McCall Richards
Makayla Symmonds

Speaking the language of Hip Hop, Amy "Catfox" Campion crosses artistic and social
boundaries to unite diverse audiences, daring concepts and dynainic performances. Her
work leverages the expressive capacity of Hip Hop by weaving stories and ideas with
breaking, krumping, popping, Capoiera, mc'ing, dj'ing, poetry, fihn, beatboxing, and theater.
Campion has been b-girling (breakdancing) and training Capoeira for 14 years and also
studies hip hop, house dance, locking, popping, and salsa. She received an MFA in
Choreography from UCLA in 2006 and since then she has taught dance and arts activism at
Loyola Marymount University, Cal State Northridge, El Camino College, Cerritos College,
the Boys and Girls Club, and the Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking, amongst
others.

DANZA PER MORTA
Choreography:

Jordan Marinov

Music:

Messa da Requiem, Guiseppe Verdi

Dancers:

Sam Blaz
Genna BloomBccker
Sean Chong~Umcda
Olivia Helgeson
Carly Kelleher
Khayla Golucke
Drew Lake
Brandon Mathis
Olivia Parker
Sarina Ramirez-Ortiz
Ashley Rich
Jenny Volanti
N atalic Weaver

Jordan's dancing and acting have taken her around the world -- from NYC to the Russian Embassy,
to Cyprus. She has worked as a dancer, actress, and choreographer for film, television, commercial,
music video and concert works. She has had the pleasure of working with Kathryn
Bigelow for HBO as an actress, choreographer and casting director. Jordan also appears in the music
video Trail qfB!oodby actor & hip-hop artist Slaine directed by Los Silva. Jordan recently appeared as
a supporting actress in a Comedy Central Pilot and in a short film called Witholft ldeani!Jg.
Jordan is currently Artistic Director ofMarinov Dance, which) in collaboration with Bill
Hayward created The InliJ1Jacies Prqject; a series of claring multi-media events about relationships and
the impossibility of love. The Inti111acies Prqject film was screened at Tribeca Grand in Ne\v York City
during Fashion's Night Out in 2011. The project earned a space grant from Chashama, the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey, The Fashion Center BID, and the Times Square Alliance to
perform t\vo shows per day in NYC for two weeks in 2009. Marinov Dance was commissioned to set
work and perform at the Rio Grancle Theatre in New lviexico in 2010. Marinov Dance performecl in
the t-fargulies Gallery in lviiami for the \Vynwood Art Festival in 2012. Her clancing and
choreography can also be seen in Bill Hay,:vard's upcoming film Asphalt, A1t1scle and Bo11e. J\farinov
Dance has performed at Ne,v York Live Arts, John Jay College, Galapagos, CPR, \"'\linter Garden in
the \Vorld Financial Center ancl Bill Hayward's studio.
Marinov Dance debuted li1other)s Kite/Jen a collaboration that includes portraits from Bill Hayward via
Skype and Jive clance in :i\.fiami for the Art Live Fair in October 2012 and performed an excerpt of
the same piece in Los Angeles the following week at the Electric Lodge Theater.
Ivfarinov Dance premiered paveJJ1e11t 1JJOJJJaJ1 in San Francisco and Los Angeles in 2013. Jordan is
excited creating dance theatre-with the students from Loyola J\.farymount University and is planning
M Dance's NYC tour for spring 2015. Jordan recently adjudicated a dance short film festival for the
University of South Florida.
Jordan completed a BFA in Dance magna cum laude from Marymount Manhattan College where she
was hired to speak to graduates about creating a thriving dance company in 2011.

SEVEN
Choreography:

Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo

Music:

Meetings Along The Edge, Phillip Glass and Ravi Shankar

Dancers:

Sam Blaz
McKenzie Cochran
Elise Culliton
Tina Dossa
Sydney Franz
Charissa Kroeger
Chloe LaF!eur
Josh Rivera
Elisabeth Wolf

Understudies:

G-igi Todisco
Jenny Volanti

Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo holds a BFA from Purchase College and an MFA from I follins
University. She began her professional career with the Bi!J T. Jones/ Amie Zane Dance
Company (1993-1999) then continued on with Mikhail Baryshnikov's White Oak Dance
Project (1999-2002). For the next four years she danced with the Liz Gerring Dance
Company \.vhilc working freelance with various choreographers. Trisha Brown, Lucinda
Childs,JohnJasperse, Yvonne Rainer, David Gordon, Richard Move, Larry Keigwin, Noemi
LaFrance, Charles Moulton and Kristen Smiarowski are among the choreographers whose
work Ms. LeBlanc has performed.

In addition, she danced in several productions with The Metropolitan Opera Ballet and was
invited to perform at the 2006 Salzburg Opera Festival, Austria. She has also worked with
film directors, Burt Barr,John Turturro, Gretchen Bender and Matthew Rolston, and can be
seen in the short film, Roz; the Janet Jackson music video, Eve,y Time; the PBS Specials,
Still/ Hetw, Free to Dance, Dancing in the Light, A Good Man; and in the feature film, Romance and
Cigarettes. She has written numerous articles about her dance career for Dance Magazine and
l'?.urope's Ballettanz and has shown her choreography at venues around the country.
Ms. LeBlanc travels to collegiate dance programs to re-stage the works of the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, and is currently producing a documentary film entitled,
D-Man, about one of Jones' best-loved works. She is on the full-time dance faculty of Loyola
Marymount University, Los Angeles. [www.d-mandocumentary.com]
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.. .... Brianna Ellis-Mitchell, Dylan Fox, Alcxya Garcia
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David Karagianis
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... Sam Blaz, Genna BloomBecker, Snacks Dossa, Haley
........... Loeffler, Tera Neguchi, Miranda Ordonez
......Josh Rivera, Ran<li Stecki, Gigi Todisco, Libby Wolf

Additional Dance Program Pull Time Faculty .....

.. ....... Lillian Barbcito, Teresa Heiland, Scott Heinzerling

PRODUCTION & DESIGN BIOGRAPHIES
JOHNNY GAROFALO
Lighting Designer
John designs lighting for dance, theatre, and opera, He has designed works for Kristin _Hanggi, Peter Kazaras,
\Vole Soyinka, Neil Patrick Harris, Ron Marasco, Graham Beckel, Ledges and Bones Dance Project, and Bare
Dance Company, among others. Though lighting design is his primary focus, he also designs sound and
projections and plays the do bro, banjo, guitar, and harmonica for the band, Suicide Cowboy. He received a
BA in Theatre Arts from Boston College, an h1BA from LMU, and an MFA in Lighting Design from UCLA
where he was very fortunate to study under Tony Award winning designer Neil Peter Jampolis. Johnny is also
fortunate to have worked in theaters around the country including The American Repertory Theatre, The Old
Globe Theatre, The LaJolla Playhouse, The American Conservatory Theatre, The Kennedy Center, and The
Metropolitan Opera, among ()the.rs. In addition to designing for Dance and Theatre at LMU,Johnny teaches
design and Stagecraft for Dance.

SAMANTHA WHIDBY
Production Manager
Samantha Whidby graduated from l,oyola Marymount University whh a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree, Dance
Major, and Theater Arts M"inor. Samantha grew up on the stage and began working in theater at 5 years old
and has been a member as SAG since 1997. As a young actor she appeared in national commercials, TV
shows, and lent her voice to animation. Her passion for performance grew in the Seattle area where she was
on several dance companies including \Vestlake Performing Group, and Cruz Control. Samantha has danced
in several music videos along with assisting choreographer Christina \V/oodard at the Edge in Hollywood and
is an active member of the dance company Breed. As a stage manager, she has worked on The Crucible, The
Club, In Love \X!ith Night, Theater and Dance Showcases, You're a Good Man Charlie Brown, and Beats By
Dre Conventions. She has recently choreographed Musical of Musicals, The Musicall, I Love You You 1re
Perfect Now Change, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Pinkalicious, Altar Boyz, Showboat,
Tarzan, and You're A Good l\ian Charlie Brown. Loyola Maryrnount has always been a home for Samantha
and continuing to be a part of this department is truly a blessing. Enjoy the show!
LEON WIEBERS
Costume Designer
Leon has designed productions in the United States and internationally. He is a recent Fulbright Research
Scholar to South Korea examining Traditional Dress. His recent credits include Tbe Music Nian foiGlimmerglass Festival and the Royal Opera in Oman and The Ki11g and I for the MaltL'. Jupiter Theatre both
directed by Marcia Milgrom Dodge; Tl Trovatore for the Sacramento Opera. He is a long-term collaborator ar
California Music Circus wbose productions include: A Choms Line) The lPizard of Oz_; Show Boat! Alljfhing Goes,
I Do, I Do, Spamalot!, Dirty Rotten Sco1111drel.r:, 42 Street, lv-f_y Fair Larfy, Gj_'/J,!_)'1 G1!)1S a!ld Dolls1 Kiss lvie, Kate) Jek)'II a11d
I-fyde, Aidt11 A F11l!t!Y Thing [1.appemd oil the U:7c!Y to the J"""''omm, Grease, ll7est Side Stoor, The Fantasticks and 1/1e
Scarlet Pimpemel· JI Barbiere di Siv(r,lia for the San flrancisco Opera Center, <;_ymbe/ine at Georgia Shakespeare
Festival, II Tmvatore for the English National Opera, El Niiio for the Theatre du Chatelct in Paris, Cosi I'tm
T11tti for Sacramento Opera, Living Pictnres for the Getty Museum and Antigone for Portland Center Stage.
Awards include: Fulbright Research Grant to Korea, Back Stage \Vest Garland and LA \X!eekly A\vards for
Three Sisters for Interact Theatre, LA and an LA Ovation Award for Ub11 Roi at A Noise \Vithin. Ile currently
bolds a faculty position at Loyola 1\-farymount University and is member of United Scenic Artists, Local 829.

Additional Dance Program Faculty: Chelsea Asman, Robhie Cook, James De Vries, June Duarte, Nick
Duran, Monti Ellison, Lisa Gillespie, Sbarra Habel-Moreno, Kate Hutter, Shana Hugbes, Melanie King, Sarah
Mata Gabor, Marilyn McLaughlin, Jason Nfyhre, Jill Nunes-Jensen, Paige Porter, Kristen Smiarowski, Laura
Smythe, John Todd and Kevin \Villiamson
Staff: Carol Jones, Senior Administrative Coordinator, Monti Ellison, Accompanist, Melanie King, Pilates
Specialist, Cbia Hui Lin, Accompanist, Eddie Nazarro, Accompanist, Deanna \Vatldns, Accompanist

A message from the Chair
A dance concert does notjttst happen. It is the culmination of hundreds of hours of ivork logged
by teachers, choreographers, dancers, composers, lighting, costume, and sound designers, as ivell
as additional scores of hours of technical crew effort.
Likewise, a Dance Program does notjust happen and IMU Dance is no exception. IMU
Dance is the result of the combined efforts of hundreds of individuals throughout the campus
ivorking together towards a common goa~ the richest, deepest, and most profound educational
expen·ence we can providefor our students.
IMU Dance extends its sincerest thanks to each and every individua~ office, and program on
campus that enriches the lives of our students. The individual facttlty and staff that comp1ise
said offices are to be commended as well. The well being of every IMU student is the goa~ and
each ofyou meet the challenge with grace, compassion and dedication each and every day.
I would also like to thank everyone in the College of Communication and Fine Arts Dean's
office for their tireless efforts on our behalf The Dean's office staff, the Associate and
Assistant Dean's and Dr. Bryant Keith Alexander himself, never fail to demonstrate their
dedication to the students,faettlty and staf/ofLMU Dance.
Dean Alexander, we thank you for allyou do for us and for you guidance, love and support.
We trttjy could not do ivhat 1ve do withoutyott.
Special thanks goes out to Carol Jones, the Dance Program Senior Administrative
Coordinator. Her efforts on behalf of our students are nothing short of miraculous. Her
dedication to the program is felt every moment of every day. Her ivarmth, generosity,
compassion and sense of humor set a tone for the day-to-day operations of the program. I--Ier
bright smile and welcoming personality put everyone at ease and help create an atmosphere of
joy in and around the program.
Carol ive all love and honor you and the work that you do and recognize that IMU Dance
would not be the amazing place to live, laugh, cry, play, and exist in without you. Yott are
trujy a blessing to each and every one of us.
And finaljy, to the students of IMU Dance, thank you all for the joy, love, laughter and
artistry you bring to my life. I cannot imagine a greater group ofpeople ivith which to spend my
days. I love you all!

Reflections: Summary of Dance Studies
Fundamentals of Dance Composition Hudy Scalin Fall 2011
In this class we improvised, composed dance studies, reflected upon and assessed
our own work, the work of our peers, and the work of professionals. All of the students in
the class will engage in experiences, which animate the discovery of authentic movement
voice. That discovery is meant to expand the my ability in technique class as well as
performance. That discovery is meant to stimulate the dancer to ask questions about
composing in all areas of his/her life: writing, painting, research, developing political
arguments, etc. In Fundamentals of Dance Composition 1, the students will improvise
dance movements, compose and perform dance studies, speak, read, and write about
dancing, build community, integrate lessons from this course with my life outside this
dance studio. The students will work on six essential areas of dance: creative process,
aesthetic principles, physical and performance skills, aesthetic valuing, cultural-historical
context, integration, and community building. In this class, I began to realize the range of
possibilities for choreographic movement and the capabilities of embodying everyday life
through movement. A safe environment was created for each of us to freely learn about
each other's movement and explore the integration of life's experiences into the dance
studio.

•

Orientation to Dance-[udy Scalin Fall 2011
Orientation to Dance is a course designed to introduce you as a dance major to several
critical areas, which will affect your education at Loyola Marymount and your entry into what
many students refer to as the "real" world. The issues we will discuss and study grow out of
the concerns expressed by many students who have preceded you. Students will learn how
to use the support resources at Loyola Marymount University. Students will learn about
resources in the greater Los Angeles area, which they may use to amplify their study of dance
and to augment their physical training. Students will cultivate alert awareness of the bodymind-spirit connection and use that awareness in their preparation to become more
knowledgeable and able dancers, more creative artists, more resourceful and informed
students and more humane individuals. Students will build community with each other.
Students will consider a wide variety of career options open to those who train to become
dancers. In this class, I learned more about my peers and how important we are to each other
in helping all of us grow as a class and thrive within the LMU and LMU Dance community.
.!'1,indamentals of Dance CompositionJI-Damon Rago Spring 2012
During improvisation, individuals are encouraged to react to stimuli that are
random and unexpected. Through this practice, dancers discover personal voice, expand
their own movement vocabulary, and refine and deepen their abilities to use nuance to
shape movement quality.. It is during the practice of improvisation that the individual
learns to both react intuitively and instinctively, as well as respond, using thought,
reflection, and increasing experience. In this course, I developed selected physical,
emotional, social, and intellectual abilities related to dance improvisation and
choreography. I enhanced my awareness of myself as an individual, as a member of a small
group and as a member of a large group or community. I discovered and developed a sense
of personal style. This course guided me on the path to feeling more confortable in

improvisation then I ever had felt before. Through journal writing I developed a skill of
being able to recall the most comfortable movement styles and express in words when I felt
most comfortable and when I felt I needed to slow things down a bit to understand. This
course helped me develop an understanding of and utilize the basic form of beginning,
middle, and end in performance and improvisation. The course forced me to be open to the
possibility of physical, emotional, social, and intellectual response during a performance or
improvisation.
Principles of Movement-Teresa Heiland Spring 2012
In this course, we will study body conditioning using the principles developed by
Pilates, Feldenkrais, Todd, Franklin, Bartenieff, et al. These principles revolve around
building strong muscles without excess bulking, developing body awareness, good posture,
and graceful biomechanically safe movement. The Pilates Method consists of a series of
exercises that concentrate on strengthening the core, using breath properly, and having
body-mind awareness with correct spinal and pelvic alignment. We will also focus on
Feldenkrais and Todd methods that deal with optimizing and repatterning movement
habits using touch and imagery. Bartenieff exercises focus more directly on kinetic chain
movement that flows from the core to the limbs. This class taught me about the
importance of listening to my body and really caring for it the way I would care for a fine
piece of jewelry. I learned the importance of massage and meditation and the impact they
can have on the functionality of the bones and muscles through long, rigorous days of
dancing. I had never used a foam roller until this class and since then I have no idea how I
lived my dance life without one. This class helped me learn about what is right for my
unique body.
Stagecraft for Dancers-John Garofalo Spring 2012
Introduction to basic principles oflighting, costuming, and production management.
This course will cover basic principles of stagecraft as it applies to the production oflive
concert dance. The goal of this course goes beyond the development and evolution of each
student's technical lexicon. Rather, this class should be a venue in which we create and
nurture a methodology of effective cross-discipline communication. This class explains the
relationship between dance and lighting design/technical design and how important this
relationship is when creating a new work. When a professional in dance is paired with a
professional in lighting design, beauty and magic are created on a stage and completely
transforms the individuals of the performance and the audience into a state of complete
entrancement by the show.
Laban Movement Analysis-Fall 2012
This course will serve as an introduction to the Laban Movement Analysis system
and through instruction, exploration, experimentation, and play the student will develop
skill and knowledge. The student will develop physical knowledge in the areas of Body,
Effort, Shape, and Space. The student will develop verbal and analytical skills in the areas
of Body, Effort, Shape, and Space. The student will deepen and refine sensitivity,
understanding, and appreciation of others. The student will deepen and refine selfconfidence and self-esteem, reduction of stress, anxiety, and self-doubt. This course gave
me a deeper understanding of the BartenieffFundamentals of Total Body Connectivity. I

developed a conceptual, theoretical, practical, and analytical understanding of Effort and
the ability to use the boy as a tool for the physical exploration of Effort, Shape, and Space.
gained an introduction into the language of Laban Movement Analysis and identifying as
well as analyzing movement with this vocabulary. I gained the skill of noticing movement
tendencies from different types of bodies as well as my own movement tendencies.
World Dance: Yoga for Dancers-Holly (ohnston Fall 2012
Yoga means "union" in Sanskrit and this class will explore ways to connect or unify
the body in peach, by connected the inner mind with it's external environment, by infusing
the artist and the human and by binding the intelligence of breath to every action in daily
life. The practitioner will learn asana's or postures that will tone the muscles and organs of
the body as well as condition the nervous system. The regular practice of asana's can
benefit and promote general health, mental well being, emotional stability, as well as
improve musculo-skeletal imbalances. The course taught the practitioner how to remove
blockages or hindrances of energy flow, which can be the cause of muscular imbalances.
The course is intended to give the practitioner tools to develop sensitivity and awareness
in recognizing alternate movement patterns created by joint misalignment and/ or
muscular imbalances that can deteriorate the mobility of the limbs and spine. This class
allowed my to find muscular connections in my body that I had never experienced before.
Through workshop and self-discovery we created an environment of urgency to
exploration and turning our focus to our internal body. I discovered a connection between
movement and breath and how each breath initiates the next movement, which then
translated into my other classes to allow the movement to move more fluidly in my body.
Kinesiology for Dancers I and II-Mavis Rode Fall 2012 & Spring 2013
This course will explore fundamentals of anatomy, physiology, and biomechanics,
beginning at the cellular level, in order to understand how movement is created. The focus
will be on the musculoskeletal system; however, topics of discussion will include glucose
metabolism and the cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous systems as they relate to the
function of the musculoskeletal system. Prevention of dance injuries and nutrition for the
dancer will be discussed. Practical application will be included in order to reinforce
understanding. This course helped me to develop an understanding of the basic structure
and function of the human body as it applies to movement, an understanding of how to
apply this knowledge to care of the dancer's body- training, injury prevention,
nourishment, and to begin to develop an awareness of individual potentials and limitations.
I learned about my unique body alignment and how to practice and train my body in a way
that gave me the best body alignment possible. With Mavis' help I learned about my unique
nutritional needs that give my body the best results to always be performance ready and
give my body the right nutrients to endure a long day of dancing. The knowledge I gained
in this course translated over to my technique classes so that I could know specifically
which muscle was engaging and how I can single out one muscle to create even more
optimal alignment.
Dari~e Styles and Forms-Scott Heinzerling & David Karagianis Spring 20J3
Dance Styles and Forms will expose the student to a diversity of choreographic
issues and approaches relating to the creative process of dance composition. Practical

movement studies will expand choreographic development, increase performance skills,
and enhance the ability to discuss and critique choreographic issues. Research into
movement theory, the music/dance relationship and dance and music history will promote
the development of each individual student's dance aesthetic. In this course, I discovered
multiple approaches to dance composition, how music and dance relate to dance
composition and an understanding of Music's historical periods, styles, genres, and
fundamental components of structure, as well as music's Intrinsic and Extrinsic elements
and their relationships and impact on dance and dance composition. This course forced me
to explore my range of choreographic possibilities to create several different works,
whether they were solos, or small groups, or larger groups. My ability to give
choreographic feedback to my peers was expanded upon. Throughout the duration of this
course I discovered and developed an individual choreographic aesthetic.
History of Dance The;itre-Dr. Jill Nunes-Jensen Spring 2013
A study of dance development as an art form from earliest origins, through medieval
religious pageantry, Renaissance court dances, 18th century stage dance, and culminating
with dance in the 19th and 20th centuries. Evolution of ballet and modern dance forms in
Europe and America. There are many ways to approach the study of dance; in this course
we will focus on the ways in which dance is historicized. You will be asked to consider how
and why we watch dance-with attention to why certain movements occurred throughout
the course of dance history. We will look at the political, social, gendered, anthropological,
sexual, technical and historical constructions around and within Western dance, to
approach the field as informed and conscious university dance majors. In this course, I
received a clearer understanding of the origins of dance. After completing this course, I
have a drive to know where a dance form came from and how it has transformed through
history. I am attracted to figuring out where a contemporary movement of today
originated. This course taught me that the radical ideas of the modern dance originators
are what we have to be thankful for in the styles of movement we explore today.
World Dance: African Dance-Monti Ellison Spring 2013
This course is an introduction to the study of African dance and may include
Congolese, Afro Cuban, Haitian, Afro Caribbean and West African dances. True African
dance, especially before the commercial explosion in the late 1970' s, was a community
affair of joy and participation. The class will entail warm up exercises, traveling sequences
and longer dance choreographies, focusing on isolations, rhythmic use of the body,
syncopation and counterpoint in various African dance vocabularies. Dance in Africa is
always partnered with songs and rhythmic music. All participants in this class will learn
and perform the accompanying songs and rhythms inherent to the movement being taught.
When applicable, the cultural significance of the movements will be explained. Students
will also have an opportunity to improvise and explore self-expression within the form.
This course gave me an appreciation for the African culture and how important dance is to
celebrations and also the different seasons and stages of life. This course gave me not only
a sense of the athleticism and agility required for the African Dance but also the sense of
freedom and love that is partnered in the movement. This course opened up my mind to
the drumming that is so important with this course, which translated into my modern

classes because I began to really pay attention to how the music was being played to
accompany the modern phrase work and how both aspects rely on each other.
.Careers in Dance-Lillian Barbeito Fall 2013
Through lectures, written assignments, field research, and specialized projects,
careers in dance and careers related to dance will be rigorously explored. This course gave
me the skill set needed to diving into the professional dance world. We focused on the
ability to write effective introductory emails to potential employers, to write effective
follow-up emails to current and/or future employers, to have an effective biography that
can be updated over time, to have an effective resume that can be updated over time, to
have an effective business card, to create a reel, online portfolio or work sample, to have an
effective headshot, and to understand the self-awareness, organization, skills, and
self-motivation it takes to have a successful and satisfying career in dance or related to
dance. This course forced me to take a look at myself and what I have done and examine it
in a way that can be organized together to be interesting enough to appeal to future
employers. Practicing the skill of networking, or communication, is the most important
lesson I learned from this class. Being capable of striking up a conversation with someone
and connecting with them on any level is the most important skill to have because the
dance community, and my dance career, is highly dependent on the people I know and how
they can help me and how I can help them.
To Dance Is Human-Kristen Smiarowski Fall 2013
This course examined the dynamics of dancing as a human phenomena-dance as
ritual, dance as rite, dance as entertainment, dance as art. The course used a series of
readings, live and filmed performances as resource "texts". We used the lecture
demonstrations of guest dancers and scholars for source material. We incorporated
movement as well as writing. The course investigated many cultures, however, dance in
the American experience was our point of departure and the place of our frequent return,
paying particular attention to dance that "lives" in the Los Angeles community because that
is where we live at this moment. The course forced me to look broadly at the world around
me: into the past, into the present, into the local community, and into the world. I was
asked to investigate the worlds within myself: the past, present, and future. I was required
to think with my mind and with my body and connect what I have learned with my spirit.
Using recollection, re-envisioning, and remembrance, I was able to think and feel with my
muscles, my analytical brain, and my imagination. Through this course, I gained the ability
to identify, discuss, and analyze commonalities and differences among various dance forms
that reflect and influence American culture and society today and through history. I was
given the opportunity to observe, as well as perform, the dances from a variety of American
cultural groups. In utilizing fundamental skills and sensibilities when observing,
participating in and analyzing a variety of dances and dance forms, I could apply conceptual
knowledge and appropriate vocabulary when writing and speaking about dance. I
developed the skill of navigating cognitive ambiguity and sustaining affective discomfort
long enough to stir intellectual, emotional, and physical, and spiritual change/growth. This
course truly opened my eyes to the many different cultures of dance and performance, as
well as, the many different lanes of possibility that dance and movement can be utilized in
rehabilitation.
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Principles of Teaching Dance-Teresa Heiland Spring 2014
This course is designed to provide students with the ability to integrate their
professional studies of technical content knowledge and conceptual content knowledge
with pedagogical content knowledge. Students will gain an understanding of how
particular topics, problems, or issues within the dance curriculum are organized,
represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities oflearners, and presented
for instruction at the high school level; basic principles and techniques of teaching dance in
schools, private studios, and agencies; lesson planning and teaching practice in selected
dance activity lessons; includes practice teaching. After completing this course, I learned
about the California specific standards for teaching dance; I learned about the required
capabilities of becoming a dance teacher and how it varies in different settings: middle
school, high school, dance studio. This course taught me about how a teacher must be
patient with their students but keep them engaged throughout the allotted class time. I
learned about the various ways of creating a dance curriculum in an educational
perspective and the different types of classes that are available: technique, historicalcultural context, motif notation, and composition.
Music for Dance/Drumming-Monti Ellison Fall 2014
In this course students learn to reproduce the patterns and techniques for hand
drumming. Students learn and practice different rhythms from various African folkloric
traditions. They learn to count and perform the accompanying rhythmic parts and sing the
accompanying songs. I learn basic hand drumming skills. I also learn to count and play no
less than five polyrhythmic traditional and semi-traditional rhythms. I learn how to fit
these rhythms together slowly and then gradually increasing the tempo while remaining
rhythmically accurate. 1also understand the cultural significance of each of the rhythms I
learn. In this course I acquired skills and an understanding of the principles of drumming.
This course challenges and improves my ability to learn, analyze and execute rhythmic
patters. I am able to further develop musical and rhythmic clarity, as well as phrasing. My
knowledge of keeping time, the overall pattern of time, and the many forms of subdividing
time is expanded through this course.
Jazz Workshmi-Paige Porter
Exploring and expounding on the fundamentals of technical execution, movement
styles, performance qualities, articulation and movement and musicality. Emphasis was
placed on the student's individual growth and skill development from their current
perspective when beginning the course. The course established a technical foundation
appropriate for each student, while exploring performance of diverse styles of jazz.
Through individual meetings with Paige, each of us in the class chose an area of focus for
the semester to work with a partner and deeply explore in the hopes of improving upon
that area of study and to find comfort in achieving. Using videotape we were able to see
ourselves doing a jazz phrase and analyze with our partner a more improved way of
performing each movement and exemplifying an improved movement style and
performance style. This course challenged and improved my ability to learn at a fast pace
and execute movement correctly. I was exposed to fundamental's technical concepts that

established and expanded my understanding ofmy approach to movement-both physically
and intellectually.
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Jazz V-Paige Porter
This class will expose students to jazz and contemporary dance technique and
styles. Exploring and expounding on the fundamentals of technical execution, movement
styles, performance qualities, articulation and movement and musicality. Emphasis will be
put on quality of execution, immersing self in the given style, working at a professional
level and abandoning limiting behavior within bodywork. This class challenged and
improved upon my ability to learn movement quicker and execute correctly. I expanded
my knowledge of advanced jazz techniques and styles, as seen in the commercial and
contemporary field, as well as, gained more experience, knowledge and confidence in
performing commercial/contemporary dance. Upon completing this class I increased my
ability in the application of advanced technique and concepts; movement articulation;
musicality, style, and creativity; flexibility, strength and stamina; and motor control and
coordination
Jazz VI-Jason Myhre
This jazz course exposes dance students to advance professional jazz technique and
styles, movement articulation, performance qualities, musicality, and style. Such styles as:
Classical, Commercial, Hip-Hop, Jazz Funk, Lyrical and Musical Theatre are emphasized. In
this class I expanded upon my knowledge of jazz techniques and performance, in a
commercial field. I challenged my ability to pick up movement at a fast pace, and execute
the movement correctly in the style of the choreography presented. I worked on gaining
more knowledge and confidence in performing the art of commercial jazz dance, as well as
progressing in technical execution of advance jazz movement. This course really challenges
me to gain an understanding of the commercial world of dance and be prepared to enter
that world upon graduation with all skill sets in order, including required personal
materials, such as headshot and resume. Not only a practice of daily studio work is
essential in growing in this class, but also being able to use all possible modes of thinking
and knowing; as movement experience is coupled with viewing, reading and writing, a
more significant learning base is established.
Ballet II-Melanie King
This course increased my physical and mental vocabulary, transitioning from a
beginning dancer into more ofan intermediate mover of ballet vocabulary; continuing to
refine my traditional beginning foundation while building stronger, more efficient body
control, increasing choreographic fluidity and improving overall performance skills.
Including somatic conditioning exercises in the course work aided in the mind to body
connectivity. While recognizing ballet technique and explaining correct execution using
beginning to intermediate ballet terminology, I was able to go back to the basics in my
ballet technique and really refine it with a fine toothcomb. I was able to really focus on
demonstrating correct alignment, technique, and musicality while performing
beginning/intermediate ballet movement.
·
Ballet V-Andrea Schermoly

In this course, I developed a more professional awareness of ballet movement and
the codified order of exercises in a ballet class. I explored the availability of taking the
responsibility ofleading my own practice of ballet. In watching my peers I developed a set
of skills that I would like to see myself improve on. I took on the responsibility of setting
my own goals and setting my own standards to improve upon.
Ballet IV-Tekla Kostek
Using the Vaganova Method of classical dance, this course had a set barre and a
varied center practice that forced me to shift the way in which I usually approach ballet
movement and minimizing the development of personal style/artistry to focus on the style
and form of Russian classical dance. With the help of description, demonstration,
repetition of enchainments and analysis of technique, I was able to execute the set content
of the class, while also incorporating imagery, positive thought, touch, and breath to
achieve best possible growth. Through the coursework I was able to recognize and
evaluate the importance of proper placement/alignment, and core stability as the
fundamental base for classical technique. I realized my own body limitations and the
importance of a healthy approach to rotation/turn-out. ln deep examination of the foot, I
worked on the different methods of working the foot and understanding the importance of
the foot while grounding. In this course, l was introduced to the type of study that is
required for a college level technique class including, whole body awareness in moving
through space initiated by the core instead of the limbs; developing a skill of inner focus by
feeling the subtle movements of the body without relying on telling the body how to move,
and to recognize the importance of a coordinated body for enhanced performance.
Jnt./Adv. Ballet-Lillian Barbeito
This intermediate/ advanced level course shall provide students with an
opportunity to continue their study of ballet through a progressive approach to technique
and artistry. Basic anatomy, Alexander Technique and Countertechnique shall be
incorporated. This course focused on the understanding and demonstration of
intermediate/ advanced level ballet technique without unnecessary tension, to be able to
demonstrate personal artistry (musicality and performance quality) within efficient
execution of intermediate/ advanced ballet movement vocabulary, and to understand the
importance of self-awareness and self-motivation in the continual effort to develop
individual performance and enhanced satisfaction in dance as a performing art form. This
course gave me a whole new perspective into studying ballet movement and technique. I
came to the realization that Ballet is not just a set of poses but that there is continuous
movement throughout the body and that a little fun is always allowed within the set
phrase, such as exaggerating port de bras and epaulement.
Int./Adv. Ballet-John Todd
Through consistent attendance of class, students shall gain the ability to perform
successful ballet technique with grace and aplomb. The course focuses on my attention on
what is needed to garner a successful career in the .dance arts. This course allows me to
identify with a study of ballet through an aggressively athletic approach to technique and
discipline. Completing this class, I have gained an efficiency of movement, precision of skill
and technique, understanding of proper body placement, and refined muscle tone and body

shape. Within the environment of non-stop movement, my stamina has increased
immensely and I have developed a need to continue asking questions within my body and
finding new discoveries to explore and improve upon. My identification of athleticism has
been completely shifted from this class because I am forced to find and use any and all
energy that lies within my body to continue pushing myself, without letting myself feel
tired or warn out.
Ballet V-Lisa Gillespie
Under Lisa's guidance I understand my bodily tendencies in alignment and how they
compare to the ideal ballet posture and alignment and rotation. In awknowledging these
differences, I am able to identify specifically what is different and spend the time
researching and experimenting with different ways of working to decrease the space of
difference and work with what I have in my body. I am able to understand how my specific
body type moves and what hindrances I may have but use them to my advantage to find a
clear decision in my body.
Ballet IV-Kalin Morrow
This course will serve as an intermediate/advanced study in ballet to provide
students an opportunity to progress their technique and artistry. Students will investigate
elements of ballet my expanding their knowledge through given exercises with traditional
and progressive theories. Elements of basic anatomy, soma tics, and alignment will be
addressed throughout the class. In this ballet course, I am experimenting more with taking
up as much space as possible in all movements and feeling more of a sense of freedom
within the set structure of ballet technique. I understand the importance of self-motivation
in the continual effort to develop individual performance capabilities.
Pointe & Variations-Lillian Barbeito
This open level course shall provide students with an opportunity to study classical
and contemporary technique and artistry sur la pointe. This class reintroduced me to the
required skills of executing pointe work. By slowing down and simplifying the codified
ballet exercises, I was able to build the stamina and strength to correctly perform the work
sur la pointe. Using repetition to build strength is an important aspect of this course so
that with each class time more muscle memory is being engraved and with correct
alignment and technique. Incorporating professional classical and contemporary pointe
solos forces my body to take the strength training that we did at the barre and across the
floor and incorporate it into the repertory. Through this study, an understanding of the
importance of self-awareness and self-motivation in the continual effort to develop
individual performance and enhanced satisfaction in dancing sur la pointe as a performing
art form is developed.
Modern II-Robbie Cogk
In this course, the student will learn how to use the body as a tool of expression in
the form of contemporary modern dance. Many different techniques will be used as a
reference point in order to usher in an investigation of time, space, energy, shape, motion,
momentum, and performance. Through this exploration individuals will gain strength,
flexibility, and balance as well as enhance physical awareness and develop kinesiological

knowledge of the body as a tool. These techniques are designed to develop the dancer's
eye and mind to see rather than relying on previous training to guide them through the
material. Through the instruction of this class I was able to learn about what modern
dance is and how it fits into the different styles of dance technique. In this course, I built up
the required strength to perform rigorous modern styles and movements.
Modern III-Nick Duran
Not focusing on one specific way or a singular choreographic vision, this course
offers training relevant to a form that is constantly changing, disassembling, and evolving.
The course structure is designed to empower the student artist. Accepting class as a foray
into radical ways of knowing, this course offers tools to explore the technique behind
technique and enhance our understanding of HOW and WHY technique functions. The
course had a heavy emphasis on somatic and improvisational methods that require an open
mind to the diverse cultural biases, habits and belief systems we all carry. Diving deeply
into ourselves to better understand that which informs our choices and work to expand our
thinking, approach and functioning in regards to dance will open a whole new range of
possibility available in my body. Exercises were used to enhance presence and sensitivity,
dynamic range and quality, efficient alignment and motor function, differentiation of parts,
initiation and sequencing, and to cultivate conscious/thinking bodies in motion. As
choreographed phrases, demonstrations, and exercises emerge I was invited to approach
the material in an individual way and embrace where I came from using a series of
questions asking why I move in this way and why I prefer this and how I can maintain my
originality and personality in the given material.
Modern IV-Rosalynde Leblanc Loo
This course is designed for the high-intermediate dancer who already has a solid
grasp of basic technical dance skills - balance, flexibility, coordination, and strength - and is
ready to tackle more advanced, pre-professional-level work. While reinforcing basic
technical skills we will be learning to access more complicated articulations of the
extremities and more nuanced connections through the core of the body. Learning
movement of the post-modern dance idiom, as it connects intimately with rhythm and
sound, we will be investigating spaces, both external (in the studio) and internal (in the
mind) as sentient bodies, communicative bodies, and theatrical bodies (i.e. bodies that can
feel, speak, and elicit response through dance). In this course, I came to an understanding
of what modern technique is and how to access the full range of movement available in my
body to perform the various styles of modern dance. I became more aware of the historical
references in contemporary modern movement and built an appreciation for these dancers
who changed the history of modern movement. This course gave me an understanding of
authentically feeling "grounded," as well as, knowing the difference between, but being able
to utilize, an articulate body and a connected one.
Modern IV-Kevin Wi)l[,iwson
This class is designed for dancers who want to expand on their knowledge of
modern and post-modern practices. Students are expected to think critically about their
dancing and will be asked to discuss course concepts while in class. Each student will be
encouraged to have an imperfect dance experience where they can let go of ineffectual

habits while still embracing their individuality. I must work with intention into my
personal practice while expanding on my movement sensibilities. The course is a
hybridization of modern post-modern, releasing techniques, yoga, and Pilates principles
and aesthetics. I investigate the mechanic of challenging and nuanced material as an
opportunity to expand on my knowledge of alignment, spatial integrity, and dynamic range.
Exploring internal sensations to enhance awareness as well as external shape and form will
be highly utilized, while also delving into subtlety of gesture, specificity of focus, and
musicality in phrase work Exploring the ideas of transfer of weight, breath, release, core
strength, stillness, tail-head connection, bound versus free flow, fall and recovery,
sequential movement, and skeletal grasp will allow my learning to open up to a whole new
plane of vocabulary and thought process of what happens in my body while I am moving.
Modern V-Lillian Barbeito
This course is a contemporary technique class designed for the advance dancer that
explores Countertechnique, a movement system developed by Anouk van Dijk, lead by
Professor Lillian Barbeito who is one of 15 instructors in the world who is certified to teach
Countertechnique. Incorporating basic Countertechnique and BODYTRAFFIC repertory
into the daily practice of Countertechnique helped me to incorporate the bodily sensations
of the set warm up of Countertechnique into the repertory, which was not necessarily made
specifically with Countertechniq ue in mind. I created my own toolbox that included
counterdirecting, mental parameters, physical parameters, basic anatomy, and body in
space in order to scan my body and find the least amount of tension in movement. Through
this practice of Countertechnique I discovered how much space is actually available in my
body but becomes jammed over time due to regular daily activities like eating and sitting
and brushing my teeth. I explored the wide range of motion in my joints and used this
range to travel through space in a very large way.
Modern V-Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo
This course is designed for the advanced dancer who already has a solid grasp of
basic technical dance skills - balance, flexibility, coordination, and strength - and is ready to
tackle advanced, professional-level work. While reinforcing technical skills we will be
learning to access complicated articulations of the extremities and nuanced connections
through the core of the body as they relate to musicality and performativity. Learning
movement of the post-modern dance idiom, as it connects intimately with rhythm and
sound, we will be investigating spaces, both external (in the studio) and internal (in the
mind) as sentient bodies, communicative bodies, and theatrical bodies (i.e. bodies that can
feel, speak, and elicit response through dance). Through the content of this class I am able
to explore how to integrate the components of skilled dancing-alignment, strength,
mobility, expressivity, choreographic detail, and performance. I have a better
understanding of how to use the strength of my core to increase mobility in my extremities.
I have developed a better understanding of how valuable music is as a vehicle toward
greater expressivity and technical ability in dance. This course have clarified how I plan to
take my dance practice into life after graduation and function as a professional dancer.
Dance Conditioning: Pilates Lab-Melanie King
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These workouts will include the teaching of Pilates equipment and mat repertoire as
well as the usage of other somatic approaches to support a dancing body's needs outside of
performances, rehearsals and technique classes. We support dance conditioning in the lab
with several modalities including the Pilates Reformer, Trapeze Table, Wunda Chair, "spine
corrector", theraband, Pilates mat and Swiss Ball exercises. Dance conditioning principles
revolve around building strong muscles without excess bulk, developing body awareness,
good posture, and graceful bio-mechanically safe movement. The Pilates Method consists of
a series of exercises that concentrate on strengthening the core, using breath properly,
having body-mind awareness with correct spinal and pelvic alignment while moving
dynamically throughout directed exercises. We work to correct mis-alignments and
postural deviations while also giving attention to overall body fitness and conditioning.
Tap Dance-Hiroshi Hamanishi
Tap Dance II DANC 244 is an intermediate level tap course. Students will have
enough knowledge to demonstrate solid steps and combinations upon completion. Tap
Dance II will expand upon the fundamental skills learned in Tap Dance I and also cover
more advanced tap dance technique. Students will also learn more about legendary tap
dancers and history in detail.
Philosophy of Art
Forensic Psychology: This course introduces to you the major topics of the field of
forensic psychology. These include: 1) the history of forensic psychology; 2) applying
forensic psychology to civil proceedings such as divorce, domestic violence, child custody,
and personal injury; and 3) applying psychology to criminal proceedings such as
eyewitness testimony, competency, insanity and violence assessments. Student learning
objectives include 1) knowledge of the fundamental principles and methods of forensic
psychology; 2) an understanding of the role forensic psychology plays in our society; 3) an
increase in your use, respect, and valuing of skeptical inquiry, critical thinking, and the
scientific approach to understanding behavior; 4) an increase in curiosity about human
(and non-human) behavior and experience; and 5) an appreciation of the role and impact
of psychology on real-world issues.

Trisha Brown:
Kinesthetically Motivated Dancing1

Elisabeth Wolf
Performance Thesis
Dance Perspectives Essay
Judy Scalin, Damon Rago, Kristen Smiarowski

Lounging on rooftops and walking down sides of buildings is what predominantly
enters the mind when one recalls the legacy of Trisha Brown's choreographic aesthetic.
Roof Piece, 1971, and Man Walking Down the Side of a Building, 1970, however, make up

only a fraction of mathematical creations of the minimalistic artistry that epitomizes Trisha
Brown's experimental catalog of movement creations. Dating back to the early 1960s,
Trisha Brown has an assorted list of movement designs that she has created to fulfill her
need to keep exploring new ideas and move on from what she has already accomplished.
The term "avant-garde" applies perfectly to Trisha Brown's resume of choreographic works
because throughout the sixties and seventies, early in Brown's career, her involvement and
creation of the Judson Dance Theatre and Grand Union inspired her outside-of-the-box
thinking to realize that anything could be considered art. Ranging from Yvonne Rainer to
Bill T. Jones to Mikhail Baryshnikov, Brown's work could appeal to the full spectrum of
choreographers and dancers alike because of the various movements with which she
experiments. All artists who work with Trisha Brown fall in love with the research that
inspires the improvisation and imagery put forth in Brown's creation process. Movement
artists who perform her work transform themselves into Brown's aesthetic because of the
clarity that is expressed through her body.
Graduating from Mills College in 1958, Brown began working with Anna Halprin,
who introduced her to forms of movement creation and presented her with other art
forms, such as, music and visual design, that soon became highly influential and which
Brown incorporated into her own creative ideas. In 1964, Brown met Robert
Rauschenberg, a painter and graphic designer, who collaborated with her on numerous
works and even danced for her in Rulegame 5. 2 Rauschenberg's influence became an

essential addition to Brown's later work and aided in her experimentation with different
art mediums, which inspired Brown to continue generating new works. It was during this
time with Anna Halprin that Brown developed her "dancer's posture," which had become
so ingrained in her body through her training at Mills College and at the Merce Cunningham
Studio. 3 Through extensive study of Alexander Technique and Kinetic Awareness, founded
by Judson choreographer and filmmaker Elaine Summers, Brown gained a different
kinesthetic knowledge that inspired a new way to initiate movement in her body:
These newly surfacing somatic ideas offered alternatives to how to hone her body
for dancing. She shed the stylized use of her muscles and the tensile alertness
through the spine and skin. Focusing instead on subtleties of elegant, relaxed
alignment of her spine and limbs, she moved with ease and a spatial clarity that
stemmed from innovative inner imagery. Brown looks at home physically in these
moves, and a different virtuosity and creativity emerged, grounded in anatomically
clear and efficient action. New sensations, perceptions, and energy developed
within her body and between body, space, time, and geometry. 4
Finding this new awareness in the body among technical dancers created a separation
between the sixties' technical dancers and the seventies' experimental dancers; it was a
breakthrough in American dance that distinguished the Cunningham or Graham technical
dancers from those exploring the somatic work. 5 These newfound sensations in Brown's
body inspired her to engage with the Judson Dance Theatre improvisation research and
then go on to found Grand Union with Yvonne Rainer, Barbara Dilley, Douglas Dunn, David
Gordon, Nancy Lewis, and Valda Setterfield. The foundation of these improvisation groups
was "instinct for play" or "non-goal-oriented exploration". 6 Each week, with a new
structured improvisation, the dancers would invite the audience to see the humor and
personalities of the improvisers come alive. Allowing an audience to see a completely
improvised performance, that is so raw it presents the real people behind the movement,
became a performance breakthrough for the seventies in America.

Studying at the Judson Dance Theatre introduced Brown to her own physicality and
the advantage of performing in a community of artists. According to the articles complied
by Hendel Teicher, her new investigative movement studies with this community became
"major catalysts for creating her own movement". 7 In the seventies, when Brown
conceived her own company, she sought out movement artists who studied the physicality
and human structure that was key to the Kinetic Awareness and somatic work. In an
interview with Douglas Dunn, Brown states that what she looked for in a performer "was a
person with a natural, well-coordinated, instinctive ability to move," because during this
time in dance, a formal vocabulary of ballet gestures was no longer needed for telling a
story; choreography could be applicable even to a pedestrian gesture. 8 In response to the
rigidity and per formative presence of the highly technical dancers, Brown remarked on
how dancers at the Judson Dance Theatre reconnected to their audience, "At Judson, the
performers looked at each other and the audience, they breathed audibly, ran out of breath,
sweated, talked things over. They began behaving more like human beings, revealing what
was thought of as deficiencies as well as their skills". 9 This avant-garde view particularly
challenges the elitists in art by calling attention to the influence of ordinary people's
everyday life experiences in artistry.
This shift in technique was partnered with a shift in the body types that were
utilized in performing movement. Brown was interested in steering away from the look of
a trained dancer with perfect posture who looks exactly the same as the rest of the
performers. She was drawn more to different personalities and postures that generate
unnatural movement. 10

Brown was drawn to all people's physicality. In studying with Douglas Dunn, her
emphasis was directed to the conceptualization of compositional structures. Brown
benefited from her work with Dunn by creating an aesthetic unique to her: non-formal,
conceptual, movement united with the instinctive physical responses. 11 Brown's aesthetic
was identified with a "pedestrian" approach to represent the day-to-day in art making. She
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continually altered the "super-human" technicality of the dancer, especially in her work

Rulegame 5 (1964), by including non-trained dancers, specifically visual artists like Robert
Rauschenberg. 12 Wendy Perron, a former member of the Trisha Brown Dance Company
and well-known writer of dance, recalls an exhibit of Brown's early work, "that was early
Trisha Brown: master of simplicity with a dose of humor," referring specifically to Brown's

Line Up (1976) piece when one of the dancers abruptly smashes into a wall. 13
Wendy Perron danced for Trisha Brown in the late 1970s, a time when Brown's
choreographic aesthetic was well-developed and distinguishable, yet still early in terms of
recognition among other choreographers. One of Brown's most notable works was created
during Perron's time with the company, Line Up. This period in post-modern dance
introduced analytical approaches, which questioned the nature of dance and challenged the
viewers to understand a new persona of performance that occurs with improvisation and
choice-making in the moment. Brown connected to the choreographic technique of
accumulation in order to critically address her arguments. 14
Perron recalls being in the studio describing the creative process for Line Up:
improvise for twenty seconds, recall the movement in the improvisation, edit and set the
improvisation for each of the five dancers included in this piece. Interaction among the
dancers was key to this piece, including the raw signaling among the dancers that occurred

in the studio, which Brown would immediately input into the phrase work. Brown was
interested in revealing that which is unseen to an audience; capturing the informal activity
of creation to include in the piece. Perron describes Trisha's work as paradoxical, "while
Trisha reveals what is usually hidden, she conceals what is usually visible". 15 Unique to
Brown's movement is that the viewer never sees the initiation point of a movement in the
body, the movements travel through the body like a wave, deflecting the eye from any
preparatory steps so that before one movement ends, something else has taken the lead
and caught the viewer's attention.
Trisha Brown in the seventies portrayed her wild side and the child-like habits of
her connection to nature and sudden bursts of energy to hurl through the air or suddenly
drop to the floor. She would experiment with the art of not knowing what her body was
about to do next to allow the essential wildness of improvisation to integrate with the more
studious, planned process of choreography.1 6 Brown's love of nature motivated her to
create her "equipment pieces" scaling the sides of buildings, as well as melting the human
figure into the landscape of trees, lakes, and rooftops. Brown's site-specific works brought
small audiences to each performance. In my opinion, the impact of the work would have
been so profound, that each audience member could have gained a sense of expansiveness
in their own potential.
In the eighties, Trisha Brown collaborated with other artists of every genre, which
enhanced her ability to find the innate physicality and contribution that each artist is able
to share. Collaboration with one or two other artists can cause risky situations because
each of them has his or her own idea for the work, yet they need to adapt to working with
the other person's vision. She most often collaborated with visual artist Robert

Rauschenberg. Artistically they became a partnership so that in 1983, Brown entrusted
Rauschenberg to choreograph some of the movement for Set and Reset. His contribution
was to experiment with the idea of replacing the wings of a proscenium stage with
transparent fabric so that the dancers are visible to the audience as they continue dancing
into the wings. Thus, the question lies within the mind of the audience: "where does the
stage end, and where life begins".17
Dancers in New York and Europe were trying to imitate Brown's "loping, swooping
style" so that they could match her dancers' ability to spring into the air or collapse to the
floor. While choreographers and dancers alike sought to emulate her simplicity, wit, and
repose, they achieved the physical fluidity and daring, and a structural complexity that
"hovers on the edge of chaos".
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Wendy Perron was attracted to Brown's quick-paced mind to match her collapsible
body and her ability to instill these qualities into her dancers. Perron connected most with
the choreographic techniques that Brown asked of her dancers to create movement,
specifically for the piece Pyramid where the score was a diabolical progression of
accumulating and de-accumulating. In order to inspire movement in her dancers, Brown
used a series of paradoxes, "simple and complex, steady and erratic, strong and delicate,
logical and irrational." Perron responded with "this series of paradoxes [that] threw me
just the kind of choreographic bone I love to chew on." 19 This account shows that Brown
sought dancers who were interested in researching the origin of their movement. Brown
further instilled in her dancers, and in other artists who enjoyed her work, the ability to
have multiple interpretations of her movement and not to be afraid to think outside-of-thebox.
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Trisha Brown is a lasting influence on modern dance, as well as a creator of a whole
new spectrum and range of possibilities for what can be considered dance. She has
developed a movement aesthetic that is unique to her but is frequently imitated by other
movement artists. Through intense study and research of the physicality of the human
hody and the Kinetic Awareness, Brown has developed a mentality of understanding how
movement feels in the body rather than simply doing choreography that appeals to the eye.
With this shift in choreography, she has invited her successors to continue this study of the
human body and dwell on the sensations felt in the body.
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2013), 26.
2 Hendel Teicher, ed., Trisha Brown: Dance and Art in Dialogue, 1961-2001 (Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press, 2002), 31.
3 Ibid., 30.
4 Ibid., 30-31.
5 Ibid., 31.
6 Wendy Perron, Through the Eyes of a Dancer, 26.
7 Hendel Teicher, Trisha Brown, 31.
8 Jean Morrison Brown, Naomi Mindlin, and Charles H. Woodford, eds., The Vision of Modern
Dance: In the Words of Its Creators (Hightstown, NJ: Princeton Book Company, Publishers,
1998), 185.
9 Ramsay Burt, "Against Expectations: Trisha Brown and the Avant-garde," Dance Research
Journal 37 (2005): 14, accessed October 5, 2014,
httweds.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?sid=126ea8dd-03a4-4a0a-bc0903885e5bcfc3%40sessionmgr4001&vid=4&hid=4203.
10 Jean Morrison Brown, The Vision of Modern Dance, 185.
11 Teicher, Trisha Brown, 31.
12 Ibid., 31.
13 Wendy Perron," Trisha Brown, the Artist's Dance Partner," New York Tim es, January 11,
2004, accessed October 5, 2014, http_:./ /www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/arts/dancetrisha-brown-the-artist-s-dance-partner.html?emc=etal.
14 Ramsay Burt, "Against Expectations," 16.
15 Wendy Perron, Through the Eyes of a Dancer, 191.
16 Ibid., 105.
.
17 Joyce Morgenroth, Speaking of Dance: Twelve Contemporary Choreographers on Their
Craft (New York: Routledge, 2004), 3.
18 Wendy Perron, Through the Eyes of a Dancer, 107.
19 Ibid., 14.
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Reveal and Just Be
"Dance, like life, encompasses a range of emotions-exhilaration and frustration,
hope and heartbreak, and, like a whispered pulse underneath every triumph and tragedy,
love."1 Love is an overwhelming emotion that arises in the body most often without any
preparation and is not fully realized until the body is without that aspect and the feeling of
withdrawal and emptiness are felt. A love for dance is not something that can be decided
instantaneously, just like a love for anything or anyone cannot be realized after one
moment. A love for dance is one that grows over time and continues to grow through the

t

understanding of movement and research on the art form.
Movement allows for expression and exposing of the internal self. From my training
with Jesse Zarritt at the American Dance Festival this past summer I realized a new way of

t

performing and dancing that was foreign in my body yet so appealing. An ability to simply
be in the moment and bring myself into the movement creates a genuine discovery into my
intention and personality. Through research of the different systems of the body such as

t
the lymphatic system, the connective tissue, the synovial fluid, and the interstitial fluid
along with dance improvisation, qualitative differences arise in my movement when
distinguishing between different systems in the body. For example, connective tissue is a
web-like structure that surrounds every muscle and bone creating movement qualities of
wrapping around my body with intricate pathways to create a web, where as the synovial
fluid in the body is harden~d around the joints when the body is cold but slowly loosens as
the heart rate quickens and all the joints of the body experience more mobility. Therefore,
a movement quality to reflect the synovial fluid would begin bound with tension
transitioning into a lighter quality with the limbs moving through all kinespheres with less

tension and more free-ness. Additionally, this type of focus and study into movement
qualities reflects the differences in societal constructs such as, race, sexual orientation,
class, political preference; all of these paradigms evoke a certain type of movement in the
body simply because of how they are viewed in the world due to stereotypes and due to
historical references.
The ability to adapt movement quality based on genuine expression and research is
the true task of any performer. A choreographer expects their dancers to be able to take
their voice and their expression and incorporate it into the movement and voice that the
choreographer is providing them with so that a complexity is invited into the performance.
However, it is a complexity that is engaging to an audience not disrupting because even
though the dancer is invited to incorporate their personality into the movement they
cannot sacrifice the integrity of the choreographer's voice. A true professional knows the
subtle balance that occurs between the choreographer's voice and the dancer's own
movement expression. A choreographer provides the tasks and the dancer fulfills the task
in the most genuine and thoughtful way by giving their whole selves to the task.
In my training with Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo I was introduced to task based
movement and performance. Rather than imposing false expressions on top of the
movement, the choreographer's intention is most successfully realized when the dancer
simply does the tasks that are asked of them and does them with their full mind and body.
This type of performance has resonated deep inside ofme because it promotes the most
genuine movement quality and also feels the most authentic in my body. As long as I am
successfully doing the task, the choreographer can trust me and I can trust myself that I will
be fulfilling their goal and vision for the work. Performing in this way has taken the nerves

away from my mind and body when waiting backstage for the performance because I know
exactly what I have to do to ride the wave of the piece and not be overwhelmed by
adrenaline or worrying about having to put myself in a new mindset in order to perform
the work. I can allow myself to just be and to be aware in every moment on stage.
Developing the skill of simply being and being fully aware on stage allows for
movement that is meaningful in every moment, rather then mindlessly relying on muscle
memory to get through a piece, has become one of the most important performance skills I
have begun to access. Therefore, I can be mentally aware at every step and know that I am
giving my full self to the movement and not letting anything slip away from me. Even with
improvisation on stage I am able to stick with the task at hand and the structure of the
piece so that the improvisation matches the theme of the work. This invites artistry into
the performance and the movement by being able to think about all the things that are
happening at once in the moment; I can access my whole body at once in the performance
and continually develop the task.
Performance tasks can range from simply travelling across the stage as fast as you
can or maintaining a posture for a certain amount of time to moving in a way that reflects a
time in history or a cultural idea, whether the idea comes across to the audience or not, the
performer must feel they are authentically doing the task. Bill T. Jones opened my eyes to
the possibilities of influencing people and cultures with movement and addressing cultural
matters through modern dance as well as, words. I had never realized the power
movement could have on an audience and the change that could occur in life because of
what a choreographer shows through movement. Bill T. Jones showed me that dance is
more than just doing some steps on a stage for an audience, he opened my eyes to the

impact that dance has made on the world. This discovery imprinted itself into my body,
which lead me to begin to question movement in a more cognitive, thought-provoking, way.
Movement is so cerebral and requires constant thinking because the moment is constantly
changing and the environment constantly shifts in the space with every gesture. This
shines light on the importance of repetition in a work because when something is repeated
the mood is never the same and the movement never looks the same because the audience
and the performer are growing together with time and the structure of the piece has taken
a new turn. The repertory of the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company embodies the
type of performer I aim to be, a performer that sparks curiosity in the minds of the
audience about what I am discussing through my body. Every single movement or gesture
has a purpose to show the journey and story of the piece and every movement and gesture
has importance and is carefully thought ofto aid in the period that is being described
through movement.
At the base of being able to perform in this way, this way of just being, is a full
dedication to the class work and gaining an understanding of how to successfully utilize
every class. A dancer who realizes that class is for building strength, building technique,
and building their artistry is a dancer who understands the relationship between class and
the stage. I find this motivation to treat every single dance class in this way through
watching my peers and how they act in classes and rehearsals. I am inspired to develop my
movement quality and clarity in my body by building awareness of every part of my body
throughout the duration of class. With every plie, tendu, or abdominal connection exercise,
I treat them each as if I am on stage performing, or in a beautiful space performing, or one
of my dance idols is in the room watching me in class. This type of dedication is what

differentiates the student from the professional. The professional knows exactly why they
are in every class throughout the day and they know exactly how to spend everyday as
though they are a professional dancer whose body must always be available to giving their
full selves to movement and a performance.
'Tm a true believer that everything happens for a reason. Though you may not
always understand why, I believe the most valuable lesson behind it is to make you
stronger. Live in the moment because that is all there is. Hang onto the good, and let go of
the rest."2 Developing one's artistry is a lifelong practice that requires full attention and
investigation towards the goal and knowing that there is always room for more
improvement. Artists who are aware of this continued growth must allow themselves to be
available for variation in life and in the body so that they can adapt to any situation in life
and on the stage.

Rosalynde LeBlanc, "Why I Dance: Rosalynde LeBlanc," Dance Magazine, November 2009,
Accessed May 1, 2015, http: //www.dancemagazine.com/issues/N ovember-2009 /Why-1Dance-Rosalynd e-Le Blanc.
2 Melanie Moushigian Koulouris, "Everything Happens for a Reason!," Positive and
Inspirational Quotes, Last modified December 21, 2011, Accessed May 3, 2015,
http: //positi veandi nspirationa lg uotes. biogs pot.com /2011 /12 /everything-happens-forreason.h tml.
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I
LMU Mission and Reflection
In the development and investigation of creating my thesis, it was essential that I
find an elaboration of how my study of dance and movement affects my everyday life and
how each moment is shaped into one of an artist. As described in Loyola Marymount
University's mission statement, "the encouragement of personal integration of the
student's thinking, feeling, choosing, and evolving self is fostered not only by academic and

'
,

professional development but also physical, social, psychological, moral, cultural, and
religious/spiritual growth." 1 Through the education of the whole person, LMU provides the
growth and development of character, in every student, to be ready to enter the world as
responsible citizens willing to lead a life of meaningful work for transformative social
change.2
My performance thesis has created awareness in myself that is inspired by knowing
how my actions are all influenced by dance. Through my reflections and studies I am

'

creating connections through my dance classes, my academic classes, my rehearsals, and
my activities outside of LMU. I am finding how every aspect of my education in the last four
years, whether it was in a dance studio, a classroom, or sitting on the beach watching the

•

waves crash, has contributed to the well-rounded artist I am today that cares for the wellbeing of others and repeatedly strives to better herself within the community.

t

With the thought of my Thesis Project constantly on my mind throughout my senior
year at LMU, I was repeatedly wondering how I am going to create a project that
successfully exemplifies how I have grown as a human being at LMU and howl am going to
create a project that I am proud of and would be eager to continue researching even after
move the tassel to the other side of my cap when I enter the professional world of dance.

I

At this point in my life, I eat, breathe, think, and dream dance. I am regularly
thinking about movement, whether it is choreography I am learning, movement I am
experimenting with for myself, how movements fit together, how my body moves, how I
can improve and explore new ways to move, where a movement originated from, when I
can go see dance next, where I can go to learn more, what books I can read to learn about
dance history or choreographers, how I can write about dance, what is coming next for me
in dance, etc. All persons and things in my life inspire movement. If I go one day without
moving my body in any way then I go to sleep that night feeling incomplete. All the
conversations that I have with myself in my head, in every single way, revolve around
movement and dance. However, this does not mean that my mind is solely focused on
movement in a studio or a stage, nor is movement confined to these areas; movement
happens in nature, in the news, and in the studies of theology, philosophy, history, science,
psychology, everywhere. The research and reflection involved in my thesis have helped
bring me to this realization.
In addition, I have developed a need to make my movement, whether it is my own or
someone else's, impactful to someone else's questioning and a quality of movement that
fulfills my desire to serve others, whether that's through actual service into someone else's
life or if an audience member is simply left wondering and questioning what my
performance means to them. I am reminded in this way of how a dance company can serve
countries across the world. Specifically, I am thinking about how one of my teachers,
Lillian Barbeito, has created her own dance company, BODYTRAFFIC, and has been asked
by the United States government to serve as a dance ambassador for the United States and
travel to countries such as, Palestine and Jordan,. and spread their impactful repertoire with

I

other countries and even more specifically, have the opportunity to teach dancers in these

I
countries what movement means to them and to spread the desire for movement. This is
what I hope for with my dancing and I learned about this opportunity through LMU's

•

mission statement because of the dedication that LMU imparts in its faculty and students to
always achieve more and to serve others.

•

1

"LMUILA Mission and Ministry," Accessed May 3, 2015,
http://mission.lmu.edu/missionstatement/.
2
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1) Dance, Yoga, Pilates and other training studios
a. Peridance Capezio Center- http://www.peridance.com/
i. Daily Class Schedule- http://www.peridance.com/openclasses.cfm

ii.

Internship Program- http://www.peridance.com/jobopportunities.cfm

b. Broadway Dance Centerhttp: //www.broadwaydancecenter.com/studioinfo/about.shtml
i. Daily Class Schedule-

http://www.broadwaydancecenter.com/schedule/S 31.shtml
c. Gibney Dance- http://gibneydance.org/
i. Daily Class Schedule- http://gibneydance.org/explore-classes/

ii.

Internship Programhttp://gibneydance.org/about/internships/

d. Twyla Tharp Daily Class at DANY Studioshttp://www.twylatharp.org/ dailyclass
e. Movement Research- http://www.movementresearch.org/

31 La.

i. Class Calendar-

h ttp://www.movementresearch.org/ classesworkshops /calendar /?mon
th=6
f.

New York Live Arts- http://newyorklivearts.org/
i. Mission- http://newyorklivearts.org/about/about.php

ii.

Workshopsh ttp: //newyorkl ivea rts.org/programs / engage /workshops.ph p

g. Zvi Gotheiner Daily Class at City Centerhttp://www.zvidance.com/getPageCon tent.ph p ?page=ed ucation/class. ph p
h. YogaWorks-Soho- http://www.yogaworks.com/locations/new-york/soho
i. Class Schedule- http://yogaworks.com/locations/new-

york/soho ?tab=schedule&region=-140&loc=8
i.

Life as Love Yoga Sessions- http://www.lifeaslove.com/#!yoga-

sessions/c70y
j.

Sixth Street Pilates- http://sixthstreetpilatesny.com/
i. Class Schedule-

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/home?studioid=l l063
2) Colleges and Universities with Dance Programs
a. NYU Tisch School of the Arts Dance Departmenthttps:// dance.tisch.nyu.edu/page/home.html
3) Climate, Transportation issues, general scoop on the city itself
a. Weather for Central Park, NYC-Underground Weatherhttp: //www.wunderground.com/history/airport/KNYC/2015/6/1 /DailyHistor
y.h tml ?reg ci ty=&reg sta te=&reg statenam e=&reg db.zi p=&reg d b.magic=&r
eqdb.wmo=
h. Manhattan NYC Neighborhood Highlightshttp://www.nycgo.com/articles/neighborhoods-manhattan
c. NYC MTA Subway Information- http://www.mta.info/
4) Finding part-time or full-time employment
a. Stephen Petronio Company- http://petron.io/about/
b. Sean Curran Company- http://www.seancurrancompany.com/

i:l.77

c. Doug Varone and Dancers Companyhttp://www.dougvaroneanddancers.org/
d. Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane Dance Cornpanyhttp://newyorklivearts.org/cornpany/about-the-cornpany.php
e. Netta Yerushalrny-Choreographer- http://www.nettay.com/
f.

Joanna Kotze-Choreographer- http://www.joannakotze.com/

g. YogaWorks Job Opening-Yoga Greeterhttp://www.yogaworks.com/careers/studio
h. Anthropologie Job Opening-Customer Associatehttps: II career4.su ccessfactors.com / career?career ns= job listi ng&company= UR
BN&navBarLevel=JOB SEARCH&rcrn site locale=en US&site=VjltbUVvaVFk
MnZMYXh2TmxuekESWmx3dz09&career job reg id=25261&selected lang=
en US&jobAlertController jobAlertld=&jobAlertController jobAlertName=&
s.crb=DdKOQVeyY6tq!TAF91lotOpK8gg%3d
i.

Lulu lemon Athletica Job Opening-Sales Educatorhttp://www.lululemon.com/about/careers/job-details/?jobld=004471

5) Arts in the Community (museums, concert halls, etc.)
a. Brooklyn Academy of Music- http://www.bam.org/about
b. The Metropolitan Museum of Art- http://www.metmuseurn.org/
6) Dance in the Community and Dance Organizations
a. The JOYCE Theater- http://www.joyce.org/
b. Judson Memorial Church- http://www.judson.org/Dance
c. Danspace Project- http://www.danspaceproject.org/aboutdanspaceproject/
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EMERGE Senior Showcase 2015-Final Program Info Form
Due to MyLMUConnect: Friday April 10, 2015 by 5:00 pm.
Upload in "Content" "FOR TERESA: Program Information Due"

Name (Exactly how you wa11t your name listed in the printed program):
Elisabeth Huxley Wolf

Type of Thesis: Performa11ce
Title on front of your whole bound thesis:
A Performa11ce Thesis: Discovering and Unveiling the Artist Within
If you are doing a choreography or performa11ce thesis, include the following information about the
dance/choreographer/music, etc.

Title of Dance: Spent Days Out Yonder
Choreographer's name, if not your choreography: Bill T. Jones (restaged by Rosalynde
LeBlane Loo
Music: 2 nd Movement of Mozart's String Qumiet No. 23 in F Major
Costume/s: All dancers in different costumes: Pants, Dresses, Flowy tops
Performers (alpha order): Meg Buzza, Sydney Clemenson, Mckenzie Cochra11, Kendra
Collins, Amy Garbett, Grace Goodwin, Hannah Inayoshi, Sydney Kra111er, Laura Mikos,
Rachel Rivera, a11d Libby Wolf
Title ofDauce: Heels Over Head
Choreographer's name, if uot your choreography: Lillian Barbeito
Music: Nat King Cole "L.O.V.E" edited by David Karagianis
Costume/s: 1960's inspired dress
Performers (alpha order): Rebecca Diab a11d Libby Wolf
Title of Dance: Pictograms
Choreographer's name, if not your choreography: Netta Yerushalmy
Music: Nautilus, Orlok by Anna Meredith, and Mark degli Antoni
Costume/s: Different colored tank tops, white underwear, a11d bright yellow pants

Performers (alpha order): Lauren Burke, Emily Cannon, Paulina Espinosa, Natalie Grant,
Pin Han, Yi-Chieh Hsu, Marissa Ilingsworth, Taylor Krupp, William Ladd, Jordan
Demetrius Lloyd, Emma Lutz-Higgins, Hannah Marr, Casey Olejar, Kenneth Olguin,
Brooke Partin, Ambika Raina, Celia Rena, Lily Shapiro, Haley Sung, Shamar Watt, Libby
Wolf, Shao Yung
Title of Dance: Where the One Resides (edition 3)
Choreographer's name, if not yonr choreography: Bliss Kohlmhyre
Mnsic: Skylark Interabang and Vices (Viices Instrumental)
Costnme/s: Black leggings with different colored dresses
Performers (alpha order): Gigi Axelrode, Anna Chorneyko, Alex Faglie, Sydney Franz,
Charissa Kroeger, Chloe Lafleur, Abby Mackey, Emily Pavelka, Moe Renteria, Audra
Simmons, Randi Stecki, Gigi Todisco, Maury Wiederaenders, Libby Wolf
Title of Dance: Tango/Rouge
Choreographer's name, if not your choreography: Keith Johnson
Music: Tango, Peggy Lee
Tango La Cumparsita
Costume/s: Men's suits and red slip dresses
Performers (alpha order): Mckenzie Cochran, Tina Dossa, Charissa Kroeger, Gigi
Todisco, Libby Wolf
Title of Dance: Seven
Choreographer's name, if not your choreography: Rosalynde LeB!anc Loo
Music: Meetings Along the Edge composed by Philip Glass and Ravi Shankar
Costume/s: White pants and white button down tops
Performers (alpha order): Sam Blaz, Mckenzie Cochran, Elise Culliton, Tina Dossa,
Sydney Franz, Charissa Kroeger, Chloe Lafleur, Josh Rivera, Gigi Todisco, Libby Wolf
Senior Thesis Mentor/s: Damon Rago and Lillian Barbeito
Major/Minor
First Major: Dance
Are you graduating with Honors in Dance from the NDEO Honor's Society:

Yes

Abstract for program: (Provide an abstract, a descriptive summary overview of your thesis in 100125 words.)
Include enough information to represent the project, but offer only enough to let the reader be curious about
reading the complete project at a longer sitting. Use brevity as you provide key statements about the project
by stating its objective, purpose, methods, results, and conclusion. Pare down information into key ideas by
summarizing, editing out non-essential words. Do not use the word "I." Present ideas, not say what you think
or what you did. A simple way to do this would be to announce the subject of study or exploration and then
give a brief overview of the whole thesis paper/project. (NOTE: This description is I 08 words long.)
Elisabeth Wolf is studying her growth over the last four years and how her findings will influence the
projection of her performing career through her Senior Thesis Project. She is specifically focusing on six
pieces that she has performed during her college career that stand out to have provided her with the most
growth and evolution. Through continually reflecting and fervently questioning what movement means to
her, Elisabeth has developed a thesis that not only depicts her growth as an miist and a performer in her
college life, but also a thesis that will continue growing after graduation from Loyola Marymount University
and into the adventure that lies before her with a professional dance career.

Emerge Senior Thesis Showcase Speech
Good afternoon, I am Elisabeth Wolf. I am a dance major from Phoenix, Arizona whose life
is guided by dance and performing. The most prevalent aspect of my college career has
been performing on this stage, which is why I focused my Senior Thesis project on
performing and how it influences my lifestyle. Specifically I focused on six pieces
throughout my college career that I feel have provided me with the most growth. From my
sophomore year, Spent Days Out Yonder choreographed by Bill T. Jones and restaged by
Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo, from my junior year, Heels Over Head choreographed by Lillian
Barbeito, from the summer before my senior year at the American Dance Festival in North
Carolina, Pictograms choreographed by Netta Yerushalmy, and from my senior year Where
the One Resides (edition 3) choreographed by Bliss Kohlmyre, Tango/Rouge choreographed
by Keith Johnson, and Seven choreographed by Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo. Through my
research I examine and reflect the growth that has occurred through each of these six
pieces. (Energy Change) After graduation I am moving to New York City to pursue my
dream of dancing in a modern dance company and to travel the world performing on stages
on all continents. And I am truly grateful that LMU has set me on this path.

Elisabeth Wolf is a contemporary dancer based in Los Angeles. She is currently
earning a B.A. in Dance at Loyola Marymourtt University where she is on dance
scholarship. She trained in ballet, contemporary, jazz, tap, hip hop, musical theatre,
and acrobatics for 15 years at Cannedy Performing Arts Centre in Phoenix, AZ. She
has studied with Robbie Cook, Nick Duran, Lisa Gillespie, Kathleen Hermesdorf, Ayo
Jackson, Tekla Kostek, Jason Myhre, Paige Porter, Damon Rago, and John Todd.
Elisabeth has performed the work of choreographers Sidra Bell, Lillian Barbeito,
Scott Heinzerling, Keith Johnson, Bliss Kohlmyre, Denise Leitner, Rosalynde LeBlanc
Loo, Shannon Mather, Jordan Saenz, Andrew Wojtal, and performed in Bill T. Jones'
Spent Days Out Yonder under rehearsal director Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo. As a young
dancer, she received the Danny and Betty Hoctor Award for Excellence in Dance. In
addition to performing, Elisabeth worked as a research assistant with dance scholar,
Teresa Heiland, Ph. D., as a Stage Manager at Loyola Marymount University, as an
intern for BODYTRAFFIC, and as a rehearsal assistant to Rosalynde LeBlanc Loo in
the restaging of Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane's Continuous Replay. Upon graduation,
Elisabeth will move to New York City to pursue her dream of dancing on stages
around the world with modern dance companies.

Kay Hampton
Libby Wolf's Senior Thesis
A Performance Thesis: Discovering and Unveiling the Artist Within created by Libby Wolf
illuminates how Wolf has grown over the past four years of her college career at Loyola
Marymount University. Through reflection, Wolf decided to extract inspiration from the
following 6 pieces: Spent Days Out Yonder by Bill T. Jones, Heels Over Head by Lilian
Barbeito, Pictograms by Netta Yerushalmy, Where The One Resides Edition 3 by Bliss
Kohlmhyer, Tango Rouge by Keith Johnson, and Seven by Rosalynde Loo. She understands
that she is a performer in class, rehearsal, on stage, and ultimately in all aspects of life.
Cultivating the concept of journaling, Wolf has reflected on every moment of her journey,
which has excelled her growth this year. Specifically in the beginning of Wolf's senior year,
she began to analyze herself and realize how much movement impacts her daily life.
Though this realization she examined her experiences and allowed them to fuel inspiration
for her future endeavors. During the creation process, she has allowed herself to be
vulnerable through movement instead of hiding behind it. Wolf has learned to always strive
for more by continuously pushing herself to go another step further.

